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ABSTRACT 

A variety of methological strategies were employed to examine 
the development of the Office of Surface Mining Reclamati0l! and 
Enforcement (OSM) during its initial five years of operatIons. 
Created by the Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act of 1977 
(SMCRA), the OSM was empowered to promulgate federal regufations 
for surface coal mining in the united states and to assIst the 
states in developing compatible regulatory programs. 

We introduce distinguish, and discuss two ideal-typical 
polar types of r'egulatory styles: enforced compliance and 
negotiated compliance. The regulatory pro~ram devel~ped by the 
OSM during its first two years of operatIon approxImated the 
former type. The agency's development of the enforced compliance 
style was a response to the four sets of constraints: (1) the 
na ture of the ag ency' s enabl ing sta tute, (2) pol i tical forces, (3) 
ideolog ical prem ises held by infl uential members of the agency's 
initial leadership corps, and (4) shortage of resources, 
especially time, during the agency's formative m.onths. We 
document the agency's choice of the enforced co~pllance style 
through an analysis of their promulgated regulatIons. We note, 
however that an enforcement style more akin to negotiated 
complia~ce was developed in one of the agency's five regional 
offices. This region is compared with another in order to develop 
an explanation of how local conditions shape a natio~al .regulat?ry 
program. We also examine the operation of the OSM s InspectIon 
and enforcement program. 

We discuss and interpret the agency's gradual softening of 
its regulatory stance after its first two years of life. Finally, 
we describe the dramatic changes wrought in the agency after the 
arrival of President Ronald Reagan's appointees to the .Department 
of the Interior and the Office of Surface Mining. 
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INTRODUCTION 

For many Americans, the decade of the 1970s was a time of 
greatly intensified environmental consciousness. Citizens and 
environmentalist groups waged titanic battles with various sectors 
of industry over legislation intended to protect and enhance the 
environment. Among the several environmental protection statutes 
enacted was the Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act of 1977 
(SMCRA; Public Law 95-87; U.S.C. 1201 et' seq.), which Presic;ent 
Jimmy Carter signed on August 3 of that:year:-

This controversial Act established a ,federal presence in the 
regUlation of surface coal mining. Its advocates sought to 
control the environmental degradation that resulted from strip 
mining. The federal government had been urged to take legislative 
action because of the manifest failure of many states to 
adequately regulate the coal industry. The Act created a 
regulatory agency, the Office of SI,)rface Mining Reclamation and 
Enforcement (OSM) within the Depar:t',ment of Interior. The agency 
was empowered to promulgate an'd enforce interim federal 
regulations and to ensure the development and implementation of 
state regulatory programs consistent with the requirements of the 
Act. 

Here we report the results of research on the development and 
impact of the Office of Surface Mining during the first five years 
of its operation. The focus of the research was on the entire 
regulatory process -- on what occurs behind the administrative 
facade. 

Sections one through four of this report describe the study's 
methodology, the surface coal mining process and its environmental 
consequences, the drive to enact federal regulatory legislation, 
and the Act itself. Section five reviews social scientific 
writings on the regulatory process and discusses two ideal-typical 
sets of options available to regulatory personnel in the 
construction and day-to-day operations of such agencies. In 
'sections six through eight we examine how Office of Surface 
Mining personnel constructed and pursued agency objectives during 
the Carter administration, the constraints under which they 
operated, and why particular mission and policy options were 
selected. We also descr iDe the continuing social construction of 
the law through the rule-making process, appellate litigation, 
bureaucratic structure and' process, and finally, implementation of 
the law at the field level. In the final four sections, we 
examine recent changes in the program, some impacts of the 
regulatory presence, and implications for regulatory policy in 
light of our theoretical approach and findings. 

A NOTE ON RESEARCH METHODS 

As conceived originally, our primary research objective was 
to develop a detailed understanding and theoretical interpretation 
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of the forces, both from within and without, that shape a new 
regulatory agency and program. We planned to make extensive use 
of participant observation as a data collection technique, and to 
focus both on agency policy making and its field-level 
implementation in two distinctively different coal producing 
regions of the United States. 

We approached headquarters executives of the Office of 
Surface Mining -- rather naively as it turned out -- with our 
proposal and asked for their cooperation. They expressed an 
interest in the project's objectives 'and readily provided 
assurances that the research could proceed. However, nearly a 
year elapsed between this initial contact with headquarters (HQ) 
and the start of data collection. During this interim period, the 
agency came under intense attack on a variety of fronts, and its 
regional office personnel faced severe work pressures mandated by 
the agency's enabling statute. consequently, when we moved to 
begin data collection in. two of the agency's five regional 
offices, managers in the designated offices balked. Data 
collection was stalled for several months while we renegotiated 
the terms of the research agreement. Eventually we secured 
regional cooperation, but only on the condition that our plans for 
participant observation be dropped. 

We employed five methodological techniques in the course of 
the research: (1) archival cmalysis, (2) personal interviews, (3) 
a mail questionnaire, (4) an,alysis of personal documents, and (5) 
analysis of secondary reports and analyses of the Office of 
Surface Mining and its operations. Here we give a brief overview 
of our methods; specific data collection techniques are detailed 
at appropriate places in the remainder of the report. 

We examined trade publications of the coal industry spanning 
a period of nearly fifteen years, concentrating on the interval 
between 1968 and passage of the Act in 1977. The most useful 
publications here were the MINING CONGReSS JOURNAL and COAL AGE, 
though we also examined som\'~ issues of trade publications 
representing the viewpoints of smaller coal producers (e.g., the 
NATIONAL INDE PENDENT COAL LEADER). We sc rutin i zed publ i shed 
hearings held by Congressional committees and subcommittees 
during the period when Congress was considering federal 
legislation to regulate surface coal mining (1968-77). Also, we 
examined all subsequent House and Sen~te committee reports on 
oversight of the OSM. 

We collected and examined numerous OSM internal reports and 
memoranda on the emerging regulatory program, its reception and 
impact, and the agency's relations with its various 
constituencies. We secured and analyzed routine, periodic 
statistical reports on the agency's inspection and enforcement 
operations. Additiona!ly, we selected a sample of 83 coal mining 
firms and examined OSM's inspection and enforcement records for 
all enforcement actions taken against the companies during an 18 
month period in 1978-80. Data from the files were coded and 
analyzed to determine the major variables that affect enforcement 
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activities, especially the magnitude of civil fines assessed for 
violations of the agency's regulations. 

Members of the research team attended eight public hearings 
all in southern Appalachia -- held by the OSM to collect public 

comm?nts on portions of its emerging regulatory programs. We 
examlned the transcripts of numerous other hearings of the same 
type for regions outside southern Appalachia. 

In addition to these archival data, personal interviews were 
~onduc,ted with 154 persons. Many of the respondents were 
lnte~vlewe~ two or more times so that we conducted approximately 
180 lntervlews. Overwhelmingly, the majority of the interviews 
were con~ucted in Washington, D.C. and the two OSM regions 
targeted ln our. prop?sal. Al though most of the interviews ',jere 
fac,e-tC?-face, approxlmately 10 were conducted by telephone. The 
maJorIty of the interviews were tape recorded and later 
transcribed for analysis. However, physical circumstances and the 
J?refere,nces of respondents did not always permit us to record the 
l~tervlews., In such situations we r~lied on field notes made 
elther,durlng the interview or immediately following its 
concluslon. 

, OSM resp?ndents ranged from field-level personnel to the 
~lghes~ ranklng executives at the headquarters level. We also 
lntervl~w~d p~rsonne~ in the Department of the Interior, including 
the SOIl c l,to,r s Off 1 ce, ~hose at to rneys re pre sen t the Off i ce 0 f 
~urfac~ Ml~lng. Excluslve of the agency itself, the personal 
lntervlews lncluded Congressional staff members and former staff 
mem?ers, forI?er White House personnel, representatives of 
envlrC?nmentallst and other citizens' groups, representatives of 
coa~ lndustry trade and lobbying organizations, employees and 
offlcers of numerous mining companies, and personnel in a number 
of sta~e-level surface mining regulatory agencies. Table 1 
~umma~lzes the numbers and types of individuals who were 
lntervlewed. 

As Table 1 indicates, we interviewed 43 OSM inspectors and 
former inspectors regarding the regulatory process at the field
level. Ho~ever, because the inspection and enforcement program 
was a speclal research focus, we constructed a mail questionnaire 
~hat was used to collect comparable data for OSM's entire 
lnsp:ct~r ~orp~. The questionnaire, which is discussed in greater 
~etall ln ~ectlon 7, was mailed in July 1981 to all remaining OSM 
lnspectors (N = 158). Replies were received from 126 inspectors 
(79.8 percent). 

A number ?f OSM personnel or former personnel shared with us 
personal materlals they compiled or collected during their tenure 
l~ the agency. Al S?, several ind,iv idual s virtually opened the i r 
fll?s to us, enabllng us to examIne a variety of materials such 
as lnternal ~emoranda and policy option papers that would not 
have been avallable otherwise. 

Finally, we examined available published research on the 
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TABLE 1 

SUM~1ARY DESCRIPTION OF INTERVIEW RESPONDENTS 

Type of Respondent/Group Number 

osM Personnel 
Headquarters Personnel: 

Executives .....•... 
Others (e.g., branch chiefs) 

Regional Level: 
Managers . . 
Others (e.g., 

Interior Department 
Executives 
So 1 i citors 

C0i.11 Industry 

field supervisors, inspectors) 

Mining Companies ..............•... 
Trade Associations/Lobbying Organizations ..... 
Mining Consultants & Related Industry (e.g., heavy 

equipment salespersons) ...•......... 

EnViro~mentalist Organizations 
National 
Regional . . . . . . . . . 

State Personnel 
Managers . . . . . • . • • . . . . . . • • . 
Others (e.g., field supervisors, inspectors) .•.• 

Others (e.g., Congressional staff, White House aides) 

TOTAL . . . . . • . . • . . t • • • • • • • 

4 

9 

3 

11 
43 

2 

6 

38 

9 

6 

4 

6 

6 

8 

3 
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surface coal mInIng process and the Office of Surface Mining 
(e.g., National Research Council, 1980; 1981; Menzel et al., 1980; 
Weiner, 1980). Several coal companies and indUStry trade 
associations gave us copies of their own studies on the impact of 
the.OSM's regulatory program. Likewise, environmentalist groups 
helped us greatly by providing copies of some of their studies of 
surface mining regulation (e.g., Save Oui Cumberland Mountains, 
n.d.; Envi ronmental Pol icy Center, 1982). 
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SECTION 1: COAL AND SURFACE MINING IN AMERICA 

The Uni ted States is underlain wi th enormous coal deposi ts; 
in 1979 the country's demonstrated coal reserve base was 474.6 
billion tons. Given the present economics and technology of 
mining, about one-half of the demonstrated coal reserve base is 
estimated to be recoverable (U.S. Department of Energy, 1982: 
137). This coal is approximately 25 percent of the estimated 
international recoverable reserves. Little wonder then that since 
the Arab oil embargo of the early 1970s the United States often 
has been referred to as the "Saudi Arabia of coal." In the past 
decade, many politicians and coal industry spokesmen alike have 
called for a greater use of coal as an energy source. 

TRENDS IN AMERICAN COAL PRODUCTION 

American coal has been mined commercially for more than a 
century .• For many decades, however, excepting the impact. of 
1 im i ted technolog ical developments, the mining process remained 
virtually unchanged. Coal was mined almost exclusively by 
underground or deep mining methods; from combinations of shafts 
and tunnels, miners blasted and gouged the coal from its naturally 
occurring strata or seams. After loading onto conveyances of 
various kinds, the COar-W8S hauled to the surface for processing 
and shipping. 

In 1920, approximately 98 percent of the coal produced in 
America came from deep mines. And even though this percentage 
decreased gradually over the next few decades, in 1950 deep mining 
still accounted for 76 percent of American production (President's 
Commission on Coal, 1980). In recent years, however, two 
significant developments have altered drastically the traditional 
patterns of American coal mining: the growth of s~rface mining 
and the increasing importance of western coal production. 

In the late 1950s and early 1960s', surface coal production 
rapidly began claiming a larger share of U.S~ coal production. As 
a result, by 1970, deep mining methods accounted for only 55 
percent.: of total U.S. coal production and, by 1980, this 
proportion had dropped to 41 percent (U.S. Dept. of Energy, 1982: 
125) • 

The major reasons for the growth of surface mining are 
economic. To begin with, net production costs for surface mined 
coal are lower than for deep-mined coal. For example, the average 
surface miner produces approximately three times more coal per oay 
than the average deep miner. Also, surface mining has a higher 
recovery rate; surface mining can recover up to 90 percent of the 
coal in a seam while deep mining recovers less than 60 percent 
(U.,S. Dept. of Energy, 1980: 7). Further, the growth of surface 
mining has been spurred by dramatic increases in the size and 
handling capacity of heavy equipment. This has been especially 
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important in the midwestern and western coal fields where terrain 
and thick coal seams permit the use of such machinery. 

Although coal is found b~neath 31 of the 50 states coal 
deposits cluster in three regions of the United States: 
Appalachia, the midwest, and the west. Historically, the lion's 
share of coal production occurred east of the Mississippi River. 
Fo~ example, 92 percent of the coal produced in 1970 came from 
mines located in the east, and the bulk of this was from 
Appalachia. However, by 1980 only 62 percent of American coal 
production came from eastern mines (U.S. Dept. of Energy, 1982: 
125) • 

In. Appalachia, .t~ousands of firms, many of them quite small, 
engage ln surface mlnlng. On steep mountain slopes and in narrow 
valleys, t~ey mine relatively thin ~eams of high energy, high 
sulfur coa.L. In the midwest, the gent.ly rolling terrain, much 
more hospitable to mine operators, permits the use of larger 
machinery than is possible in Appalachia. Also, coal seams 
generally are thicker than in Appalachia. Coal in the midwest 
and in Appalachia is primarily bituminous, which has a high heat 
content. • 

By contrast, western coal is primarily sUbbituminous. 
Compared to bituminous coal, it is not as "hot" when burned" 
However, more than compensating for its lower heat content is the 
fact that western coal seams are extremely thick, and they are 
covered by relatively thin overburden. Together these geoJ.og ical 
features make it highly profitable to strip mine in the west. In 
addition, western coal has a lower sulfur content than eastern 
coal. The demand for low-sulfur coal grew quickly following 
passage of the Clean Air Act in 1970. Western surface mines tend 
to be extremely large, and in marked contrast with Appalachia, 
there are only a few hundred mines west of the Mississippi River. 
In 1979, 43 percent of total Appalachian coal production was mined 
by surface methods, while the comparable percentage for western 
production was 89 percent (U.S. Dept. of Energy, 1981: 7). 

In sum, the locus of American coal production has been 
shifting from underground to the surface, and from Appalachia to 
the west. Br.:th of these trends are expected to continue into the 
foreseeab16 future. 

THE SURFACE COAL MINING PROCESS 

The technical process of surface coal mining can be 
comprehended easily. A somewhat idyllic description is provided 
by the National Coal Ass-ociation: 

c 

[T] he coal' is produced ••• from seams lying fairly 
close to the earth's surface. The earth and rock above 
the coal seam -- the overburden -- are removed and 
pI aced tv one side; the exposed coa 1 is bro ken up 
loaded into trucks and hauled away. Bulldozers the~ 
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grade the overburden to the desired shape, the surface 
is replanted with seeds or young trees, and the land is 
restored to productive use (COAL FACTS: 11). 

There are two principal methods employed in coal surface 
mining: contour mining and area mining. In the contour mining 
process, bulldozers are used to cut a notch in the side of a 
~ountain, exposing the coal seam. The vertical side of the notch 
is the highwall and the horizontal side is the bench. As mining 
proceeds-;-the bench is extendl.~d along the contour of the mountain. 
Figure 1 depicts the contour mining process. 

Mountaintop removal is a special case of the contour method~ 
In mountaintop mining, because the coal seam lies close to the top 
of the mountain, it is possible to slice off the peak to reach the 
coal. Wh~n mining is completed, the top of the mountain, in 
contrast to the surrounding peaks, is flat. Figure 2 illustrates 
the process of mountaintop removal in surface mining. 

Many times, auger mining is carried out in conjunction with 
con to ur min ing. La rg e drill bi ts (augers) bo re ho ri zontall y into 
the portion of the coal seam which is visible in the highwall 
after the contour mining process has been completed. The rotation 
of the auger simultaneously extends it deeper into the coal seam 
and deposjts the loosened coal on the bench. This process is 
shown in Figure 3. 

Whereas contour mining and its variants are dominant in the 
mountainous Appalachian terrain" area mining is dominant in the 
f),at and gently rolling terrain of the midwest and west. 
Replacing th~ bullqozer a~ the primary type of machinery are the 
power-shovel and the dragline. Using this equipment, an initial 
trench is dug in the ground (the box cut) to expose the coal seam. 
The spoil -- removed o'Jerburden-=-= -is placed beside the trench, 
and the coal is removed. As can be seen in Figure 4, the next cut 
is made parallel to the box cut, and the spoil is placed in the 
box cut trench. This process of parallel cuts is continued until 
mining is completed, with the spoil from each cut be:~g placed in 
the earlier adjacent trench. In large mines, dozens of trenches 
may be cut before the process is completed. 

THE DESTRUCTIVE EFFECTS OF EARLY SURFACE COAL MINING 

Until passage of the Surface Mining Control and Reclamation 
Act of 1977, the regulation of surface coal mining was left to the 
states. In many cases this meant that it was largely 
unregulated. Though the earliest state law was enacted in the late 
1930s (West Virginia), for decades state laws, regulations and 
regulatory ~gencies were woefully inadequate to the regulatory 
task. Statutes and regulations were weak, enforcement was lax 
and, in some states, corrupt. By the early 1970s, however, most 
states began to strengthen their regulatory laws (cf. Imhoff, Friz 
and LaFevers, 1976), partly a response to the threat of federal 
intervention. In most states, particularly in" Appalachia, these. 
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FIGURE 1 

SURFACE MINING - CONTOUR METHOD 

1. Topsoil is removed and stockpiled for later 
reclamation purposes. 

z. A bench is dozed into the side of the slope. 

3. Blasting cracks the dense overburden. 

4. Overburden is hauled by scrapers or trucks 
and is backfilled ~ontinuously. 

5. Coal is removed by loaders and/or shovels 
and carried out of the mining area along the 
haul road (which has been cut into the slope). 

6. While blasting for the next stage of over
burden removal, reclamation of t.he first cut 
is beginning: the pit is filled with over
burden, regraded, layered with topsoil, then 
seeded. 

The President's'Conmiss;on on Coal (1980: 159). 
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FIGURE 2 

SURFACE MINING - MOUNTAINTOP REMOVAL METHOD 

• A particular type of contour mmmg, in which mmmg 
proceeds all the way across the top of the mountain. 

1. A drill bench is cut from the' side of a mountain, both for 
use as a haul road, and for extending drilling. 

z. Topsoil is removed and stoc;kpiled. 

3. The overburden is drilled for placement of explosives. 

4. Blasting loosens the overburden. 

5. Loaders or shovels load the overburden into trucks and it is 
backfilled in a previously-mined portion of the pit or 
placed in a head-of-hollow fill. 

6. The exposed coal may be blasted or loaded from the seam, 
depending on its hardness. Trucks haul the coal out of the 
pit area. 

7 •. The backfilled pit is graded, spread with topsoil, and 
revegetated, while the next "cut" is begun. A flat to 
gently-rolling area results. 

The President's COJTJl1ission on Coal (1980: 161). 
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FIGURE 3 

SURFACE MINING - AUGER METHOD 

REMOVAL OF OVERBURDEN 

COAL REMOVED BY FRONT-END LOADER 

r COAL R£WOVED 8'1' AUGER 

• Augering is a supplementary 
mining method, used to reach 
coal which cannot be economi
cally strip mined because of 
deep over burden. 

1. After the coal seam has been 
mined out to the desired depth 
(to the highwall face, as deter
mined by the stripping ratio), an 
auger (like a large drill) is em
ployed to bore horizontally into 
the seam, perpendicular to the 
bench. 

Z. As the auger bores, it carries 
back out to the pit area the 
loosened coal. 

3. This coal is then tru6lted out of 
the· mine area to be stored' rec-
I 

. , 
amabon of the pit begins. 

President's COl11T1ission on Coal (1980: 163) 
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laws were not enforced vigorously. 

In Appalachia, the period prior to the late 1970s is often 
referred to as one of shoot'n shove mining. This richly 
evocative label calls attention to the routine socially and 
environmentally harmful mining practices of those times. Coal was 
mined using the easiest and cheapest methods, with little regard 
to the social and environmental impacts. For example, explosives 
were used, often recklessly, to loosen and break up the coal 
deposits. In the process, nearby residents and their dwellings 
were subjected to rock and other debris (flyrock) hurled from the 
ex plo s ions. In Appal ach ia, spo i 1 mater i al s us ually were pushed 
over the side of the mountain -- a practice known as pushing spoil 
over the downslope. In the midwest, spoil from the box cut and 
from subsequent trenches was left in ridges and piles. The final 
trench -- the last cut -- usually was left unfilled. 

The absence of effective state regulation not only permitted 
these harmful mining practices but also enabled many mining 
companies to avoid any pretext of reclamation. Such mine 
operators, after extracting the coal, simply abandoned the mine 
site. By the mid-1960s, nearly one million acres had been left in 
this unreclaimed condition (U.S. Dept. of the Interior, 1967). 
Consequently, the highly unstable and acidic spoil materials were 
left to erode under the onslaught of rains. In Appalachia, 
especially, the resulting sedimentation choked streams; the 
acidic runoff killed ~quatic life and ruined wells and other water 
supplies. In other cases, mudslides damaged or destroyed property 
and dwellings. After the passage of several years, many spoil 
banks achieved a degree of stability, but even then they often 
would not support vegetation. 

All this damage and environmental destruction was evident, of 
course, to anyone who cared to look. By the 1960s, a surge of 
published work by popular writers (e.g., Caudill, 1962) and 
government agencies (e.g., U.S. Dept. of the Interior, 1967) 
documented and called attention to it. Portions of the American 
landscape resembled the surface of the moon, having been rendered 
useless because of inadequate reclamation or abandonment. In the 
midwest and in Appalachia, indigenous citizen groups and 
landowners were becoming more vocal in their call for tough 
regulation of the surface mining industry. The marriage of this 
indigenous protest movement with the environmentalist movement 
gave new impetus to the demand for effective regulatory 
1 eg i s 1 at ion. 
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SECTION 2: THE ANTI-STRIP MINING MOVEMENT AND THE 
ENACTMENT OF FEDERAL REGULATORY LEGISLATION 

THE RISE OF THE ANTI-STRIP MINING MOVEMENT 

Vigorous opposition to strip mining' arose in the latter half 
of the 1960s .in Appalachia (Fisher and Foster, 1979) and in the 
early 197~s In the West (Parfit, 1980). Appalachian citizens' 
groups, dIscouraged by the ineffectiveness of state laws and lax 
enforceme.nt. (Schneider, 1971; Munn, 19'75), overwhelmingly favored 
the abol~tIon of strip mining. It was generally believed that 
reclamatIon was impossible in most mountainous areas. The 
g~a~sroots anti-stripping movement did what it could with its 
1ImIt~d resources: it engaged in sit-ins on strip mine sites 
took ~ts ca!3e. to the. courts, and tried to change state laws. o~ 
occasIon, mInIng equIpment was destroyed. However its resources 
~ere few. Its ~embership base was not broad, bud~ets were slim, 
Its.1~cal constItuent groups were only loosely coordinated, and 
polItIcal, legal and technical expertise was limited. 

Con~traints o? the success of the movement were great. Most 
Appa1achlan c?a1 IS in the hands of absentee owners (Appalachian 
Land Owne~shI~ Task Force, 1981), a potential source of grass
roots solIdarIty. But usually, the coal is mined by local 
~perators who are protected by local politicians with mining 
It;terests •. Even. wildcatting (mining without a permit) was 
vIrtua~ly Impos.sIble to prosecute successfully because of the 
c01~u.sIon .of mIne operators and the "courthouse crOWd." In 
addItIon, In ~o~t of the Appalachian states, the deepest ravages 
of !3urface mInIng were carried out in isolated areas whose 
resIden~s had lit~le.po1i~ical clout in the state legislatures. 
Fac:d wIth these dIffIcultIes, the movement quickly sought federal 
relIef. 

, In the west, massive surface mining arose very rapidly in the 
1970s. Most of the mining is done by the largest coal companies 
on land ~eased from the federal government. State governments 
moved qUIckly to regulate mining and to get their share of the new 
wealth: sta~e regu1a~ions in the west were quite strict in 

Ii comparIson WIth those. In the east. But opposition groups soon 
em~rged around the Issue of property rights, the loss of 
agrIcultural and grazing lands, and the qu~stion of whether or not 
reclamation is po~sib1e in arid regions. In both the midwest and 
far west, local rIghts groups and farmers provided strong support 
for a federal law. . 

:h~ ~ajor success of the grassroots organizations was in 
PUb~IcIzIng t~e nature and extent of surface mining as an 
envIronmental lssue. The issue appealed to the media already 
attu~ed to environmental problems. Thus, strip m~ning, a 
par~Icul~rly spectacular example of ecological abuse, became a 
natIonal Issue In the hands of the larger environmental movement. 

What was the nature of this movement? Who were these 
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environmentalists? What resources did i;:hey bring to th~ battle? 
Historically, environmentalism in the United s~ates has ltS roots 
in the conservationist movement of the late nlne~e:nth century. 
When the environmental movement emerged as.a P?lltlcal force ln 
the late 1960s both the older conservatlonlst groups (e.g., 
National Audubon'society, the Sierra Club), as well as newer, mo~e 
act i vis t ass 0 cia t ion s (e • g ., the F r i end s '? f the Ea. r t h '. t e 
National Resources Defense Council) formed ltS organlzational 
base By the mid-1970~ such organizations had between four and 
five· million members (Mitchell, 1979; Humphrey and Buttel, 198;). 
As in the case of the early movement (Reiger, 1975), research as 
consistently indicated that the m~mbership base of thes~ 
o r 9 ani z at ion sis sol i d 1 Y up per - mid dIe j,C 1 ass (H a r r y eta 1.! 19 69 , 
Devell 1970· Faich and Gale, 1971; Harry, 1974). There ls.some 
eviden~e th~t it is the professional. wing ?f the upper-ml~dl~ 
class, not the managerial wing, that lS domlna~t. (DevelJ, 1 70, 
C t d Duff 1981) It is likely that crltlcs are correct o g rove an , • " bl' d t 
in designating the movement's social base as the pu lC an no-
for-profit sectors" (Kristol, 1972; Weaver, 1978). 

The national environmentalist organizations -- there also are 
thousands of smaller, local groups -- are "funded so~ial movement 
organizations" (McCarthy and Zald, 1973). ~hat lS, they are 
groups whose policies are constructed and carrled out b~ a smal~ 
band of professional leaders supported by a "~ues constl.tuency." 
The latter also may be thought of as a "conscle~ce c?nst:tu:ncy, 
in the sense that the pay-off for contributions lS qUlte 1nd~rect. 
The passage of numerous environmental laws (e.g., the Natlonal 
Environmental Policy Act, the Clean Air Act, the Federa.l .water 
Pollution Act, and' the Coastal Zone Management Act). testlfles to 
the effectiveness of this lobbying by funded sO~lal. movem~nt 
organizations. It is also the environmental or~an1zatlons Wh1Ch 
bear the brunt of sponsoring litigation meant to 1nsure that laws 
will be enforced in the "public interest" (Handler, 1978). 

It is not without some justification that envir?nmentalist 
groups claim to stand for the public interest. Durlng the late 
1960s concern for environmental reform rose from nowhere to 
second place among public issues (Erskine, 1972). Although ~here 
has been a decline (Dunlap and Dillman, 1976), t~ere remalns a 
high level of support for environmental concerns (M1tchell,.1980). 
In the early 1970s, this high level was marked by vl~tual 
consensus across class and regional line~ (Dunlap and Va.n ~ler~, 
1977). Somewhat higher support for en~lronmental actlvls~ 1S 
found among the college educated (Tognacc,l .et al., 1~?2.; Van L ere 
and Dunlap, 1980), among those employed l~ the se~v~ce se~tor, 
and among those who support welfare llberallsm.and reJect lalssez 
faire liberalism (Honnold, 1980; Buttle and Fllnn, n.d.). 

When the national environme~tal organizations joined the fray 
for surface mining reform, they possessed many of the r.esour?es 
needed for a long battle. They brought a record of leg1slatl~e 
and lobbying success, a moderate financial. base, a publ1C 
mobilized for further reform action, and conslderable l~gal.and 
technical skills. The nine national environmen~al organlzatlons 
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whose representatives testified before Congress in 1971-72 on 
surface mining legislation represented approximately one-half 
million people. By 1973-74, their activities were coordinated 
with those of a number of local groups (26 organizations overall, 
representing ranchers, farmers, Native Americans, sportspersons, 
and churches, as well as environmentalists) in a Coalition Against 
Strip Mining. As the activities and goals of these organizations 
coalesced, in Washington, D.C. the Environmental Policy Center was 
founded and became the major lobbying organization for the 
increasingly united supporters of Congressional action. 

The struggle for reform was led by a handful of young 
coordinators and lobbyists with strong backing from the varied 
array of citizens' groups and funds from environmentalist 
organizations and foundations. The desire of the grassroots 
groups for the abolition of surface mining was necessarily 
compromised almost from the beginning of the battle, a strategic 
choice that led to a certain amount of internal conflict. During 
the long march toward federal regulation, the leaders honed their 
political, legal, and technical skills, enabling them to help 
shape a tightly drawn law that could be used to limit the 
discretionary power of the proposed federal regulatory agency. 

THE BATTLE TO ENACT FEDERAL SURFACE COAL MINING LEGISLATION 

The coal industry and those dependent upon it, manufacturers 
of heavy equipment and the electric utilities, was arrayed against 
this coalition of environmentalists. In their nine-year effort to 
block federal legislation, the industry put forth essentially the 
same set of objections, though it occasionally shifted or modified 
tactics to take account of developments on the legislative front. 

In Congressional testimony during 1968, the coal industry 
opposed any federal effort to regulate surface coal mining. 
Industry representatives acknowledged that although the coal 
industry had made mistakes in the past, it was now reclaiming land 
in an exemplary manner, under state supervision. They raised the 
specter of economic retrogression, increased dependence on foreign 
fuel, and a damaged military defense posture should a federal law 
be enacted. 

Although state government officials opposed federal 
legislation, a number of witnesses suggested that the states were 
reluctant to develop strong regulatory programs for fear of 
harming local mining interests. It was said that the coal 
industry used economic blackmail to ensure that state regulation 
remained weak. On occasion, coal operato(s threatened relocation 
to less restrictive states so as to pressure state legislators to 
maintai~ weak reclamation laws. Alternatively, they complained to 
state officials that tough local regulations imposed an unfair 
burden on local coal producers, one which operators in other 
states did not face. Supporters of federal legislation argued 
t.hat by equalizing regulatory costs across the U.S., their 
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-proposals would eliminate any competitive advantage that a state 
with weak laws might have. The committee, however, did not report 
a bill in the 90th Congress. 

In 1971 Congress held further hearings on the strip mining 
issue. By that time, any hope that the states could and would 
regulate surface mining had all but disappeared. In the 92d 
Congress (1971-72) and 93d Congress (1973), approximately 20 bills 
to regulate strip m.ining were introduced. Replacing the 
cautiously optimistic view of reclamation from 1968 was the firm 
conviction of environmentalists and their Congressional supporters 
that strip mining would have to be banned entirely or, failing 
that, the job of regulating it turned over to the federal 
government. 

Environmentalist, conservationist, and affected-landowner 
groups were not completely united during the 1971-73 hearings; 
their proposals took both nhard" and "soft" positions. The "hard" 
position called for an end to all strip mining, commencing from 
six to eighteen months after enactment of legislation. The "soft" 
position advocated a ban on strip mining only in areas or 
locations where the possibility of adequate reclamation could not 
be conclusively demonstrated. 

The coal industry, especially its largest producers, reversed 
the stand taken in 1968 when it opposed all federal legislation. 
NOw, it nominally supported the establishment of minimum federal 
guidelines for the regulation of surface mining. The states would 
be given the opportl..'nity to develop regulations consistent with 
the guidelines and, ~fter a time, the federal government would be 
empowered to enforc~ federal regulations in states which failed to 
fashion an acceptabl~ regulatory program. The basic goal of large 
coal producers in nominally supporting federal legislation was to 
ensure that the law would be sufficiently flexible to accommodate 
site-specific mining variations. Thus, they emphasized that 
federal regulations would have to be broad and flexible rather 
than specific and rigid. The industry, it must be noted, called 
for flexibility only in those areas that would increase its 
options in planning and conducting mining activities. It opposed 
flexibility in legislative provisions that would decrease its own 
operating options or incre~se unpredictability (e.g., provision 
for public comment on mining permit applications and citizen 
suits against coal operators). 

The coal industry was successful in the 1971-73 session in 
defeating the call for a ban on strip mining. It was important 
to allay western lawmakers' anxieties, since an overwhelming 
majority of committee members in both the House and the Senate 
were from westeTJn states. In general, the industry appeared to 
convince weste~n lawmakers that their region was sufficiently 
different from Appalachia that they need not worry about 
environmental degradation there. Although the House did pass a 
bill, the 92d Congress did not enact surface mining legislation. 

Between 1971 and 1977, the industry supported the concept of 
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federal controls but worked to defeat any specific bill. In 1974, 
the bill which passed the 93d Congress was modified to deal with 
the industry's contentions that regulation wouJd cause mines to 
shutdown and, therefore, would lead to increasing unemployment. 
But in other ways, the proposed law strengthened federal 
regulatory powers. For example, the bill contained provisions 
permitting the designation of lands or areas as unsuitable for 
mining. The industry had opposed any flat prohibi tion on mining 
in designated areas or terrain conditions. The environmentalist 
coalition had produced increasingly stringent bills. Congress 
passed surface mining legislation in 1974 and 1975. President 
Ford vetoed both of these bills. He gave four principal reasons 
for his veto of the second bill: (1) the fear that it would 
increase unemployment, (2) the fear that electric bills of 
American consumers would increase, (3) the fear that American 
dependence on foreign oil would increase, and (4) the fear that 
UeS. coal production would decl ine (U.S. Cong ress, Ho use, 1975). 

By 1977, the political context had been altered radically. 
First, the new President, Jimmy Carter, stated that he would sign 
a strip mining bill. Second, in 1976 the Secretary of the 
Interior issued regulations for surface coal mining on federal 
lands. Since the majority of these areas are located in the west, 
western mine operators now were operating under some kind of 
federal controls -- albeit weak ones. Third, the climate of 
uncertainty surrounding federal coal mining regulation was making 
it difficult for the industry to attract external capital and, 
thus, to plan mining ventures. 

Though the entire coal industry opposed the 1977 bill, a 
clear split in interest between eastern and western coal producers 
became evident. Western witnesses before congressional committees 
made statements of opposition in an almost obligatory fashion, but 
then offered detailed amendments. Eastern witnesses were more 
vociferous, even defiant, in their statements of opposition. 
Western witnesses were concerned about prohibitions against mining 
on alluvial valley flo~rs, provisions for acquiring surface owner 
consent to mine, procedures for designating lands unsuitable for 
mining, and restrictions on the duration of mining permits and the 
permit renewal process. Eastern operators were more concerned 
about the provision that mined land be returned to its approximate 
original contour, strictures on mountaintop mining, and regulatory 
complexity. Generally, eastern operators were fearful that the 
bill would (1) make it effectively impossible to mine much eastern 
coal and (2) make it too costly for small operators to comply. 

Eastern and western industry representatives were united, 
however, in their calls to amend three sections in the Act: 
provisions for public hearings, for citizen suits, and the 
requirements for determining the hydrological consequences of 
surface mining. These provisions were retained in the Act, a 
victory for the environmentalists. Bill H.R.2 was passed by 
Congress in JUly 1977, and the President signed it on August 3 • 
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SECTION 3: AN OVERVIEW OF THE ACT 

The Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act of 1977 has 
been reviewed and discussed elsewhere (e.g., Dale, 1978; Harvey, 
1978). Here we present a brief overview of the more important 
provisions in the Act. Taken together, however, the nine titles 
in the eighty-eight page Act provide fo~ a national regulatory 
program "to prevent or mitigate adverse environmental effects of 
present and future coal mining operations." 

Title I sets out Congressional findings and the purposes of 
the Act. Briefly, Congress asserted its belief that (1) 
technology is available to reclaim some of the economic and 
environmental impacts of surface coal mining, and (2) regulatory 
efforts f:hould be focused at the state level. Nevertheless, one 
purpose of the Act is to establish minimum national standards for 
regulating surface coal mining reclamation and the surface impacts 
of underground mining. Other purposes are to (1) encourage the 
states to regulate mining in accord with such standards, and (2) 
effect a program for the reclamation of previously mined lands. 

Title II established the Office of Surface Mining Reclamation 
and Enforcement within the Department of the Interior and 
empowered it to promulgate and e-nforce surface coal mining 
regulations. The Act provides for a two-step implement_ation of 
the new regulatory program. Initially, 90 days after enactment of 
the SMCRA, the OSM would publish interim regulations for all 
surface coal mining. Enforcement of the interim program 
regulations was to commence 6 months after the passage of the' Act. 
During the interim program, coal operators were subject to a dual 
system of state and federal regulation. However, by August 3, 
1978, after the interim program 'was operating, a permanent program 
would be developed and the states would be given the opportunity 
to devise their own regulatory programs to meet the standards of 
the Act and the federal permanent program. States would develop 
their own regulatory programs and submit them to the OSM for 
approval. States with approved programs would become the primary 
enforcement authority (i.e., they were to have "primacy"). In 
these states, the OSM would function only in an oversight 
capacity. The permanent program would be enforced by the OSM 
only in states that failed to submit or to receive approval of 
their primacy applications. 

The Act provides the OSM with incentives and prods to 
motivate the stotes to develop and enforce stronger regulatory 
programs. One of the most attractive incentives appears in Title 
IV. It establishes an Abandoned Mine Land Reclamation Fund (AML 
fund) to be administered by the Secretary of Interior. The AML 
fund is to be used for the reclamation of lands mined prior to the 
date of enactment. The principa~; source of revenue for the fund 
is, for b i tum inous -and sub-bi tum inous coa'l, a reclamat ion fee 0 f 
35 cen ts per ton of coal prod uced by sur face min i ng and 15 cen ts 
per ton of coal produced by deep mining or 10 percent of the value 
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of the coal at the mine, whichever is less. The reclamation fee 
fo'r lower quality, lignite coal is 2 percent of the value of the 
coal at the mine or 10 cents per ton, whichever is less. Once a 
sta te acqu ires pr im acy (i.e., an approved prog ram), one-hal f 0 f 
the AML f,~es colI elC ted from its mines a re to be ret ur ned to it fo r 
reclam~ti?n projects on abandoned mined lands. 

Other incentives for the states are contained in Titles III, 
VII, VIII and IX. Included are provisions for federal funds to 
create state mining and mineral resources and research institutes, 
university coal research laboratories, and graduate fellowships 
for studies in energy resources. Also, federal grants are 
authorized to aid the states in developing and operating their 
regulatory programs. 

To many, the procedures set forth in Title V are the "gUtl U 

of the Act. Title V contains 115 performance standards fo.t 
surface mining and reclamation that both the interim and permc,nent 
programs art.~ to incorporate and build upon. Just as important, 
section 501 specifies a rigid timetable for the promulgation of 
interim and permanent regulations and submission of state primacy 
applications. The requirements for establishing state programs 
are also contained in Title V. 

The A~t contains provIsIons for citizen participation in and 
review of the aevelopment and implementation of the federal and 
state programs. For instance, public' hearings are required at 
several stages in the development both of federal and state 
programs. And once developed, in order to incorporate any changes 
in the respective regulations, the OSM was to hold public hearings 
allowing a thirty-day comment peri0d from interested parties and 
stat~ governments. Also, publ.ic hearings were mandated in states 
requ~sting primacy, with the S~cretary of the Interior making his 
decisions after these hearings had been examined. If the primacy 
package was not approved, states were ~ermitted sixty days to 
submit a revised program. 

Section 515 establishes detailed mining and reclamation 
performance standards. Examples -- required in the interim, 
permanent or approved state programs -- require mine operators to: 
(1) submit detailed information on the proposed mine site and a 
reclamation plan before a permit to mine is issued, (2) secure a 
performance bond of sufficient size to pay for reclamation should 
the mine operator £ail to do so, (3) remove and store topsoil 
separately 1.£10 It can be used in reclamation, (4) conduct blasting 
only under specified conditions, (5) monitor and take steps to 
ensure that mining does not effect the hydrological balance of the 
mined area, (6) handle and store spoil materials only in specified 
way s, wi t h no pI a c em en t 0 f s po i Ion the down s lop e, (7) r e c I aim 
portions of the mined area as quickly as possible after mining is 
completed, (8) eliminate all highwalls in the reclamation process, 
(9) regrade the mined area to its approximate original contour, 
and (10) establish a self-revegetating cover on the mined area. 
Other sections of the Act contain provisions designed to restrict 
coal mining in certain ecologically fragile or economically 
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significant areas, such as prime farmlands and alluvial valley 
floors -- naturally irrigated or subirrigated areas capable of 
supporting agricultural activities -- in the west. 

Further, Title V outlines the inspection and enforcement 
policies and the penalty provisions of the Act. The Act provides 
for a system of mandatory enforcement and close cooperation 
between federal and state regulatory personnel. During the 
interim program, OSM inspectors were required to inspect each 
permitted mine site twice annually without giving prior notice to 
the operator. Section 521 explicitly requires inspectors to write 
a notice of violation for every regulatory infraction they observe 
on a mine site. In addition, it requires them to issue a 
cessation order (an order to cease all mining) under conditions of 
imminent danger to public health or safety, or when an operator 
fails to' abate a violation. 

SHction 51B establishes the monetary values of penalties 
assessed for violations and the process by which they are 
assessed, adjusted and collected. A maximum of $5,000 may be 
assessed for each violation. Violations not corrected within the 
time period set by the inspector may be assessed an additional 
$750 a day. Maximum civil and criminal penalties of $10,000 or 
one year imprisonment (or both) could be imposed if a psrson 
knowingly and willfully failed to comply with the Act. 

For at least a decade, the coal industry resisted all 
efforts to establish a new regulatory apparatus. Clearly, it 
wanted to defeat federal surface mining legislation. Not until 
Jimmy Carter's victory in the 1976 Presidential election did it 
begin detailed bargaining over many specific provisions in ~he 
impending Act. By that late date the fundamental structure of the 
Act and many of its detailed requirements were accepted by a 
Congressional majority. Nonetheless, the industry successfully 
lobbied for requirements more to its liking. As a result, many of 
the requirements of the Act contain variance procedures, for 
example, in the requirement that mined land be returned to its 
approx im ate 0 r ig inal con to ur. Other sect ions 0 f the Act clea rly 
are beneficial to the coal industry (e.g., federal funds for coal 
research, and for training graduate mining engineers and oth~r 
technical personnel). 'I'he Act also contains a mechanism, the 
Small Operators Assistance Program (SOAP), to help small operators 
meet ,the costs of pr.eparing mine permit applications. In areas 
that impose financial burdens on the industry, such as the AML 
fund, the cost is fixed and, therefore, calculable, a primary 
concern of large coal producers. In many ways, the coal industry 
successfully reshaped the Act for its own benefit. 

Nevertheless, passage of the SMCRA was a victory for its 
environmentalist and citizen supporters. Generally, the Act's 
requirements are comprehensive, stringent, and rigid. At the 
same time, and paradoxically, this stringency and rigidty are 
deceptive; Congress, by including procedures for variances from 
requirements in the Act, left ,.0 the Office of Surf~ce Mining the 
ta,sk of resolving issues relatea to the breadth and appl ication of 
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the variance procedures. In effect, congress passed the buck. 
More importantly, the relationship between the OSM and state 
regulatory authorities was left ambiguous. OSM's task is to 
en;sure that the states develop adequate regulatory programs, but 
responsibility for program development and implementation 
(primacy) was left to the states. Thus, the Act contains the 
seeds for serious tension and conflict. 
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SECTION 4: THE POLITICS OF REGULATION: INTERPRETATIONS 

Current discussions of regulation make a distinction between 
the regulation of prices and the regulation of quality (Arrow, 
1981), between "old-style economic regulation" a~d "new-style 
social regulation" (Lilly and Miller, 1977) ,~r sImply betwe 7n 
economic and socIal regulation (Klass and WeIss, 1978). ThIS 
distinction is important, not only because the two types of 
agencies pursue different goals, but also because they tend ~o 
vary in the authority of their legal base~, the ~strength of theIr 
social bases, and the orientations of theIr regulatory staffs. 

The intent behind the creation of old-style agencies was to 
protect the "public interest" from market imbalances. The 
agencies were to be staffed by independent ~xpert~, free f!om 
partisan and special interests, ~ho would proylde ratIonal .p~l~cy, 
full- tim e oversight, and operatIonal contI nUl ty and fl ex lb III ty. 
Analyses of the origins, workings, and. consequence~ of these 
economic regulatory agencies are found In ~ sub~tantlal b?dyof 
empirical and theoretical writings by hIstorIans,. POlltlc~l 
scientists, economists, and muckrakers (for a reVIew of thIS 
literature, see McCraw, 1975). 

The mandate given the new-style agencies, such as the Office 
of Surface Mining, is to control the social costs of pro~uction. 
In contrast to the the earlier economic regulatory agencIes, ~he 
new age n c i e s are bas e don ~ e ~ a t i vel y s .t r. i n. g en ten a b lIn g 
legislation with little explIcIt responsIbIlIty to protect 
industry from economic distress •. only r~c~ntly, however, ~ave 
social scientists begun to provIde empIrIcal and theoretIcal 
analyses of these new regulatory agencies (e.g., Mendeloff, 1979; 
Wilson, 1980; Keiser, 1980; Quirk, 1980; Kelman, 1981; Menzel, 
1981) • 

THEORETICAL APPROACHES 

Theories of regulation are gene~ally based on analyses.of 
old-style agencies. Although there is a large array of theorIes 
of the politics of regulation (cf. Mitnick, 1?80), they repre~~nt 
variants of four answers to the basic questIon of who benefIts 
from regulation: (1) the public at large (Le., the public 
interest) (2) the groups that agitated for regulatory change 
(e.g., mor~l crusaders), (3) the regulated industry, and (4) the 
regulatory apparatus (i.e., the bureaucracy itself). 

public Interest Theory 

Nearly all regulatory law is justi~ied as soci.al. control ~hat 
serves the interest of the general publIC. In addItIon, the Idea 
of serving the public interest is a common legitimating mech~nism 
for regulatory agencies and their personnel. With few exceptIons, 
however (e.g., Sharfman, 1931), empirical research has been used 
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as witness against this theory. The difficulty, of course, is in 
specifying precisely what is meant by "public interest." 

Nevertheless, the idea that regulation reflects the public 
interest is not without utility. It focuses our attention on the 
need for legitimation as a constraint in the production and 
application of regulatory law, and as a basis for opposition to 
special interests. Further, it suggests that regulatory agencies 
themselves, when perceived as acting in the public interest, act 
as legitimizers of the regulated and of the economic system as a 
whole. In the pr:.ocess, regulation is transformed into a signal 
that "everything is uncter control." 

Unfortunately, public interest theory explains too much. It 
tends to neglect the question of whether some strata in "the" 
public benefit more than others, and it downplays the importance 
of investigating precisely how things happen (i.e., the social and 
political forces which produce legislative change and regulatory 
programs) • 

Countervailing Interest Group Theory 

Careful empirical investigation of regulation generally 
elicits one form or another of interest group theory. If the 
focus of research is on the origins of a regulatory agency, the 
most common explanation pictures the instigating group(s) (or 
quasi-groups) as the major beneficiaries, although generally the 
final regulatory package is a compromise containing some benefits 
for the regulated industry as well. 

The most studied case is the attempt to regulate the 
railroads through formation of the Interstate Commerce Commission, 
the first independent regulatory commission in the United States. 
Midwestern farmers (Buck, 1913), midwestern small capitalists 
(Miller, 1971; Martin, 1971), and eastern small capitalists 
(Benson, 1955; Nash, 1957), are given various degrees of primacy 
in these accounts of the origins of railroad regulation. Th~ 
valuable common component of these interpretations is the 
identification of real historical actors struggling to protect 
economic interests, demanding governmental protection from 
subordination to monopoly capital. The overall picture is one of 
class struggle involving middle classes and opposing fractions of 
capital. 

The ideological justification for railroad regulation 
contained three components that became the basis of further 
demands for regulatory reform: hostility toward monopoly power, 
distrust of politicians, and respect for experts. These are the 
basis of Progressivism, the .broad social movement that often is 
viewed as the major source of reform and expanding governmental 
regulation of the economy during the first two decades of the 
century (McC)nnell, 1967). Progressivism had its roots in the 
various fractions of tha middle class. Hostility toward monopoly 
emanated especially from small entrepreneurs and farmers. Trust 
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in expertise was a reflection of the world view of the new middle 
class of educated employees, an emerging knowledge elite. The 
cleavage within the middle class has increased over time and is 
reflected in the "new" regulation (e.g., EPA, OSHA, OSM), which we 
view as new middle class projects. 

Interest group theories draw our attention to forces beyond 
the regulatory arena that constrain the formulation and 
implementation of regulations. In practice, however, such 
approaches tend to ignore the politics of the full regulatory 
process. Further, the role of the state in the origin of 
regulations is not given sufficient attention. Finally, it may be 
doubted that knowledge of input (group pressure) provides a good 
explanation of output (the consequences of regulation). 

~ture Theory 

When regulatory agencies have been studied over time or in 
terms of object,ive economic benefits of regulation, the evidence 
tends to support a second type of interest group theory, capture 
theory. The idea that regulatory agencies become the agents of 
the industries which they were established to regulate is perhaps 
the m 0 s t wid ely a c c e pte d pro po sit ion in the fie 1 d 0 f reg u 1 a tor y 
analysis (McConnell, 1967; Zeigler and Peak, 1972; Salamon and 
Wormsley, 1976; Owen and Braeutigam, 1978). Because the term 
"capture" may refer to direct control, cooptation, the 
establishment of a community of interests, or neutralization, 
there are two somewhat different versions of capture theory. 

Incremental capture theory holds that capture is a relatively 
natural consequence of the aging process (Bernstein, 1955; Downs, 
1967). The major basis for capture is the loss of the broad-based 
publ ic suppo rt that was instigated by refo rm groups at the po int 
of origin, and the subsequent loss of support by elected 
politicians. The agency, then, in quiet desperation, turns to its 
own clientele for support. Alternatively, once the reformers have 
turned their attention and limited resources to other areas, the 
regulated industry is able to mobilize its resources more 
effectively to control the agency. Factors that push agencies 
toward capture include insufficient monetary and material 
resources, shortage of personnel, inadequate quality of personnel, 
industry control of essential information and expertise, the 
establishment of cooperative relationships for the solution of 
problems, and the greater rewards for com~etent personnel in the 
regulated industry (cf. Mitnick, 1980). 

The utility of theories of incremental capture is that they 
direct attention to change within agencies, to the constraints 
under which they operate, and to continuing group struggle beyond 
the sphere of public politics. Th~se theories lead us to 
investigate the background and mobility patterns of agency 
personnel and to focus on changing outcomes. Deficiencies of 
these theories, in practice, include the lack of attention to the 
actual implementation of regulations and to legal-bureaucratic 
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constraints on capture. 

Anothe~ form of capture theory shares these deficiencies but 
not all of ltS ~dvantages: direct capture theory. The most noted 
proponent of thlS theory is the radical historian Gabriel Kolko 
who~e research shows the direct influence of big business i~ 
shap~ng regulatory legislation and staffing regulatory agencies, 
partlcu~arly the Federal Reserve Board, the Board of Food and Drug 
Inspectlon, the Federal Trade Commission (1963) and the Interstate 
comm~rce Commission (1965). In all of these cases business was 
seek.lng t.he. rationaliza.tion of the economy, that is, stability, 
pred1ctabll1~y an~ secur1ty through protection from competition 
(see also Welnste1n, 1968). The thesis may be readily applied to 
a .n~mber of other agencies (e.g., the CAB, the SEC). In fact, a 
slm1la.r gene!al theory has been produced by a conservative 
econom1st (St1gler, 1971). 

Direct capture theory is a form of instrumentalism the 
the?ry that the state is the instrument of power elites o~ the 
rul1ng class •. The advantages of this approach are its emphases on 
agancy ~ormat1on c:nd the backgrourids of agency officials. Among 
the maJ~r compl~lnts against instrumentalism (or direct capture 
theory) 1S ~hat 1t overplays the importance (and necessity) of 
class.consc1ousness, direct participation, and conscious planning 
by elltes or the capitalist class. Obversely, it underplays the 
role ?f class struggle, countervailing interest groups and the 
relat1ve autonomy of the state. ' 

Relative Autonom~ Theory 

. ~mon~ neo-Ma!xist scholars, increasing recognition of the 
def1c1enc1e~ of. H1strumentalism as a tool for understanding 
advanced cap1tal1sm has led to a proliferation of theories of the 
state (some of the key works are Poulantzas, 1969; Offe, 1974-
Haber.mas, 197 5~ O'Conno r, .1973; 1981; Block, 1977; 1981). Despi t~ 
cons1derable 1nternal dlspute, there is agreement on the key 
co~ce~t: t.he relative autonomy of the state. The basic thrust of 
thls ;dea 1~ that the state is a steering mechanism, operating 
relatlvely ~ndependently from capitalist manipulation but within 
the con~tra1?ts ?f the capitalist system. Its major function is 
the rat1onal1zat1on of the system; that is, it is the state's task 
to ~ork out emergen~ p~oblems in a rapidly changing system that is 
sU~Ject to contrad1ct1onst' crises, and disjunctions. Among the 
cr:ses that must be continuously resolved are "the accumulation 
c~lsis" and the "legitimation crisis" (O'Conner, 1973). Put 
d:fferently, the state must prevent economic stagnation and quell 
~lssent •. In at~emp~ing to steer the economy, the state acts as 
colI e C.t 1 V e cap 1 tall s t II a h don epa r t 0 f' it's s tee r i n g f un c t ion i s 

regulat1on, such ~s cont~olling th~ supply of money, some prices 
and rates of prof1t, buslness competition, product quality and 
: con 0 m ice x t ~ rna 1 i ~ i e. s • T.h est ate act s a s colI e c t i v e cap it; lis t 
1ns?far a~ 1t opt1m1zes the stability of the system, as a 
~ap1talist1c system. The state need not act directly in the 
1nterests of the capitalist class in the short run. As collective 
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capitalist, its policies necessarily damage some individual 
capitalists and sectors even as it aids others. 

Such theorizing provides a general explanation for the 
relative independence of regulatory agencies but often neglects 
the empirical question of how, specifically, the capitalist system 
operates through the concrete actions of state managers. These 
state agents include bureaucratic regulators who often construct 
and enforce regulation of economic activity that is detrimental to 
many businessmen but beneficial to the capitalist system as a 
whole (Block, 1977). For example, the new regulatory agencies 
enforce the internalization of costs formerly borne externally, an 
impossibility under unregulated competition. Such regulat~on 
rational i zes the sys tern by spa ring the commons from deg radatlon 
(cf. Hardin, 1968) and, in addition, legitimates the political 
economy by the show of state autonomy from business. 

The study of regulation, then, must recognize the regulatory 
agencies as more than "black boxes" that are "through-p~ts" for 
interest group pressures ("inputs"). Regulators operate wlth some 
autonomy within the constraints of the system. The empirical 
question is to determine just how they operate and the nature of 
the constraints to which they respond. 

DIRECTIONS FOR RESEARCH 

We have used components of each of the four theories in our 
investigation and analysis of federal surface mining regulation. 
public interest draws our attention to the regulatory agency's 
need for legitimation. countervailing interest group theory 
points to the role of group struggle in agency formation,a~d 
operation. Capture theory alerts us to factors that llmlt 
reg ulato ry e ffecti veness. And relat j. ve autonomy theory I eads us 
to focus on the goals, strategies and activities of the regulatory 
agents themselves (cf., Serber, 1975). 

The regulation of surface mining, like all regulation, is the 
social control of activities judged detrimental to the interests 
of others. Regulation is an outcome and reflection of social 
conflict. It is the politically constructed "resolution" of 
social struggle. Like other forms of politics, the study of 
regulations involves issues of who gets what, why, when, how and 
with what consequences (Lasswell, 1935; Clark, 1967). But 
politics is not static, nor are political disputes ever fully 
resolved. Regulation is not the final solution to the, X (e.g., 
environmental) problem, but a political process. 

The artswers to the question "who gets what" are deeply 
embedded in the answer to the question "how" -- a process. 
Regulatory law is an attempt to formally specify constraints on 
how social benefits and damages will be distributed. But the 
implementation of such law subjects it to deconstruction and 
reconstruction at every point -- the making of formal rules and 
less formal policy guidelines, judicial response to litigation, 
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the formation of an administrative structure, the establishment of 
enfo~cement procedures, and implementation in the field. Previous 
studles of regulation have tended to focus on the questions "who 
gets what" by examining the content of the law itself and the 
conseq~e~ces of regulation (beneficiaries and losers). In 
determ,lnlng ,how this occurs, scholars have centered their 
attentlon on Interest groups, formal bureaucratic mechanisms and 
~igh level ad~inistrators. An emphasis on the politics of the 
Imp~e~enta~lon process -- on ~hat goes on behind the 
admlnlstratlve facade -- is a notable gap in theoretical 
approaches,to regulation. Only recently have scholars begun to 
study the Implementation process in regulatory agencies (e.g., 
Kagan, 1978; Katzman, 1980; Hawkins, 1980' Thomas 1980' Kelman 
1981) • ' , , , 

In this study of the initial .implementation of the federal 
surface mining law, the analytical questions that we address are 
"what are the choices available at the various points in the 
r:g~lat~ry process," and "what are the determinants of and 
llmltatlons on effectiveness and capture?" These questions are 
part and parcel of the larger questions of "how" and "why" the 
process operates as it does. 

, ~ u r, a n a ,I y sis 0 f the 0 f f ice 0 f Sur f ace 1>1 i n i n g c e n t e r son the 
Identlflcatlon and explanation of the agency's basic style of 
operat,ion. ~y "stY,le" we mean the underlying pattern that is 
fou~d In seemlngly dlscrete decisions and actions, and in forms of 
soclal structure. Such a style is determined by a multitude of 
fac~o;sG It maY,be established by the intent of Congress or top 
~dmlnlstrators; It may be developed through organizational drift 
In response to external conditions and internal dilemmas. 

Since ,re~ula~ory ag~ncies are subject to contradictory 
pressures, 1 t 1 S qUl te poSS Ible tha t no clear, dom inant style will 
eme;ge. When the dominant style of an agency has been established 
by Intent, the style may be thought of as a component of a basic 
strategy~ a fundamental plan for action. When a style is under 
con~tructlon and af~er it has been instituted, whether by planned 
cholce or by a serles of accidents, it is constantly shaped and 
resh~p~d by constraints (i.e., limiting conditions), some of which 
~ay relnforce the style, others of which may undermine or modify 
It. 

Two co~cepts are central to our mode of analysis: choices 
and cons~ralnts. Our cas~ study of the Office of Surface Mining 
began wlth the as~umptlon tha~ the implementation of any 
re~ulatory program IS open to cholce of options at a variety of 
P01!1t~ -- tha,t regulatory personnel enjoy consid·erable, but not 
unllmlte~ latltude in the construction of programs. Our task then 
was to ~lscover why certain options were selected and not others. 
All cholces have the appearance of voluntary, undetermined action, 
or at least, can be viewed as largely determined by previous 
choi~es. At some level of analysis, choice must be accepted as 
p ~ r t 1 a ,I ex pIa nat ion 0 f act i 0 1'1, i. e ., t ,h e sea r c h for d e t e r min ant s 
OL cholce must cease. 
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For the sociologist, identification of the conditions 
limiting choice provides the most interesting contribution to the 
explanation of actions and activity patterns (e.g., agency 
styles). We refer to these limiting conditions as constraints. 
Constraints are social forces which channel, but do not rigidly 
determine, decisions and actions. Among the constraints on choice 
are the values and ideological biases which limit a person's 
willingness to "see" and entectain seriously a host of alternative 
choices. When individuals are ensconced in a bureaucratic 
setting, their decision options are constrained by social and 
political forces which narrow the consideration of options. We 
discuss some of these constraints later. 

TYPOLOGICAL ANALYSIS OF THE REGULATORY PROCESS 

In thinking about how a regulatory agency works, what is 
needed is an approach that analyzes the full regulatory process, 
from agenda setting to field implementation. One way to approach 
this task is to examine the stages of decision-making and the 
constraints affecting such decisions, including the previous 
selection of options, at every stage. Our theoretical approach is 
typological. Each of the steps in the regulatory process entails 
a decision process or is the result of such a process. That is, 
an option taken at any point acts as a constraint on choices made 
at later points. For purposes of simplicity, we present polar 
choices at each stage of the regulatory process. The steps in 
that process and the polar options are presented in Table 2. Of 
course, such choices represent ideal types. At no point is it 
likely that a concrete regulatory process will fall into the most 
extreme category. It is reasonable to assume that the options 
selected vary from law to law and from agency to agency. Further, 
the comparison of any concrete regulatory process with the ideal
typical model provides a starting point for the theoretical 
understanding of specific regulatory actions. Movement toward the 
development of such a model appears in several recent discussions 
of regulatory agencies (Bernstein, 1955; Bardach, 1977; Kagan, 
1978; Mitnick, 1980; Keiser, 1980; Hawkins, 1980; Thomas, 1980; 
Kelman, 1980). 

Although numerous choices must be made at each stage of the 
regulatory process, many are reflections of quite distinctive, 
dominant styles: enfo~ced compliance and negotiated compliance. 
In its ideal-typical form, the enforced compliance style of 
regulation encompasses an overriding drive toward the 
rationalization of all aspects of the regulatory process. Its 
components include: reliance on formal, precise and specific 
rules; the literal interpretation of rules; reliance on the advice 
of legal technicians (attorneys); the quest for uniformity; 
centralized and hierarchical organizational structure; and the 
distrust of and an adversarial orientation toward the regulated • 
The negotiated compliance style of regulation reflects a dominant 
orientation toward obtaining compliance with the spirit of the law 
through the use of bargaining and discretion. Its components 
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TABLE 2 

TYPOLOGY OF REGULATORY STYLES AND STAGES IN THE REGULATORY PROCESS 

Stages of the 
Regulatory Process 

Statute Formation 

Bureaucratic Process 

Rule-Making 

Regulations 

Rule Application 

Regulatory Styles 

Enforced Compliance 

Rigid 
Comprehensive 
Precise 

Mechanistic 
Tightly Coupled. 

Adversari al 
Formal 
Attorney Control 

Literal 
Detailed 
Design Standards 

Rule~Based 
Strigent 
Penal 

30 

Negotiated Compliance 

Flexible 
Narrow 
General 

Organic 
Loosely Coupled 

Negotiational 
Informa 1 
Administrative-
Technical Control 

Di screti onary 
General . 
Performance Standards 

Results-Based 
Accomnodative 
Conciliatory 
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flexible guidelines; the dis
include: the use of gen~ral~f rules. negotiation between 
cretionary int~rpreta~Ion s". -allowance for situati~nal 
scientific technICIans (exper; )~lY structured organizatIon; 
factors in rule apPlication~ ~ar~o~he regulated. 
and an accommodative stance 0 

An advantage of this typology is that it can be tie~r~~ t~~ 
fundamental question of capture versus autonomy. In gen, 're 

selection of enforced compliance optIon~ a 
may be expected that h'l election of negotIated 
conducive to agency autonomy ,w 1 ~ Scapture The enforced 
compliance options are cO~~~~:~:l ~utonomous· legal syste,m ~o 
compl iance model uses the r dm~nistrative apparatus WI thIn 
promote a relatively autonomous tal f the production activities 
the capitalist state ,for the con rao m~del fits the interests of 
of a segment ?f capI,tal. Such atible with the ideology of the 
reformers and IS partI?Ular ly c~~Preform through legal expertise. 
new middle class, an Ideo ogy f ency officials at the expense 
This mod,el, prom?tes the po~e\ 0 I ~g is to be expec ted tha ~ the 
of speCIfIc unIts of capIta. 'es a negotiated complIance 
regulated industry gen~rally des:~e influence of the clientele 
approach. This approach In,creases anin of the law. It enhances 
in establishing the ?peratIonai me t r; of the regulatory agency. the possibility for Incrementa cap u 

The Choice of options Stages of the Regulatory Process: , 

t f the two polar strategIes We focus now on selected asp~c t s r~ process as del ineated in 
at the various~stageds O,fn t~~erei~l~OOWing sect'ion, we discuss Tab 1 e 2 • He, e a n .1 " , 
hypothetical constraints on strategIc choIces. 

, ides the basis for any The enabling legislatIon th:tdP~ovan arena of political 
regulatory program iSl f~rmu~aS~Ch ~~nflict is weighted on the 
conflict. When the reso utIon 0 d the law is likely to be 
side of the industry to b~ regUl~~ea~d/or appropriate means of 
vague 0 r amb ig uo us concer,n 1 ng 1 ~~~) Amanda te fo r neg ot i a ted 
attai~ing t?em, (Be,rnsteInd, the regulatory agency is likely to 
complIance ~s ImplIed, ~nth "regulated." In contrast! when a 
become the Inst~umer:t 0 e in favor of an anti-Industry 
political conflIct, IS ,resolved e ri id and precise, implying a 
coalition, the law IS lIkely to b ,g 1980) The regulatory 
mandate of enforced compl,iance ~~~~s~~' a ref~imist coalition, 
agency is created as an lr!stru ntrol In either case, the 
relatively autonoI?ous from fI;?u:\r;: tChOe for; of law is intended ?S 
temporary resolutIon ,of con lC . a enc actions. Although It 
an external c?nstraInt on fututt~atg th! regulatory process is 
would be a mIstake to assume 't t there can 
determined solely by thehstr1uctu:e ~f p~n:~;~~i sct:n~t~:int on the 
be little doubt that t e aw IS s 
options selected at later stages of the regulatory proces • 

the initial phase in the Rule-makin3, proceedings are older economic regulatory 
ope r a t ion iiI i zafl 0 n 0 f 1 a w • In the hoc, i n for mal and bas e don agencies, rule-making often was ad 
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direct negotiation with the regUlated clients. From their orIgIns 
the new social regulatory agencie~~' rule-making proceedings were 
subject to the Administrative Procedures Act, which reqUires 
technical and legal justification of rules, as well as rejected 
alternatives, and to the Advisory Committee Act, which requires 
open public meetings. Thus, agencies now must follow a number of 
fo rmal procedures in rul e-maki ng. Under these cond i tions, rule
making often takes on an adversarial quality. Still, agencies are 
not without discretion in structuring the rule-making process. 
The option of selecting a relatively adversarial versus a 
relatively negotiational rule-making strategy remains. It is 
likely that selection of a more adversarial set of procedures 
increases the probability that the agency will establish and guard 
its relative autonomy. 

The product of rule-making, regulations, are a social and 
political product. An agency may construct legalistic rules, 
precise and rigid in their demands on the regulated or it may 
construct rules allowing a more discretionary approach to 
compliance. Legalistic rUles are Usually quite detailed and 
emphasize design standards as contrasted with discretionary rules 
that are general and stress performance standards. Legalistic 
rules are intended to control industry by specifying not only what 
must be done, but exactly how it is to be done. ____ 

Once promulgated, regulations must be implemented through an 
organizational structure and management strategy. As we have 
emphasized, the selection of a dominant management styles is not 
rigidly determined. Again, those who construct a regulatory 
bureaucracy retain a degree of latitude and discretion to 
structure both their "internal" and "external" relations. As these 
labels suggest, the former refers to agency itself while the 
latter refers to relationships between more or less self
sustaining bureaucratic units. 

Social scientists have sketched two ideal-typical forms of 
bureaucratic organization. Although the labels for these types 
vary, their substance shows remarkable Similarity. Burns and 
Stalker (1961) deSignate their version of the two types as 
mechanistic and organic styles. Mechanistic management tends to 
be highly centralized and hierarchical. Individual tasks tend to 
be defined rigidly and narrowly, and channels of communication are 
hierarchical and formalized. By contrast, organic management is 
collegial and auth6rity is diffused. There is much less emphasis 
on hierarchy and formalized, vertical lines of communication. 
Individual tasks are defined generally ra,ther than specifically. 
And, personnel are encouraged to exercise creativity and 
initiative in task performance. We assumed that mechanistic 
management would be mor~ characteristic of organizations that 
adopt an enforced compliance style, while organic management would 
be more likely in regulatory agencies which adopt a style of negotiated compl iance. 

In its relations with subunits and other agencies, we 
employed the distinction between "loosely COUpled" and "tightly 
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coupled" systems (Hagan et al., 1979). The American criminal 
justice system has been characterized as a loosely coupled system 
which is only weakly rationalized, with discretion dispersed 
throughout a variety of agencies in an unsystematic manner (Hagan 
et al., 1979). Regulatory agencies may be loosely or tightly 
coupled in two senses: internally (e.g., ties between 
headquarters and the field) and externally (e.g., ties between the 
primary regulatory agency and other agencies, such as state 
bodies). The structuration of a regulato ry system is not wholly 
constrained but is subject to a certain amount of administrative 
choice. In general, it seems reasonable to assume that loosely 
coupled systems are compatible with negotiated compliance and 
tightly coupled systems with enforced compliance. 

However constrained by previous ~teps in the regulatory 
process, field agents still are faced with decisional strategies 
in actual rule application. A stringent strategy is based on 
criteria of uniformity, adherence to the letter of the law, and 
distrust of the regulated. Contrarily, acc0mmodative 
implementation policies are based on criteria of the need to take 
variable conditions into account and a degree of trust that the 
regulated will adhere to the spirit of the law. A stringent 
policy is generally advanced by "tying enforcement agents to the 
book" (i.e., the regulations) rather than allowing a relatively 
independent application of expertise. It seems likely that such a 
strategy will be associated with a coercive rather than an 
educational role model for field agents. A stringent 
implementation policy is intended to keep the field agents, as 
well as the regulated, in line. 

Part of rule-application is the imposition of a scale of 
sanctions. The sanctioning process may be approached from a 
punitive or a reformist standpoint. The former approach holds 
that violations will be limited and deterred most effectively if 
judgment is swift, certain, and uniform. The latter approach 
holds that consideration of situational variables is the most 
effective basis for gaining compliance. The development of a 
rather severe set of penalties would be congruent with an ideal
typical style of enforced compliance and more symbolic kinds of 
punishments (or possibly, rewards) with a negotiated compliance 
style. 

Constr,aints 

In discussing our typology of polar options available at 
various steps in the regulatory process, we have indicated the 
manner in which internal constraints (previous decisions) limit 
the options available at every point. Real choice is limited 
further by an array of external constraints. We will focus on 
three types of constraints: pol i tical forces, resources, and the 
state of the economy. 

If politics is defined in its broadest sense as all attempts 
to influence or control state policy, then it is likely that 
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political forces will act as external constraints on state 
agencies at every step of the regulatory process. In the case of 
the old economic regulatory agencies, ,oppositional groups tended 
to withdraw to the sidelines after the passage of an already weak 
A~t. In the case of the new social regulatory agencies, this 
WIthdrawal has not yet occurred (Sabatier, 1975). The shaping of 
the regulatory process within these ne~ agencies is subject to the 
external constraint of continuing political pressures. These 
~oliti~al forces include reformist organizations, the regulated 
IndustrlPs (usually somewhat divided along "monopoly" capital and 
"competitive" capital lines), the states, Congress, and the 
courts. It may be expected that reformists will continue to press 
~or enforced compliance policies, while the states, generally, and 
Indust~y~ alwa~s, press for negotiated compliance strategies 
(competItIve capItal more so than monopoly capital). Congress and 
the courts may swing either way, although the courts typically 
support any agency action that follows legal procedures. 

Available resources are important constraints on agency 
policies. It is likely that insufficient budgets! inadequate 
personnel, in terms of either quantity or quality, and lack of 
adequate informa'i:.ion tend to force agencies toward adopting 
negotiated compliance strategies. 

Finally, regulatory agencies are constrained by the state of 
the economy. In general, economic regulation seems to be the 
result of, class conflict in "hard t.'·'es." Such regulation 
reformulates the economic system and legitimates both that system 
and the role of the state as the protector of the public interest. 
Support for economic regulatory agencies apparently is subject to 
gradual erosion (de-legitimation) in periods of prosperity and, 
thus, to demands for deregulation in succeeding periods of 
stagnat~on or decline. The regulation of products and the 
prod uct 1 on process seem s a res ul t 0 f the cl ass pol it i cs 0 f 
rel~t!vely prosperous times. Initially, such regulation also 
legItImates a reformed economic system and the role of the state. 
As social regulation contributes to the fiscal crisis of the 
state, it may lose its legitimating function. Since this new 
regulation.appears to limit economic growth, economic stagnation 
pushes SOCIal regulators, toward pol icies of increased negotiated 
compliance. 

In ~he remainder of this report we employ our interpretive 
typologIcal schema to describe and analyze th~ creation 
implementation and impact of the federal government's attempt t~ 
regu~ate the surface coal mining industry. In the two concluding 
sectIons we return to Our theoretical typology in a more explicit 
manner, including a discussion of policy implications in light of 
th i s approach. 
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SECTION 5: THE SOCIAL CONSTRUCTION OF THE AGENCY 
AND ITS REGULATIONS 

After Jimmy Carter's inauguration, the new Secretary of the 
Interior, Cecil Andrus, created an interagency Task Force to 
prepare for implementation of the forthcoming surface mining 
statute. Eventually, some 90 persons from approximately 20 
agencies comprised the OSMRE Task Force. The larger Task Force 
was broken down into 17 "task groups," each of which worked 0n 
developing a piece of the new Office of Surface Mining and its 
n~g\.llatory programs. 

THE LEGACY OF ACRIMONIOUS CONFLICT 

Passage of the SMCRA was the most visible result of the 
struggle ~ver feaeral legislation. Just as important, though far 
less apparent at the time, was the development during the struggle 
of hostile perspectives toward one another by the legislative 
adversaries. 

Generally, the hotly contested, protracted Congressional 
battles of the 1970s·forged narrow, antagonistic beliefs among 
the various parties to the conflict. On the one hand, supporters 
of strip mining regulation were described in the MINING CONGRESS 
JOURNAL as "impassioned crusaders," "environmental zealots," 
"small groups of elitists" and as a "vociferous and obstinate 
few. 1I Their efforts on behalf of legislation were ridiculed as 
"arousing public passions" and "simplistic appeals." Their 
proposals were derided as "reckless folly" and "frenzied fretting" 
(Shover, 1980). On the other hand, members of environmentalist and 
citizens' groups whom we interviewed often times likened segments 
of the coal industry to robber barons and depicted them as 
throwbacks to an age of industrial callousne~s. Environmentalists 
viewed state regulators: with a few exceptions, as incompetent or 
as corrupt lackeys who had "crawled into bed" with the coal 
industry .• 

After enactml::!nt of the SMCR1\, the retentioll of these hostile 
stereotypes influenced efforts to shape the OSM's regulatory 
programs. Mutual distrust and acrimony permeated the responses of 
environmentalists and the coal industry to each other's proposals. 
The new Office of Surface Mining received its Congressional 
mandate and began its work amidst this rancorous political 
conflict. An attorney who represents environmentalist and 
c i ti zens' groups told us: 

Strip mining, in my mind, has been one of the most 
controversial areas in the entire realm of federal 
regulations. Far more than, really, it$ importance to 
the nation as a whole ••• Now, why has it been so 
cont~oversial? ••• It was terribly contested in 
Congress. [I)t was bitterly contested 
Therefore, I think anyone who thought that it was going 
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to be implemented without a great deal of problems was 
just whistling into the wind. There were bound to be 
problems, if the agency stuck to the mandate, 'cause 
simply put, a number of the major coal states and coal 
operators never accepted the Surface Mining Act, when it 
was on the Hill or when it was passed. 

Against the backdrop of bitter, politically polarized debate 
over surface mining regulation, the Task Force strove to work 
.dispassionately. Unfortunately, in such a context, any apparent 
sensitivity and deference toward either side of the dispute 
exposed the agency to charges of favoritism from the other • 

CONSTRAINING FACTORS 

Operating in this context, the Task Force was affected by 
four broad constraints that influenced its selection of a mission 
and policies: (1) its members' shared perceptions of a mandate for 
a stringent surface mining program, (2) its members' shared 
beliefs, (3) the differential organization and effectiveness of 
external groups, and (4) statutory requirements and limited 
resources. 

Perceived Congressional and Presidential Mandate 

Based on their knowledge of the legislative history of the 
Act, Task Force members shared a number of assumptions about 
Congressional and Presidential support. Despi te opposi tion from 
the coal industry, by 1977 Congress had passed surface mining 
legislation three t~mes. Also, the new President was known to be 
supportive of environmental legislation generdlly, and the SMCRA 
in particular. After his inaugeration, Carter appo inted several 
persons bel ieved sympathetic to env ironmental ism to posi tions in 
the Department of the Interior. Aware of these factors, members 
of the Task Force believed they had received a clear, strong 
mandate from Congress and the Carter administration to create a 
program that, if it was biased at all, would be biased in favor of 
environmental protection rather than developmentalism. In sum, 
the belief that they were to produce a stringent program was taken 
for granted by many Task Force members. As one of the solicitors 
to whom we talked put it, such beliefs "were in the air on the 
sixth floor of the Interior Building" as the interimprogram took 
shape. 

Ideological Premises 

Most persons were selected for the Ta$k Force solely because 
of their technical expertise. However, some of its most 
energetic, committed members had sought positions because they 
welcomed the opportunity to shape a program to deal with strip 
mining abuses. A solicitor told us that the OSM 
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attracted a large portion of people who were extremely 
enthusiastic about the goals of [the] statute. 
[T]here were a lot of people around, from the inspector 
rank on up, who were long-time opponents of ••• bad 
strip mining practices'. 

Such persons worked long hard hours developing the agency, 
primarily because they enthusiastically believed in its goals. 
They brought to their work a sense of mission and commitment. An 
important Task Force member told us "we were reformers." Asked if 
he meant everyone on the Task Force, he replied: "Everyone who 
counted". (The respondent exaggerated; our data suggest that 
several members of the Task Force who 'counted' initially cared 
more about completing their charge than with the substance of 
the i r product.) 

Some members of the Task Force, among them the reform-minded, 
were distrustful of the coal industry's motives. They had 
watched over a period of nearly ten years as representatives of 
the industry made assertions before Congress which Task Force 
members believed to be totally untrue or extremely misleading. 
Also, they were aware of the history of lax state regulation, and 
they attr ibuted this in part to the machinations of the industry. 
They fully expected the coal industry to r.hallenge and fight the 
new agency and its regulatory program at every opportunity and in 
every forum. Consequently, believing the coal industry incapable 
of d good faith effort to comply with federal regulation, their 
assumptions led them to espouse enforced compliance strategies 
that might provide immunity to capture by industry. 

Because they expected the coal industry to fight the emerging 
regulatory program, top officials on the Task Force became con
cerned with designing a program that could withstand legal 
challenge. The desire for defensibility generally thrust the 
agency's attorneys into a prominent role in drafting regulations 
and shaping the program. Among the major program consequences 
were the reinforcement of an adversarial mode of relationships and 
an emphasis on deta il and prec ision in the regulations. However, 
the developing enforced compliance style of operations left the 
agency vulnerable to charges, both by industry and the states, 
that it was inflexible, arrogant, and unwilling to listen to par
ties with alternative views and ideas about the regulatory 
program. 

Some influential members of the Task Force viewed with 
skepticism the states' willingness to implement strong regulatory 
programs. Their failure to regulate mining effectively had led to 
the SMCRA. It was assumed that the states would drag their feet 
and, at worst, would actively resist the DSM's efforts to prod 
them into a more effective regulatory posture. A solicitor noted: 
"I think there was a healthy skepticism about the willIngness of 
the states to change direction." At first, the new federal 
regulators did not take seriously the objections to the program 
raised by the states. The same respondent told us: 
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I SUppose that. the resistance of the state institutions 
~asl:omewhat dIscounted [by DSM], on the rationale that 

we l' the whole purpose of the Act was to change these 
f~~P e, and they're not gonna' like it anyway. Discount 

Eventually, the states retaliated with persistent, virulent 
attacks on the DSM and its regulatory products. 

Differential Effectiveness of External Groups 

I?u.ring the legisla'cive struggle, the coal indus ' 
~~~~SaInt:oa~dtoca~la\ t::o rtTs

h 
to. ednact leg ~slation sim ul taneousl~ r ~a: 

developed few new· e,:n us.try sImply dug in its heels. It 
1 . 1 . organIzatIonal arrangements to def t 

~~!l~e~~~~7~anre;:;Sn{de~~~~et~d S~~l:y~t:t~::~~at:~~b~~~e~~n~~ng~~:~ 
Act pass~d, the co~l Industry determined to fight harder d 

~~;: ~!!~~i~~~~~ f~~ Its own brand of regulation. The Natio~~l 
whi h ( A) ~n~ the American Mining Congress (AMC) 
to ~e represent !. ar53 er mlnlng companies, formed a Joint Committe~ 
the w~~e::nttthe~r lnter~s~s; smaller mining companies established 
(MARC) • ng on- ased MInlng and Reclamation Council of America 

.. unl,ike the coal industry, during the legislative stru 
cltlzens. group~ and envi~onmentalists developed a disciPl?n~~e 
~~~p~~:~~e nat,lonall coal I tion that was able to wo rk effectivel~ 

proposa s. When the ~ask Force b 't 
~~g?niza~ional effectiveness of these groups w~gsa~r~u~h;O[ok 'beta~e 

lmpor ant member of the Task Force told us: • 

The .environmenta~ists were more constant in being in in 
~~k~ng[ for meetIngs, looking at what's going on. 'And 

a .was] t~ue all the way, all the way throll h M 
experIence WIth DSM is that you had -- and l't

g 
•. dY 

w'th . d' . varle 
l. In lVlduals -- but, an individual from an 

~~kvllronmen'ta~ org.anization, once you met him he was 
ley to be In faIrly regular. 

" Jusllt as importantly, this coal ition was one of the few 
p~~t~~~~er~~~~~esf~; ~~pport ~~r the ne~ Dffi~e of Surface Mining. 

~:~~r~.~ /ceiusl::~;X r~ese~~~. 0 T:: %:Cnt~t:htau:n~el:eSr~lle:;~~e~:s~~e~h: 
served onl e envlronmentallsts' reformist orientation 
bond, t09:th~~ c:imtehn\~~e onr~tur.al tffinity between them. This 
environmentalist movement gen:nl~ad lonal effectiveness of the 
and respect Thus ' f ra e an aura of mutual deference 

. • , some 0 the ideological p' f 
~~~v~~~:e~;~~ieS~~ovel~etne\ re~~ived a sympathetic re~~~~~~~ °wi t~~~ 
afforded environme'ntalists i;fag7n~Yd The symp~thetic hearing 
used it to char e th urla e the coal Industry, which 
"environmental z~alot:~ the agency was biased and "loaded" with 
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statutory Requirements and Limited Resources 

. d the new agency to develop, As noted, the SMCRA requ1re law an interim regulatory 
within 90 days after enactment.o.f thoeperat'ions Then, within one 
program for all surface coalw~~n:~gpubliSh its·permanent program 
year of enactment, the OSM t th deadlines mandated by Congress 
regulations. The n~ed to ~~e age~cy's operations during its first 
was a major constra1nt <;>n e Con resc:: compounded the agency's 
three years of 01?e:-at10n. 'd gthe ~agency with operating funds 
difficulties by fa1l1ng to P~~V1 :ct was signed into law. The 
until seven months after d ~l' s and the absence of a budget combination of mandatory ea 1ne 
created severe problems for the Task Force. 

d h ve been a studied, methodical In this context, what shoul Th a Task Force could not subject 
process was truncated se~e:el~ •. t:rnal debate which invariably 
its proposals to th.e cr1t1ca 1n tion of mistakes and potential 
leads t;o the detect lOr: an~?~r~~~ permit them to devote equal 
pro b 1 em. s • Be c a use t 1 m e ~ d 0 b '. e c t i v e sin con s t r u c tin g ~ h e 
emphasl.s to procedur;aSstzed th~ latter (Le., getting the Job 
regulat10n~, they emp b of the Task Force told us: done). An 1mportant mem er 

1 to have [records of options It would have been usefu e 
considered]. It'd be useful for things like you guys ar 

. back and see what was considered. Some 
d01ng, to go t through more debate than 
parts of the program ~e~ere some pretty hard debates 
others, you know. Ther and I think three or four 
about the enforcement program, . 1 h avily It wasn't 
options that were documented ~at1rd:wn e and t~y to wr i te 
so much an e~fort to .try to ~'~ell let's develop this 
out your oPt1~ns a~t1ie~~:' devel~p this one and see 
~~:r:nft sleeead~, e~:V~loP this' one" type of thing. It was 
less formal. Had to be. 

k F ce -- and, later, the agency --understand~bly, ~he TaSnstOr~ints by utilizing a highly 
responded to 1tS t1me co lishing its work. The 
centralized, disciplined. proce~~ ~olr dac~~:lcs on top of a work 
imposition of seyere h1erar?mt~ed de~ate and' questioning, served 
process that perm1tted ~nlY 11 'bility of obtaining feedback from 
to undermine further t e P~:Slt' ly the process of writing 
the t e c h n i cal s t a f f • E. e c 1 v e .' ate 1 b a sm all n urn b e r 0 f 
regulations was influenced.d~sprop~r{~~~ers ~h: could "get things 
Task Force members: (1) d1n .orm~ d leaders who could use their 
done," and (2) formally eS1g.na e mplish Task Force 
bureaucratic power effect1vely to acco 
objectives. 

OSM personnel who 
generally was given 
Unfortunately, Congress 
the planned resources. 

were interviewed suggested tha~ the agency 
adequate resources for 1ts .ta.s~s. 

prevented it from'acquiring and ut~ll~lng 
Eventually, when budgetary appropr1at10ns 
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were forthcoming, the agency was forced to use them quickly for 
fear that the Office of Management and Budget would reclaim them 
(Le., "Use them or lose them.") Consequently, when the agency 
hired technical personnel it had to do so quickly. In the 
process, personnel were not screened thoroughly. As a result, the 
technical staff was somewhat less competent than would have been 
true if time had permitted a more studied recruitment process. 
Thus, Congressional delay harmed the agency ini tially -- when it 
did not receive its resources -- and later as well -_ when its 
personnel sometimes proved incapable of performing assigned tasks 
expeditiously. This accident of resource allocation was a factor 
in establishing an enforced compliance style of regulation within the agency • 

In this context of critical external scrutiny, resource 
delays, and agency construction under the crisis conditions of 
rigorous deadlines, the Department of Interior solicitors who were 
assigned to the Office of Surface Mining enjoyed several 
advantages. Unlike the OSM, the solicitors, because they are 
funded separately, already had an operating budget and a full 
complement of personnel. The sol ic i tor's 0 ffice did not operate 
with temporary personnel loaned from other agencies. It did not 
operate under resource constraints such as those which confronted 
the OSM. Partly for this reason, the solicitors played an active, 
major part in creating the OSM's regulatory programs. 

PROGRAMMATIC CONSEQUENCES 

Between September 7, 1977 and March 13, 1979, the OSM 
published four sets of surface coal mining regulations. These 
were: on September 7, 1977, a set of proposed interim regulations 
(42 FEDERAL REGISTER 44920-44957); on December 13, 1977, a set of 
final interim regulations (42 FEDERAL REGISTER 62639-62716); on 
September 18, 1978, a set of proposed permanent regulations (43 
FEDERAL REGISTER 41661-41940); and on March 13, 1979, a set of 
final permanent regulations (44 FEDERAL REGISTER 14901-15463). To 
examine the agency's construction of regulations, we selected four 
"key issues" of primary concern to the principal interest groups: 
(1) regUlations requiring citizen participation in inspection and 
enforcement, a major concern of environmentalists, (2) regulations 
requiring the construction of, and specifying the deSign criteria 
for, sedimentation ponds, a costly requirement for eastern coal 
producers, (3) regulations in the permanent program specifying the 
range of permissible variations in state programs -_ known as the 
"state window" -- an obvious concern of the states, and (4) 
regulations governing coal mining on alluvial valley floors, a 
basic problem for western coal producers. 

Changes in the regulations governing these issues provide 
inSights concerning the relative effectiveness of contending 
parties in the rule-making process. Treating the OSM's four sets 
of regulations as representing a linear developmental process, we 
examined the OSM's administrative record of public comments and 
materials submitted by various interest groupS bearing on each of 
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these issues. For each of the four issues, we examined changes in 
the regulations from the first through the fourth set. We noted 
changes in the regulations and linkeq tpem to the objectives 
sought and comments submitted by the various groups. 

With some important exceptions, the Office of Surface 
Mining's regulations in all four areas showed a number of 
consistent patterns from set one through S?t four. (Ac~ually! the 
state window regulations did not appear 1n the draft 1nter1m or 
final interim regulations.) The regulations: (1) became longer 
and more detailed, (2) required more information about mining 
plans and demonstrated performance from coal operators, (3) 
required increasing amounts of information from states that 
desired regulatory standards different from the federal program, 
and (4) became increasingly rigid (i.e., less subJect to 
discretionary interpretations). In sum, the Office of Surface 
Mining developed regulations consistent with an enforced 
com pI ian c e i n t e r pre tat ion 0 fit s m iss ion. As 0 n erne m be r 0 f the 
Task Force related: 

[The OSM's program] was built on the fervor of the time, 
of the winners. And the winners were the environmental 
movement people, who had persisted ••• And, by god, 
they had slain the giant. And the wicked giant was 
lying there ••• "And the sinners are gonna be brought 
to justice." And they started, "these are gonna' be 
rigid regulations, by god. We're not gonna' leave 
anything out, because you can't trust them. We'r.e gonna' 
write these in great d,etail" ••• I would say 1t was a 
moment of zeal, and almost triumph. 

Another member of the Task Force said: "We wrote those regs as if 
there had to be 14 bolts holding down every piece." 
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SECTION 6: INSPECTION AND ENFORCEMENT: THE PROGRAM 
AND REGIONAL VARIATION 

The inclusion of comprehensive, stringent inspection and 
e~forcement (I&E) requirements in the Act was a major goal of 
c1tizens' ~roups and environmentalists. Their Washington 
representat1ves played a major role in drafting the I&E sections 
of the SMCRA. Largely for this reason, the Act includes 
provisions for periodic mandatory inspections of mine sites 
mandatory issuance of notices of violation- (NOVs) for all observeJ 
regula~ory infractions, and non-discretionary issuance of 
cessat10n orders (COs -'- orders to cease all mining) under 
specifi~d conditions •. Once the Act was passed, the same groups 
and the1r representat1ves were determined to press for similar 
tough I&E regulations both in the interim and the permanent programs. 

THE I&E PROGRAM 

Within the OSMRE Task Force, a separate task group was 
created to write the inspection and enforcement regulations and 
e3tablish the program. 

A powerf~l belief that g~i?ed construction of the I&E program 
~as an emphas1s on the overr1d1ng importance of obeisance to law 
1tself. The task group wanted to design an I&E program to-take 
the "rule of law" into the coal fields. They operated with 
reasonab~y exp~ici~ beliefs about the deterrence process. Like 
many soc1al sC1ent1sts (e.g., Braithwaite and Geis, 1982), they 
bel1eved that the deterrence process could wo rk effectively wi th 
corporate actors. However, they were under no illusions about 
the. task. Key task group members, like environmentalists, 
bel.1eved that a strong I&E effort would be required if 
env1ronmentally and socially harmful industry practices were to be 
reversed s~ccessfully, especially in Appalachia. Much depended 
upon creat10n of an enforcement program which would be seen as 
7redibl~ by.th: coal industry. unfortunately, they doubted the 
1ndustry.s w1111ngness to comply wi th the new federal regulations 
and bel1eved many operators would evade the law at every 
o ppo r tun i t Y • 

As they constructed the program, the I&E task group reviewed 
what they saw as some of the principal shortcomings of other 
regulatory enforcement schemes. A key member of the group told us: 

, 

I [had come] to believe that what was missing [under 
state regulation] ••• was just that [coal operators] 
~ere not. told that "you're supposed to do it, and this 
1S a ser10~s rule. And if you're not, we'll just be on 
your case •••• I mean, I really thought that if we 
had honest~ motivated inspectors, we gave them the power 
and superv1sed them, and kept our lawyers arguing when 
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they came back, that we would, in fact, you know, people 
would finally say: "Oh, you mean you're really not 
supposed to put spo il on the downslope? Ah, come on. I 
knew the law said that, but you mean you're really not 
supposed to do it?" "Yeah," you know. And that was the 
missing ingredient ' ••• One ought to do what the law 
says. It's as simple as that. And that, even~ually 
that relatively simple truth would get translated Into a 
reality, of complian~e. 

consequently, he and his colleagues examined th7 operation of 
other programs in order to avoid problems WhICh .seemed to 
undermine their credibility. For example, they were gUIded by the 
I&E program of the Mine Safety and Health Administration (MSHA). 
The OSM's I&E program, unlike MSHA's, requires cited coal 
operators to pay civil penalties b~for~ they.can ~p~eal. The 
penalty funds are held in escrow untIl fInal dISposItIon .of the 
issue, after which they are returned to the operator If the 
agency's action is overturned. 

Staffing Up and Beginning operations 

Even though Congress delayed its budget, the OSM was charged 
with initiating the interim regulatory pr~gra~ ~y May 3, ~9?8. 
Headquarters executives took an active part In hIrIng and tralnlng 
the initial inspector corps. They identified potential ~nspectors 
through contacts with state regulatory personnel, wlth other 
federal agencies, and with a network of attorneys and 
environmentalists active in local and regional efforts to curb 
strip mining abuses. The experience of one of the initial OSM 
inspectors who like others in the "first wave," later became a 
field supervis~r was typical. A former state inspector, he 
recalled that one evening he received a telephone call from an 
attorney in a nearby town, was told that one of the OSM's HQ 
executives was there, and was asked to "come over." At the 
meeting, the possibility of his joining the agency.was discussed. 
Also, he provided a list of names of persons -- Inspectors ~nd 
former inspectors -- he regarded as "good people, who were trylng 
to do the right thing. 1I 

So ••• that wa~ the beginning of my part in the 
program. And not too long after that, of cou;se, I 
filled in my application and sent: it out to Washlngton. 
And wasn't too long until I was hi~ed and then started 
my trips down to [the regional office], back and forth, 
trying to get this whole program together. Of course, 
the first thing that we did was, the whole group of 
people that we had picked as the first people in the 
program, they were scheduled to have two weeks training 
down in Madisonville, Kentucky. I've got a 
photograph out there of the original 50 or 55 people 
there about, that started this whole program throughout 
the Uni ted States. 
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Although two subsequent "waves" of inspector-hirees included 
many regulatory novices, the initial group were experienced in 
regulation. They were highly committed and enthusiastic about 
their new duties. In their earlier regulatory employment many had 
experienced varying degrees of frustra,tion. They saw their OSM 
employment as an opportunity to establish a program that would be 
taken seriously by the coal industry -- something they believed 
had not been true of the state programi in which they had labored. 
They shared the strong environmental protection orientation that 
p~oduced the Act and animated those who created the I&E program. 
Not surprisingly, there was a strong sense of camaraderie among 
this nucleus of the ~nspector corps. 

When the OSM's inspe9tors began enforcing the interim 
program, they tried at first to conduct inspections jointly with 
their state-level counterparts. It was hoped that this would 
create harmonious working relations, provide an example of 
rigorous enforcement to the states, and possibly soften operators' 
resistance. However, this policy of joint inspections soon was 
abandoned in most areas, in part because of the limited number of 
OSM inspectors and the need, consequently, to work swiftly. 

The I&E Presence in the Fiald 

At its peak size, the Office of Surface Mining employed 
approximately 220 inspectors. The majority were located in 

,Appalachia. At the same time, the agency was charged wi th 
inspecting approximately 15,000 mines. The OSM never had 
sufficient I&E personnel and resources to meet its statutory 
mandate to conduct an annual, fixed number of inspections of each 
mine site. The problems were especially acute in Appalachia, 
which has thousands of inspectable units. Table 3 presents a 
statistical summary of OSM's inspection and enforcement activities 
during the period June 1978 through June 1982. 

Table 3 shows that the Office of Surface Mining I&E program 
never achieved the field-level presence envisioned in the Act. 
Despite this fact, it proved to be extremely visible, and 
therefore a major symbolic irritant to coal operators and, to some 
extent, the states. Throughout the country, but especially in 
Appalachia, it became a focal point of state and industry 
opposition to the Office of Surface Mining. 

The I&E Program's Reception 

In varying degrees, all the states resented the OSM's 
regulatory presence. They believed that the agency's I&E program 
represented an invidious comparison with their own inspection and 
enforcement performance. The Appalachian states viewed the entire 
OSM program as a threat to the economic viability of "their" coal 
industry. The western states resented the federal presence for 
other reasons; first, because of the more general "Sagebrush 
Rebellion," a grassroots movement among westerners which casts the 
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TABLE 3 

OSM INSPECTION AND ENFORCEMENT ACTIVITY PER INSPECTOR -- JUN 1978 TO JUN 1982 

Notice of Violation Cessati on Order 

Inspectorsa # of NOVs per # of COs per Time Period NOVs Inspector COs Inspector 

Jun 78 - Dec 78 98 776 7.92 134 1.37 Jan 79 - Jun 79 181 1,469 8.12 274 1.51 Jul 79 - Dec 79 206 2,993 14.53 541 2.63 
Jan 8e - Jun 80 209 3,797 18. 17 812 3.89 
Jul 80 - Dec 80 198 3,165 15.98 821 4.35 Jan 81 - Jun 81 171 1,330 7.78 396 2.32 Jul 81 - Dec 81 157 1,038 6.61 222 1.41 
Jan 82 - Jun 82 134 693 5.17 192 1.43 

a Number of active OSM inspectors 
median date indicated. certified to conduct mine inspections during the 

Source: The Office of Surface Mining. 
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agency in the role of one more federal bureaucracy interfering 
with state interests and autonomy; and second, because they wanted 
to get on with the process of mining their enormous coal reserves. 
They viewed the OSM's control over the permit process in much the 
same way that the Appalachian states viewed the I&E program: as 
an impediment or threat to their industry. 

The Appalachian coal industry includes numerous small, 
economically marginal firms for whom any incremental production 
costs threaten their continued existence. There also was a certain 
regionally-based resistance to governmental "interference" in 
matters regarded as "personal". Finally, the Appalachian industry 
was accustomed to a lax and, in some cases, even a corrupt 
regulatory apparatus. OSM's inspectors, because of their 
visibility and because of the civil penalties triggered by their 
actions, became a lightning rod for the industry's anger. In some 
local areas of Appalachia, there were threats of violence. In 
1980, a regional OSM employee informed HQ: 

At a recent informal public hearing at an illegal 
minesite ••• [the operator] told [us] that the next 
time we flew over [the] area that our helicopter would 
be shot down. He told us that the miners in this area 
are uniting, and there was going to be the same kind if 
violence that occurred when the U[nited] M[ine] 
W[orkers] tried to move into the area. This violence 
would be directed toward OSM inspectors, because the 
miners are not about to let OSM stop them from feeding 
the i r fam il ies. A recent hel icopter fl ight, cond ucted 
by [state personnel] was hit by small caliber ground 
fire in this area (OSM, 1980c). 

OSM inspectors received many threats and, on rare occasions, they 
were attacked physicallyc For example, in May 1980 an OSM 
inspector was assaUllted and his nose was broken by a mine op
erator in Tennessee. 

Western coal producers were at the other extreme of operator 
resistance to the I&E program. (On this issue, as on so many 
others, midwestern producers occupied a middle posi tion.) There 
were four reasons for this. Fi rst r inc rem en tal prod uct ion costs 
caused by the SMCRA and the OSM's regulations were much lower in 
the west so that the regulatory program represented less of an 
economic threat. Second, because of the earlier issuance of the 
"211 regs," enforced by the U.S. Geological Survey, western coal 
producers were accustomed to a federal regulatory presence. 
Third, the large, organizationally complex western mines have 
specialized reclamation personnel who tend to accept the 
principle, if not the details, of regulation. Finally, the I&E 
program in the west was operated with a greater degree of 
discretion and lenienqy than was the case in other regions, 
especially in Appalachia. 

However, it is clear from the data presented in Table 3 that 
the Office of Surface Mining's I&E personnel were not the heavy-
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handed omnipresent force depicted by many states and by coal 
operators. It appears instead that the agency's adversaries 
resentful of the fact that it was the first reasonably activ~ 
regulatory presence in most areas of the coal fields, seized upon 
a few incidents of extreme or unreasonable performance by I&E 
personnel to attack the agency as overzealous. 

REGIONAL VARIATION IN INSPECTION AND ENFORCEMENT 

The OSMRE Task Force followed precedent in creating a 
s t r .u c. t u r e . for the .n e w 0 r g ani z a t ion. Un til the Rea g a n 
admInIstratIon reorganIzed the agency in 1982, the OSM maintained 
five regional offices (in Charleston, West virginia; Knoxville 
Tennessee; Indianapolis; Kansas Ci ty; and Denver). Offices wer~ 
located in these cities because of proximity to the major coal 
producing regions of the United States. 

In view of the substantial differences in eastern and western 
surface mInIng, we examined the construction and operation of the 
I&E program in two of the five regions: Region East and Region 
West. The former is located in the heart of the Appalachian 
coal field, and the latter is in the far west. While there are 
thousands of inspectable units in Region East, Region West has 
fewer than two-hundred such units. And while Region East 
employed approximately 75 inspectors at the height of the interim 
program, the latter never had more than 9 inspectors. However 
beca~se .of its u~ique responsibility for reviewing permit 
applIcatIons for mInes on federal lands, Region West employed a 
large number of technical specialists. 

Through the use of official agency statistics on I&E 
activities, interviews with regional personnel and a mail . . , 
questIonnaIre sent to all the OSM's inspectors in the summer of 
1981, we determined that a substantial difference existed in the 
I&E programs in Regions East and West. Support for this assertion 
is found in Table 4. 

I&E personnel in Region West had a very low rate for issuance 
of NOYs and COs. Inte~views revealed that a more discretionary, 
negotIated approach to Inspection and enforcement was developed in 
~he Region. Region East's I&E personnel had high rates for 
Issuance of NOVs and COs. Interviews with Region East I&E 
personnel suggested that they adopted an approach to their duties 
that mere nearly approximated one of enforced compliance. They 
treated the law and regulations as standards against which 
operators' performance and efforts should be judged. 

We reasoned that distinctive regional differences in styles 
of enforcement would be reflected in regional variation in the 
respo~ses ~f indi~idual inspectors. Consequently, in the mail 
questIonnaIre we Included two scales designed to reveal whether 
such differences exist. From an analysis of the enforced 
compliance sty~e of enforcem~nt we cons~ructed a legalistic scalei 
from an analysls of the negotIated complIance style we constructed 
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TABLE 4 

SUMMARY MEASURES OF OSM INSPECTION AND ENFORCEMENT ACTIVITY, 'JUL Y 1, 1979 TO tJUNE 30, 1980 

Region 

L.st 

West 

Total {U.S.} 

Number of NOVs per: 

Inspector 

54.23 

12.14 

32.31 

Ten 
Inspections 

2.62 

2.34 

2.01 

Millior Short 
Tons of 
Coa,a 

17.22 

0.44 

8.45 

a 
U.S. Department of Energy, 1981; 1981a. 

i, 

Number of COs per: 

Ten 
Inspector Inspections 

15.02 0.73 

0.71 0.14 

6.54 0.40 

Million Short 
Tons of 

Coa1 a 

4.77 

0.03 

1.66 

~ ______ ~-.JiL) ___________________ ...... _______ ~ ______ .. ~_..-----·-----~-
~» , ~ 
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TABLE 5 

REGIONAL VARIATION ON DIMENSIONS OF REGULATORY ENFORCEMENT STYLES 

Region East Region West U.S. Total 

X S.D. N X X 
Dimension Score S.D. N Score S.D. N Score S.D. N 

Legalisma 4.95 3.05 44 2.33 1.63 6 4.59 2.57 126 

Concil iatoryb 9. 18 1.82 44 9.33 2.07 6 8.51 2.35 126 

a A three-item scale (Cronbach's alpha = .67). Items are: "Generally the requirement that OSM 
inspectors write an NOV on every violation they observe is not an effective regulatory strategy" 
[0 Strongly Agree; 1 Agree; .2 Undecided; 3 Disagree; 4 Strongly Disagree]; .IIThe best way for 
inspectors to do their job is to go str'ictly 'by the book'" L4 Strongly Agree; 3 Agree; 2 
Undecided; 1 Disagree;'O Strongly Disagree]; and "I have tried to enforce the interim regulations 
strictly and uniformly, much as a police officer would do" [4 Strongly Agree; 3 Agree; 2 Undecided; 
1 Disagree; a Strongly Disagree]. Responses to the three items were summed. 

b A three-Hem scale (Cronbach's alpha = .77). Items are: '''Compliance with the regulations is 
easiest to obtain if the inspector advises and works to educate the operator"; "In my work I 
have tri!!id primarily to educate and con5:.!lt with coal operators ll

; and liThe best way for inspectors 
to do tneir job is to consult with and try to educate mine operators. II Response alternatives 
to all three items were: [4 Strongly Agree; 3 Agree; 2 Undecided; 1 Disagree; and a Strongly 
Disagree]. Responses to the three items were summed. 
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a conciliatory scale. We have produced the results of the 
questionnaire measures in Table 5. (Readers should note that due 
to the low number of respondents in Region West the statistics 
must be interpreted wi th caution.) 

Consistent with expectations, Region East personnel scored 
substantially higher on the legalistic scale than did their 
counterparts in Region West (mean scores of 4.95 and 2.33 
respectively.) Contrary to our expectations, however, there was 
no appreciable difference between the two Regions in inspectors' 
scores on the conciliatory scale (9.l8 in Region East and 9.33 in 
Region West). Put differently, Region East inspectors scored high 
both on a scale designed to measure a legalistic, enforced 
compliance approach to regulation and on a scale designed to 
measure an ed ucat ional, conc il ia tory approach. So, the ir tough, 
"by tha book" approach to l&E apparently did not prevent them 
simultaneously from engaging in a variety of efforts to inform 
coal operators about the requireme~ts of the federal program. 
These findings suggest that the two ideal-typical enforcement 
styles may covary in a more complex fashion than earlier 
theoretical discussions (Thomas, 1980; Kagan, 1980) seem to allow. 

Nevertheless, our interpretation of the regional differences 
1n dom inant approaches to l&E emphasi zes the importance of: (1) 
differences in the regulatory histories of the two regions and the 
beliefs and experiences of regulatory personnel assigned to them, 
(2) the degree of political conflict over surface mining issues in 
the respective areas, (3) differences in the size and nature of 
the companies that mine in the two regions, and (4) regional 
differences in responsibilities for review of mine permit 
applications. 

Surface mining in Region East has a long, turbulent history, 
and is marked by lax state regulation. OSM personnel came to 
their duties there with a desire to alter this historical pattern 
and to set an example for the states. Many of the OSM's 
inspectors sa\., the federal program as their first opportunity to 
regulate the surface mining industry effectively. Both ci ti zens' 
groups and the coal industry subj ected the reg ional operation to 
careful scrutiny. The former did so because they saw it as an 
opportunity to eliminate or to curtail harmful strip mining 
practices; the latter because their existence was at stake with 
many industry figures believing the OSM was working hand in glove 
with the large coal producers to drive small operators out of 
business. Thus, I&E personnel in Region East found themselves in a 
highly conflictive environment. They relied on the law itself, 
and on rigorous enforcement as a defense against charges of 
favontism either toward environmentalists or the coal industry. 

The regulatory environment in Region West was more placid. 
There was less citizen scrutiny of the l&E program, and very few 
citizen complaints were made to the agenoy about harmful mining 
operations. The large western coal producers were believed to be 
more accommodating than their eastern counterparts to regulation. 
A Region West manager told us: 
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Most of the mines in the west have a resident 
environmental specialist, either at th~ mine or at least 

'someone who is assigned those duties. A lot of the 
larger mines -- most of them, in fact -- have people who 
are trained in regulatory compliance function. And 
those are the people you deal with. The people back in 
the east -- at least wht~n I was back there -- the people 
that you deal with are the pit foreman or the mine 
superintendent ••• [H] is main job is production ••• 
you're deal ing more wi th production-oriented people in 
the east. And in the west, most of the people you deal 
with are not production oriented, but environmentally 
oriented. 

Region West OSM personnel did not believe rigorous enforcement was 
required to bring their operators into at least minimal compliance 
with the Act and the regulations. Also, mine personnel in Region 
West seemed to be more than a match in terms of technical and 
legal expertise for OSM inspectors, who tended to be somewhat 
deferential and to issue relatively few NOVs and COs. Finally, 
Region West managers utilized the permit process to extract 
promises of sound mining and reclamation practices from coal 
operators. Region East managers, because they lacked this 
resource, necessarily placed more emphasis on stringent l&E 
proced ures. 

CIVIL PENALTIES PROCESS 

We examined the OSM's imposition of civil fines for a sample 
of 735 notices of violation that were purposively selected to 
assure approximately equal nlImbers of small, medium and large
sized coal producers. The data revealed that the average fine was 
approximately $1,000. Using path analytic procedures, we examined 
the impact of several variables on the magnitude of the fine 
assessed by the Office of Surface Mining. 

Drawing from the research literature on the sanctioning of 
ordinary offenders, our analysis employed two categories of 
variables which, conceivably, effect the size of the civil 
penalty: legal and extra-legal. The former are those "factors 
emphasized inofficial-normative descriptions of the criminal 
justice system" such as the seriousness of a defendant's offense, 
the nature of his previous criminal record, and the degree of 
"v ic iousness" mani fested in the offense i tsel f (Hagan, 1974: 358) • 
The latter variables are those presumed to be legally irrelevant 
to the imposition of penalty, such as the defendant's race, sex 
and age. The principal objective of our analysis was an 
assessment of the relative contributions that each of these two 
types of variables makes to an explanation of the dependent 
variable (size of fine). 

We employed three ).egal variables in the analysis. For each 
violation we determined: assessed damage, assessed negligence of 
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FIGURE 5 

FINAL PATH MODEL 

DAMAGE 

SERIOS/ 
COS I ZE __________ ~----~ . ..;..l..;...O -----~ FI NE ($) 

Where: 

FAULT 

FINE ($) = Amount of initial Fine. 
DAMAGE = Damage Points Assessed by OSM. 
FAULT = Negligence Points Assessed by OSM. 
SERIOS = Seriousness of the Violation. 
COS!ZE = Size of the Offending Corporation. 
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the corporate offender, and seriousness. The first two variables 
were operationalized as the total number of penalty points 
assessed in each category by the OSM's assessors. We constructed 
our own measure of the third variable. In doing so we drew .ul?on 
the ~vailable literature on the harmful impacts of surface ml~lng 
and interviews we conducted with OSM personnel and representatlves 
of environmentalist groups. The resulting knowledge ~nabled us ~o 
rank order sanctionable mining practices accordlng to thelr 
immediate or potential harm to private ~roperty, publ~c health and 
safety, or the environment. Three pOlnts were asslg~ed to the 
most serious violations (e.g., placement of spoll on the 
downslope, altering the chemical balance or siltation leve: of 
surface water sources), two points to m~derately serl~us 
violations (e.g., improper revegetation practlces) and one pOlnt 
to the least serious violations (e.g., failure to post adequate 
signs or markers on the mine site). 

Our data permitt:d the use of only one extra-legal 
independent variable: ~ of the ,mining corporation. This ~as 
operationalized as the total number .of ~ons of coal o~tput d~rlng 
the year 1979 (National Coal As~oclatlon, 1980) •. ThlS varlable 
was grouped into three categorles: small, medlum, and large. 

After eliminating statistically non-signifi?an~ paths, the 
final results of the path analysis are present~d ln Flgure 5 •. As 
can be seen, we found that the size of the flne was dete~mlned 
largely by legally relevant variables (the degree of negllgence 
evidenced in the violative behavior and the degree of actual or 
potential harm caused by the violation). Ho~ever, there ~as a 
slight tendency for larger companies to recelve smal1 7r flnes, 
even when other variables were controlled. Once the flnes were 
imposed, the larger companies were more likely than smaller ones 
to pay them. 

Data provided to us by the OSM and by the U.S. Departmen~ of 
Justice indicate that a rather low percentage of assessed flnes 
have been collected. Less than 20 percent of the agency's total 
assessed fines had been collected as of mid-1982 by the agency, a 
private firm hired to collect delinquent fine payments, and the 
U.S. Department of Justice. 

As do the data presented in Table 3, data on fine collection 
suggest that the inspection and enforcement program operated less 
stringently than the the I&E task group had planned. ~elatedly, 
the OSM's executives realized that they had underestlmated, the 
resources needed to operate as planned originally. There were 
many more mine sites than they had rea~i~ed, and the complex 
problems of fine collection were u~antlclpated. ~lea:ly, full 
implementation of an enforced compllance strategy requlred more 
resources than the OSM made available for the I&E task. By the 
time I&E executives realized their errors, a request for 
addi tional resources appeared moot because soon the states would 
have regulatory primacy. 
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SECTION 7: THE AGENCY UNDER SIEGE 

The Office of Surface Mining was under severe statutory 
pressure to promulgate its permanent program regulations no later 
than August 3, 1978. Even as it began the process of issuing the 
regulations, however, the agency faced an erosion of its political 
support necessary to continue to develop and implement a stringent 
regulatory program. The agency's permanent program cannot be 
understood adequately without some attention to this context. 

ERODING SUPPORT AND MOUNTING ATTACK 

The OSMRE Task Force had tried to work cooperatively with the 
states, and this effort met with some sucess. However, the states 
were especially concerned about the nature of the impending 
permanent program regulations because the OSM would use them as 
the yardstick to evaluate the states' applications for regulatory 
primacy. The states were concerned about the openness of the 
state window, strictures placed on federal grants and AML fUhds, 
and deadlines imposed by the Act. The states became increasingly 
hostile toward the federal agency during the promulgation of the 
permanent program regulations. They charged the OSM with 
arrogance and inflexibility and resented the federal I&E 
presence. 

As might be expected, there was an east-west split in regard 
to the issues that irritated state politicians and regulatory 
personnel. The western states presented many problems common to 
all three coal fields as well as some unique to their region. 
Among the latter was the fact that the OSM had to (1) develop 
special programs for Indian lands, (2) establish cooperative 
agreements for the states to conduct inspections on federal lands, 
and (3) review permit applications for federal lands. Despite 
this clear split of interests between eastern and western states, 
they presented a united front of opposition to the OSM. 

The coal industry's representatives also subjected the OSM to 
severe criticism once it began enforcing the interim program. 
Industry's attacks echoed those made by the states. First, it was 
charged the agency had exceeded and misinterpreted Congressional 
intent when it created the interim program. Second, there was the 
complaint that the interim program did not permit sufficient 
flexibility for meeting regulatory objectives and performance 
standards. Industry argued for more reliance on performance as 
opposed to design standards and claimed that regulations should be 
site-spec i f ic • 

Industry's objections were not limited to these two points; 
small producers raised complaints of their own. They charged that 
compliance costs were excessive and unrealistically high and 
represented a threat to their continued existence. And second, 
they alleged that the interim program made it impossible for them 
to mine in many areas of Appalachia (e.g., on steep slopes). 
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This, they charged, denied them the right to use their land as 
they saw fit and therefore represented an unconstitutional taking 
of property. 

citizens' groups and environmentalists also maintained a 
critical, watchful eye on the agency's operations and its 
developing p~ograms. They were vigilant to ensure there was no 
slippage in its resolve to mount a tough program~ Generally, 
however, they were supportive of the agency publicly and, in fact, 
adopted a protective stance as the coal industry and the states 
intensified their attacks. 

POLITICAL STRUGGLE OVER THE PERMANENT PROGRAM 

The permanent program regulations were published on March 13, 
1979. The coal industry continued to charge that the regulations 
were too inflexible, exceeded congressional intent, were not cost
effective, were influenced excessively by the agency's "zealotry," 
and were potentially damaging to the nation's coal production. 
(Coal production fell in 1978, which gave superficial credibility 
to industry's claim. However, most observers agree that the 
decrease was due to a strike by che United Mine Workers, and had 
little to do with the arrival of the Office of Surface Mining.) 

By early 1978, industry had mounted in litigation a major 
attack on the interim program. Besides the courts, industry 
voiced its complaints in other forums, including the the media, 
and the halls of Congress. These efforts began shortly after 
promulgation of the interim ragulations, and did not abate 
significantly until the arrival of Ronald Reagan's appointees at 
the Department of the Interior and the Office of Surface Mining. 

Industry also registered a new complaint. It scored the OSM 
for its insistence that the coal industry and the states meet 
deadlines established in the Act even though the agency had missed 
its own deadlines. 

Significantly, the industry's complaints at this stage began 
to parallel those raised by the states. Both groups believed that 
the OSM regarded them as adversaries who could not be trusted 
without federal oversight. And both groups charged that the 
agency was bent on expanding its own payroll and responsibilities 
to ensure survival. They came to believe that only through a 
radical transformation of OSM could they be certain of no further 
federal interference. Both groups openly began to advocate such 
ac tions. 

opposition by the states intensified during the time the OSM 
was promulgating its permanent program regulations. Among the 
inc id en ts r espons ibl e fo r th i s wa s an opi n ion issued by the 
associate sol ici tor for surface m il1ing. The opinion on ex parte 
contacts during rule making (I.e., the p'rocess of writing the 
regulations) held that the agency could not meet privately with 
the states in regard to rule making and could hav~ no contacts 
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with the st~tes on the subject after the close of the nublic 
~omment perIod. The opinion, issued at the behest of ~ublic 
Interest lawyers, s.harply reduced contacts wi th the states, 
angered them, and reInforced their view that the federal agency 
regarded them as very unequal partners, if not as adversaries. 

Many of the states' efforts were coordinated by the National 
Govez:nor.s' .Association while others were pursued by officials of 
the IndIvIdual states, including their chief executives The 
states took three lines of attack. First West virg·inia's 
Governor Jay R~ckefeller persuaded a Senato; to amend a bill 
(S.~403) to rec;;Iulre state regulatory programs to comply wi th the 
~ct but not wIth the OSM's regulations. The bill passed in the 
enate, b~t was s~al~ed in the House. A similar plo was 

attempted In the followIng Congressional session with a s{milar 
~utcome. A s~cond tactic utilized by the stateS'(primarily those 
~ndthe west) Involved personal appeals to Interior secretary Cecil 

n rus --.formerly governor of Idaho -- to curb the alleged 
excesses of th~ Office of Surface Mining. 

o ~inally, ~he states attacked the OSM during Congressional 
verslght hearIngs, charging that the agency insisted that th i 

programs be "clones" or "mirror images" of the federal e r 
Wyoming's G' d program. 

. overn~r E ward Herschler assumed a highly visible 
leadershIp ro.le In these efforts. In personal appeals to the 
Secreta,:y of the Interio,: a.nd in his public comments he flailed 
~he Of~l~e.of Surface MInIng, charging it with arrogance and 

tlnftl.e~lblllty. For example, in 1979 Congressional oversight 
es Imony Governor Herschler said: 

Like a sm.all boy or a large dog or a newspaper reporter 
t~e O~flce of Surface Mining is constantly up t~ 
mlsc!llef, and I would like to share with you some of the 
~ar~lculars in my complaint ••• Federal attorneys 
Inslst~d that we promulgate regulations to control 
mounta Intop .removal. Our Land Qual i ty Di vision repl ied 
that there IS no such mining activity in Wyoming and 
hence such regulation is unnecessary. The Federal 
attorneys responded by saying that "only the future can 
prove th~ veracity" of Land Quality's assertion, and 
that WyomIng must promulgate regulations for mountaintop 
removal (U.S. Cong ress, Ho use, 1979: 8-9). 

ORGANIZATIONAL AND REGULATORY IMPACTS 

Regulatory and .Initial Organizational Consequences 

theseTh:t~i~e~~aft:~l~~~lromtUllgated its per~anent program amidst 
t ,Iron a attacks whIle facing a sever 

s at~tory deadline. Once again, the latter constraint Placed: 

~~~::~~enOt~ y ~P\ehde i ~g ednrc~~~ i ~gea~h~a ~~~m a~en t reg ul a t i? ns. 

responded by continuing its mechanisfic for~ s of (~~~an~~:~~o~l ~~~ 
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management. 

The hostile environment confronting the agency reinforced the 
agency's selection of a mechanistic type of organization. An 
overdrawn analogy clarifies the point: the agency found itself in 
a situation of combat and siege; it responded by accenting the 
characteristics of its organizational arrangements that seemed 
m 0 s t sui tab 1 e for s u c 'h c i r cum s tan c e s • Wit hit s em ph a sis 0 n 
centralized policy making, delegation of precise ·tasks and strong 
hierarchical leadership, this type of organization was ideally 
suited to the agency's immediate ma,tldate. Once again, however, 
this meant that a relatively small group of HQ personnel were 
largely responsible for determining the nature of the permanent 
regulations. 

The Office of Surface Mining expected to face major court 
challenges to its permanent program regulations. This 
anticipation, together with the siege conditions, solidified the 
importance of the solicitor's office in th~ rule-making process. 
Both in professional training and the typical demands of their 
occupational role, attorneys specialize in managing conflict. As 
one of the solicitors told us: 

Q.: What was the effect, for individuals and for groups 
of people working together, of being under continuous 
attack? 

A.: Well, as far as the lawyers, the people in the 
solicitor's Office were concerned, many of us had come 
from litigation backg~ounds, and were very used to that 
kind of situation. So, it really just fueled our fires 
all the more, I think. 

The solicitors and OSM HQ executives developed a virtual 
obsession with ensuring that all aspects of the rule making 
process were legally "correct." The solicitors believed the 
agencyVs technical staff did not appreciate the importance of 
thoroughness and attention to detail in developing rationales for 
the regulations. 

[F) or everyone OSM hour you had about five lawyer hours 
on top of that. Patching, correcting, writing ••• The 
lawyers really took an incredibly poor work product and 
made it what ••• held up in court ••• [Those] folks 
w0rked extraordinarily hard. 

~nevitably, perhaps, the solicito.rs' prominent rola in 
draftIng regulations led to conflict with the agency's techni,cal 
sta ff. 

[The lawyers] were probably the most hated of the whole 
group. The agency hated them because the lawyers would 
say, G no , this is inadequate, insufficient. You haven't 
interpreted the law right," whatever. Made them ••• 
do it [over]. But a huge animosity developed between 
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lawyers and the agency. And then, you know, [agency 
personnel would sa~ "whose policy call is it, anyway? • 
•• And, "who's developing this program?" So, all that 
friction. And the lawyers felt the agency people were 
dumb and, you know, d im ~o\1i tted and all the rest of it. 

. AS. these: events transpired, the agency's HQ became 
IncreasIngly Isolated from its various constituencies and its 
regional personnel. In a calm,er political environment, regional 
perso~nel probably ~ould have played a more important part in 
draftIng agency POlICY and regulations. Because of their daily 
i~teraction with ~ining companies, in many ways they commanded a 
dIfferent perceptIon of the operational problems faced by both the 
agen:::y and the coal industry. However, circumstances relegated 
them to a subsi~iary role. Faced with attacks from many sides, HQ 
executives expected regional personnel to be"good and loyal 
soldi~rs" and to carry our HQ directives faithfully. HQ 
executIves were fearful of the potential consequences if regional 
personnel were permitted too much latitude in their work 
performance. (In fact, the Region West director was subjected to 
almost continuous criticism and scrutiny by HQ, largely for this 
very reason.) 

On occasions when regional managers tried to take a more 
active part in shaping policy, they met with little success. For 
example, regional managers played a very limited role in drafting 
the permanent program regulations. As the target date for 
publication of the regulations approached, regional managers grew 
increasingly apprehensive, based on the drafts they had seen 
~b?~t ~heir fie~d-Iev~l rec~ption. Largely on their ow~ 
Inltlatlv7, the fl.ve regIonal dIrectors requested a meeting with 
HQ executIves to dISCUSS the substance and potential impact of the 
forthcoming regulations. As a regional manager told us: 

The regula~ions ••• were exceedingly burdensome, in 
terms of Just the detail and the -- it was just 
overdone. There's no question about that ••• We felt, 
meanir;g all the regional directors, that these things 
were J us~ too comprehensive, and too all-encompassing, 
too detaIled. And we're gonna' get killed -- "we," the 
agency, "we," the program. 

The reg~onal dire~tors arrived in Washington and were given a 
short tIme to exam Ine the package of regulations. Dismayed wi th 
what ev~n a cursory r~view revealed, they elected a spokesman to 
meet WIth HQ executIves the following day to express their 
concerns. Despite the meeting, "nothing happened, nothing 
changed. " 

According to some of the reg ional personnel we interviewed 
OSM's HQ operations at approximately this time s~elned 
charac~eristic of a kind of "bunker mentality." Clearly, the 
necessIty of producing regulations in a short time period while 
under strong pol i tical attack, had shaped the agency's ope:ational 
performance. 
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After the close of the public comment period, and staff 
review of the submissions, a small group, comprised of the 
agency's top executives and two attorneys (a solicitor and a 
representative of the Department of Interior) made the final 
decisions on each regulation. 

Later Consequences 

As the OSM moved into the 1980s, there was a gradual 
"softening" of the stringent policies it had initially pursued. 
Several factors contributed to this shift. First, HQ personnel no 
longer faced the demands of promulgating regulations; for the 
first time in two years, they could sit back and take a look at 
what they had created and how it was working. As part of this 
process, they paid increasing attention to feedback from regional 
managers about the program's field-level impacts. Second, court 
decisions, though overwhelmingly supportive of the agency's 
efforts, forced a reexamination and redrafting of some 
regulations. Permitted for the first time to draft regulations at 
a more leisurely pace, the age~cy was able to see the need to make 
some accommodations to industry and state concerns. And finally, 
criticisms from Congress found their mark. As one of our 
respondents, an HQ executive, said: "I think S.1403 scared us 
quite a bit. We hadn't realized the depth of feeling that was out 
there." 

The associate soljcitor for surface mining seemed to be a 
lightning rod for state attacks in 1978-79. In mid-1979, he was 
dismissed, an actio~ ~enerally perceived as an attempt to mollify 
the states. After this, the agency modified its earlier policy on 
ex parte contacts with the states. 

As it began to review state programs, OSM evidenced a dlight, 
but perceptible, shift toward acceptance of state proposals which 
were not copies of the federal regulations. An HQ executive said: 

[A's we got into '80, and decisions on the state 
programs ••• we saw more flexibil.ity. Not a lot, I 
don't t.hink, but it was certainly starting to come out. 
Then, as we talked to specific st~tes about the detailed 
regulations which they had, ones which didn't follow the 
federal regulations very closely, we got to appreciate 
more and more thp problems which they had, and took 
different approaches. And approved them. Montana was, 
the first state, in the Spring of '80, to come in and 
really make a hard pitch to ~o things their way on a 
relatively small number of items ••• In some cases 
they had a real difference of approach and they wanted 
to maintain them. And, after a hard negotiating session 
between [OSM HQ executives and Montan,:i officials], we 
ended up accepting most of what they wanted to do. 
Then, as a few other states got into the same position, 
we came to be able to do that more and more. 
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By late 1980 the agency was becoming more accommodating toward the 
states. 

In other ways as well, the agency moved to accommodat~ state 
and industry concerns. This was e~ident,.for.example, 1n the 
response to one of the first perm1t appl1cat1ons for ~ ~arge 
western mine. Although regional personnel recommen~ed cond1t:o~al 
approval, HQ modified the permit c~nditi?~s to glve the m1n1ng 
company permit conditions closer to 1tS or1g1nal request. 

After the inauguration of President Reagan the ag.ency be.came 
exceedingl y accommoda ti ve, even as the states were d 1chotom 1 zed. 
Some and this included most of the western states, pressed ahead 
and ~orked with OSM personnel to complete the primacy process. 
Others, chiefly those in Appalachia and some in the midwest, b;gan 
to stall their movement toward primacy. In the agency's V1ew, 
this was motivated by the hope that they would be able to get a 
"better deal" from the incoming administration. 
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SECTION 8: NEW DIRECTIONS AT THE OFFICE OF SURFACE MINING 

Ronald Reagan's victory in the 1980 presidential election was 
the precursor of dramatic change in the policies and practices of 
the Office of Surface Mining. Reagan had pledged to launch a 
program of regulatory reform to remove regulatio~s and re~ulatory 
apparatuses which seem to be burdensome, cos~-lneffe~t1ve, and 
counterproductive for Americans and for Amer1can bus1ne~s: .In 
addition, he had promised to enhance the P9wer and respons1b1l1ty 
of state governments in the area of regulation. 

During the transition period th~ new admini~tration's 
ideological stance toward the OSM was glven substance 1n a report 
by the Heritage Foundation (Heatherly, 1981: 344-4~). The re~ort 
criticized the OSM for its "zealotry" in promulgat1ng regulat10ns 
said to be "far in excess" of the requirements of the Act, and 
charged it with having completely excluded "deve~opmental 
interest:;". The report recommended that the new Pres1dent ?nd 
Secretary of the Interior "make an example of OSM and 1ts 
regulatory excesses and ••• place high priority on an.early 
transition to a State lead concept." It called for a reVlew of 
the agency's "onerous reclamation regulations." Additionally, the 
new administration was urged to reduce the OSM's enforcement 
staff to cut the agency's budget, and to replace current OSM 
senio~ staff and regional directors with professionals "more 
attuned to a rational program" of reclamation. Finally~ t~e 
Heritage Foundation recommended that the new leadersh1p 1n 
Interior, in pursuit of these objectives, should permi~ ~he sta~es 
to "playa major role". In essence, the new adm1n1strat1on 
followed these recommendations. 

After the election, some OSM personnel, as if anticipating 
the forthcoming change of direction, began to modify many actions 
which conceivably could antagonize the incoming leadership. A 
measurable sign of this pulling ~ack appears in statistics on 
inspection and enforcement. Shor':;ly. after Ronald Reagan's 
inauguration, the new Secretary of Inter1or, James Watt, held a 
mass meeting with Interior employees to alert them to the new 
emphases. Those who felt they could not work for s~ch a program 
were invited to search for other employment. As 1S customary, 
OSM's political appointees -- among them the agency director -
resigned. Later, individuals from Virginia and Indiana, two of 
the states which had resisted the agency's efforts most 
vigorously, were named to the top positions in the OSM. 

REORGANIZATION AND REGULATORY REFORM 

During the first months of the new administration, relations 
bet wee nne w a p po in tee san dol d ere m ploy e e s 0 f ten we res t r a i ned. 
Communication with the regional offices was kept to minimum. In 
mid-198l, the OSM was reorganized; the reorganization replaced the 
regional offices wi th fourteen state offices, six field offices, 
and two technical service centers. Headquar.ters also was 
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reorganized. A sharp reduction in the number of OSM personnel was 
begun, with major cuts occurring in the inspection and enforcement 
program. The reorganization plan was a major step in the 
direction 0 f insti tut ing a negot i ated com pI iance style. The de
centralization of the regional offices increased the power of 
headquarters and the states. 

The second part of the new secretary's agenda for the OSM 
involved regulatory reform. Several regulations that had been 
issued but not implemented by the previous administration were 
withdrawn. But the movement to provide "'regulatory relief" did 
not begin in earnest until mid-19Bl. Agency resources were 
focused initially on working with the states to develop acceptable 
,s ta te prog ram s, and am end ing sta te prog ram s al read y a pproved by 
the previous OSM administration. 

One of the first steps in this process was the revision of 
the state window regulation in the permanent program. In so 
doing, the new Interior and OSM leadership intended to give the 
states greater latitude to tailor their regulatory programs to 
local problems and conditions. The revised state window 
regulation replaced the requirement that state regulations be "no 
less stringent than" the federal regulations with the requirement 
that they be "no less effective than" the latter. The revision 
was an important symbolic signal to the states about the new 
administration. 

Beginning in 1981 and continuing to the present, the OSM has 
b~en engaged in an extensive revision of numerous portions of the 
permanent program. In appellate litigation, environmentalist and 
public-interest groups have challenged the regulatory relief 
effort on a number of issues. Although the new adminstration 
seems determined to give the states "what they want," few revised 
regulations have been promulgated as yet. 

With the exception of one area of the program -- collection 
of civil fines and AML fees -- the new OSM leader:5hip generally 
has adopted a conciliatory approach to inspection and enforcement. 
The handling and distribution of cessation orders, for example, 
has been centralized. In addition, the field solicitors have been 
told that future cases of litigation will require approval from 
the Washington solicitpr's office. These are examples of attempts 
to increase regulatory leniency through centralization of 
decision-making. 

RESPONSES 

True to its promise, the new agency leadership has worked 
closely with the states in the process of regulatory reform and 
the push for pr imacy. The rev ision of regulations has· reflected 
many state concerns and opinions. In turn, the states, for the 
most part, have responded with strong public praise for the OSM. 
Still, the new OSM executives have learned that some states are 
unyielding in their demand for regulatory flexibility, in part 
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because they realize that the Reagan administration, because of 
its ideology, will be reluctant to enforce compliance through 
stringent federal oversight. Two examples are the use of legal 
loopholes to expand the "two-acre exemption" in Virginia and the 
doubtful application of a "grandfather clause" in permit reviews 
in Illinois. 

Virginia: Haul Roads and the Two-Acre Exemption 

Section 528.(2) of the SMCRA exempts those who mine two acres 
or less from the regulatory requirements of the Act and the 
interim program. By inclusion of this p~ovision, congress. meant 
to prevent the extensive regulatory requlrements from falllng on 
individuals or firms whose coal mining was "incidental" to their 
normal economic pursuits. Even before the change in OSM 
leadership, however, Virginia coal operators had devised a ploy to 
use the two-acre exemption to circumvent the federal program. Two 
distinct, though interrelated, practices have been employed. 

Typically, a large mining company with .extensiv: coal leases 
contracts with a number of smaller companles to mlne two-acre 
tracts of the larger firm's coal. In some cases the larger 
company even leases mining equipment to their smaller partners. 
The subcontractors are required to sell their mined coal 
ex c 1 us i vel y tot he 1 a r g e r fir m, and to use its .t i P pIe ~ s) 
(facilities for processing and loading coal)o Many mlne~ USlng 
this loophole also employed a second: they deeded thelr ~aul 
roads to the counties as "public roads." Use of these strategles 

was exacerbated by passage of two pieces of legislation, 
in 1979, by the Virginia General Assembly. The first 
was a bill which removed mines of two acres from 
regulation by the state; until then, the state had 
reg ula ted all sur face mines in Vi rg inia, rega rdless 0 f 
size. The second was a bill which allowed coal 
companies to "deed" their haul roads to county 
governments, thereby removing those roads from 
regulation by state or federal agencies, and th~ir 
owners from all responsibil i ty for proper constructlon 
or maintenanr.:e, and, at the same time, reducing the 
total acreage of many mine sites to under two acres 
(U.S. Congress, House, 1981: 241). 

Working with coal operators, the state of Virginia seems willing 
to de fea t the OSM's reg ula tory in tent. Stati stics prov ided to an 
environmentalist group by the state of Virginia indicated that as 
of June 1981 there were 1,083 two-acre mine sites in the state. 
Of these, 926 were unpermitted -- therefore, not required to meet 
any reclamation standards -- and 157 were permitted voluntarily. 
There had been no reclamation on 783 of the sites (U.S. Congress, 
House, 1981: 255). 
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Illinois: Gr~ndfathering Prime Farmlands 

The major environmental threats posed by strip mining are 
d iff ere n t for the t h r e e Am e ric an co a 1 fie 1 d s . I nAp pal a chi a, i t 
is control of erosion and sedimentation. In the west, it is 
protection of alluvial valley floors and the difficulty of 
revegetation. In the midwest, it is protection of prime farm
lands. 

Section 5l0.(d) of the Act requires that permits to mine on 
prime farmland after August 3, 1977 may be approved only if the 
regulatory authority finds, in writing, that the permit applicant 
has 

the technological capability to restore such mined area, 
wi thin reasonable time, to equivalent or higher levels 
of yield as non-mined prime farmland in the surrounding 
area. 

But the Act also contains a provision for "grandfathering" prime 
farml:nds. A mine operator need not meet the special prime 
farmlands requirements if he can demonstrate that his permit 
application is a revision or a renewal of a permit approved prior 
to August 3, 1977. However, the operator must demonstrate that 
the area to be mined is contiguous to areas mined earlier as part 
of the original permit. Unless a permit is grandfathered by the 
regulatory authority, operators must restore the mined land to 
100 percent of its agricultural productivity. 

Critics charged that the Illinois Reclamation Division of the 
Illinois Department of Mines and Minerals unjustifiably 
grandfathered several permit renewals for mines in central 
Illinois (U.S. Congress, House, 1981: 56-66). In one of the cases 
cited, the new area to be mined was located in ~nother county, 
several miles away from the previously mined area. By receiving a 
grandfather exemption from the federal interim program, the minin3 
company was required only to meet state standards for productivity 
of reclaimed mined prime farmland, a standard less stringent than 
the federal requirement. Critics charged that actions ~uch as 
this, together with the fact that Illinois joined in a court 
challenge to the Act, demonstrate that it is unwilling to develop 
and enforce stringent strip mining regulations. 

EMERGING DEVELOPMENTS 

Although the coal industry was quite pleased with the new 
directions taken by the OSM, a fissure has begun to appear between 
large and small producers. Small coal producers have pushed for 
severe reductions in regulatory requirements and for easier access 
to public monies provided by the agency's assistance program. In 
contrast, some large coal producers have become concerned that 
that Interior executives were moving so rapidly to develop a style 
of extreme negotiated compliance. Desiring a high degree of 
regulatory predictability, they fear that such action will create 
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a backlash and, with a change in Presidential administrations, 
lead to another wholesale alteration in the regulatory program. 

The OSM has encountered many obstacles in its efforts to 
rewrite the regulations. Many of these stem from a contradiction 
between the new administration;s primary goals: reorganization 
and regulatory reform. The agency moved quickly to reorganize and 
to reduce the numbers of personnel. In doing so, morale eroded 
precipitously. The agency suffered a severe loss of technical 
personnel and high employee morale at the very time when both are 
desperately needed to complete the regulatory reform effort. In 
mid-1982 it was more than one year behind the schedule projected 
when the Reagan administration took office. 

As might be expected, relations between the agency and the 
environmentalist community have grown increasingly adversarial. 
Environmentalists generally fear that the new administration is 
trying to gut the program and to emasculate the agency. The most 
optimistic among them believe that the Act itself is so stringent 
that these efforts ultimately cannot succeed; the more pessimistic 
despa i.r at the consequences of returning responsibil ity for 
regulation to the states. Environmentalist groups have challenged 
many of the OSM's actions in court, including the rewrite of 
regulations. These suits have delayed even further the agency's 
plans to complete its project of regulatory reform. 

As envisioned by the framers of the SMCRA, the heart of the 
federal role in the permanent program is oversight of state 
performance. In the Reagan administration's oversight plan, the 
agency is working closely with the states. Consistent with the 
new strategy, oversight is to take the form of negotiated 
compl iance. 

Environmentalists believe that the reduction of the I&E 
personnel and technical staff will render the agency incapable of 
performing oversight and assisting the states with permit reviews. 
They charge that the planned workforce of 69 inspectors will not 
be adequate to perform oversight. Further, they complain that the 
"reorganization of OSM has been a calculated and callous attempt 
to d('lmoralize and cripple the agency." In sum, they charge that 
the agency has become "more concerned about the health of the coal 
industry than the protection of the people most affected by 
mining" (U.S. Congress, House, 1982). 
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SECTION 9: SOME IMPACTS OF THE OSM REGULATORY PROGRAM 

The Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act of 1977 is a 
complex statut6, as are the regulations which implement it. Both 
the interim and permanent regulatory programs imposed stringent, 
complex regulatory requirements on those parties who strip mine 
coal in the United States. Prior to 1977, a few states already 
had developed comprehensive regulatory programs of their own and 
were enforcing them rigorously. Other states had developed sound 
"paper programs" but failed to adequately implement them. Still 
other states simply made little pretense of their lack of concern 
for the environmental and social costs of surface coal mining. 
Thus, the federal regulatory program had a deep and wide-rang ing 
impact on surface mining in America. For the first time in most 
states, coal operators were required to meet stringent mining 
performance standards and to carry out rigorous contemporaneous 
reclamation. Operators' performance was moni tored by inspection 
and enforcement personnel mandated to issue citations for all 
violations of regulations they observed. In these respects, as 
well as others, the federal regulatory programs surpassed any 
previously in existence. 

Unfortunately, the complexity and comprehensiveness of the 
OSM program makes it extremely difficult to isolate and examine 
the impacts of anyone portion of it. As an example; consider the 
inspection and enforcement program. Because the federal I&E 
program probably was more rigorous than any state program, we 
would expect it to have a demonstrable effect on mining practices 
and, ultimately, on the environment. But the demonstration of 
effects is not a simple matter. Unfortunately, between time I 
(before the appearance of the OSM) and time 2 (after three years 
of federal enforcement) a number of variables in the regulatory 
matrix of surface mining were modified along with changes in 
inspeGtion and enforcement. The simultaneous occurrence of 
multiple "treatm~nts" in one or a number of time series confounds 
efforts to isolate the "pure" impacts of changes in I&E 
procedures. Further confounding the analytic problem are changes 
in the coal market, occurring independently of OSM and its 
operations, which also effect the numbers of mining companies as 
well as their mining and reclamation practices. 

Even though it is difficult to isolate specific causes of 
demonstrable programmatic impacts, global impacts assuredly can be 
examined. We present a variety of data, ~ome of it consisting 
only of opinions and field-level observations. It is presented, 
first, to document some of the incremental costs of the OSM 
program and, second, to determine some of the impacts of the 
federal regulatory presence -- at ledst during the first 3-4 years 
of its operation. 

THE STATES 

The SMCRA was based on the recogni tion of the need for federal 
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efforts toward improving the states' ability and resolve to 
regulate their surface mining industries. A number of mechanisms 
were incorporated in the Act to accomplish this objective. For 
example, as of mid-1982, the Office of Surface Mining had 
dispensed more than $69 million in grants to the states to assist 
them in improving their capabilities to assume and to exercise 
regulatory primacy (OSM, telephone conversation, June 7, 1982). 

Quite simply, no one knows at present whether the states' 
regulatory performance will improve now that they all have 
achieved primacy. There has been, and doubtless there will 
continue to be, considerable differenpes in the performance of 
individual states. Although the former Solicitor for the 
Department of the Interior ruled that interim program performance 
can not be used in evaluating states' applications for primacy, 
environmentalist groups have suggested that interim program 
performance is the best indicator of future state performance. 
And, at leasttwo studies of state performance have caused them 
concern. The first study (Johnson et al., 1980) examined 
inspection and enforcement by western states, and compared the 
statEs' performance with that of the 'Office of Surface Mining. 
Regrettably, the study did not examine the states' performance in 
the areas of permitting and bonding. The project was undertaken 
with two guiding assumptions. The first was that "the most 
reliable basis for judgment of what [the states'] future 
pe r fo rmance~_a_~.§_J i!L~l~y_~to be is-now--1:heyhavt:'per-f()rmea in the 
pasti'-(Johnson et al., 1980: 2). Second, the investigators 
assumed that non-discretionary, full enforcement of mining 
regulations both is possible and desirable. This second 
assumption thus becomes the standard against which actual enforce
ment performance is compared. 

To summarize briefly, the researchers selected 48 mines, 
located in five states in the OSM's region V. Official records 
were examined to analyze the performance of the OSM as well as the 
five sta te reg ula tory agenc ies. [The reco rds generall y noted: (1) 
when inspectors had observed violations, (2) whether citations 
were issued for the violations, (3) whether violations were issued 
in the field (Le., on site) or later, (4) whether cessation 
orders were issued for particularly serious violations, and (5' 
whether and when follow-up inspections were made to determine ,f. 
cited operators had abated the violations.] For both the OSM and 
the five states, Table 6 summarizes some of the study's findings 
in these areas. As can be seen, there was substantial variation 
in the states' performances. The researchers concluded that: 

[T]he state regulatory agencies of [the five states] 
have failed to fully enforce the Surface Mining Control 
and Reclamation Act. Far from overzealous enforcement, 
the agencies are underregulating. In many instances 
they have not prevented the recurrence of the past 
abuses which the Act was designed to prevent • • • 

Our analysis ••• shows that neither the federal 
agency nor the five state agencies have made the 
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TABLE 6 

REGULATORY P"ERFORMANCE OF FIVE WESTERN STATES DURING THE INTERIM PROGRAM 

Complete Inspections Violations and Notices of Violation 

(1979-80) % of V-iolations # of NOVs 
Number ~ Violations # of NOVs Issued Issued 

State of Mines Required Performed Observed Issued an NOV on Site 

Colorado 18 72 34 167 102 61.7% 88 
0) 
co New Mexico 4 14 14 36 19 52.8 15 

North Dakota 6 24 50 49 9 20.4 8 

Utah 10 37 23 150 62 44.7 49 

Wyoming 10 34 19 61 27 44.3 27 

Compiled from: Johnson et~. (1980). 
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required number of inspections nor taken effective 
enforcement action to correct many of the violations 
observed by inspectors at the mines (Johnson et ~., 
1980: 4). 

The second study was conducted by the group SOCM (Save Our 
Cumberland Mountains, n.d.). The researchers did examine the 
state's (Tennessee) permitting and bonding practices, as well as 
inspection and enforcement. The group earlier had examined 
Tennessee's regulatory performance for the period 1972-77 (SOCM, 
1978). Both studies utilized agency records, interviews with 
agency and law enforcement personnel, and court records as the 
principal data sources. The initial study demonstrated 
convincingly that the state's regulatory performance during 1972-
77 was extremely lax. This was the case on virtually every 
measure of agency performance: permitting, inspection and 
enforcement, prosecution of wildcat operators -- a serious problem 
in Tennessee -- and bond forfeitures. The study did note that in 
1977 the state launched a flurry of highly-publicized enforcement 
actions against a group of violators. The researchers believed 
this was stimulated by the impending arriv&l of the Office of 
Surface Mining, and they were skeptical it would continue. 

The later SOCM study, based on data collected during 1980, 
contains ample support for the earlier skepticism. Despite 
revisions of Tennessee's surface mining laws during the interim 
period (1977-80), enforcement continued to be weak and 
inconsistent. 

In mid-1982, Tennessee received regulatory primacy. 
Environmentalist and citizens' groups remain skeptical that its 
capacity and willingness to regulate effectively has increased 
appreciably since the 1980 SOCM study was completed. Admittedly, 
not all states have regulatory records as deficient as 
Tennessee's. And it remains to be seen whether the states will be 
willing in the future to do what they failed to do prior to 1977. 
Excepting state officials and the new leadership at the OSM, 
opinions varied among those we interviewed. A handful of 
respondents sounded a Cassandra-like theme, but more typical were 
responses such as this: 

Q.: Do you foresee any circumstances under which the 
regulation of surface mining will revert to conditions 
even close to what they were prior to 1977? 

A.: I want to say no to that. I don't think the states 
will be that irresponsible. I know that ••• fear is 
expressed by a lot of people in the environmental 
community, and maybe it won't revert because of their 
willingness to express that fear and keep everybody's 
level of awareness up ••• I don't know that the sky is 
falling in. I know that Public Law 95-87 still exists, 
and thp. citizens' rights exist as a matter of law, not 
as a matter of gratuity on the part of James Watt or 
[the new OSM leadershipJ. 
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Partly responsible for this cautious optimism are efforts in 
some states which seem to signal a strengthened reglllatory 
resolve. Kentucky's intensified efforts to control wildcat mining 
is one example. 

In July 1978, Kentucky established a special unit to deal 
with wildcat mining. With limited fiscal, personnel and legal 
resources, however, the unit accomplished little. Basically, they 
were in the position of trying to bluff wildcat operators into 
compliance with the law. More recently, the state has moved to 
increase the unit,s resources. These renewed efforts were a 
response in part to a state study which estimat.ed that in 1980 the 
state lost approximately $2,181,163 in coal severance taxes from 
an estimated 682 wildcat operations (Kentucky Bureau of Surface 
Mining Reclamation and Enforcement, n.d.). First, the state 
legislature passed new legislation giving the unit some of the 
enforcement tools that most observers believe are required if 
wil~catting is to be curbed: (1) wildcat mining WclS changed from 
a mIsdemeanor to a felony, (2) jurisdiction for handling such 
cases was taken out of the hands of the District courts -
b71ie~ed too susceptible to influence -- and lodged with the 
Circuit courts, and (3) state personnel were given the power to 
confiscate heavy equipment used in wildcat mining and to sell it 
at public auction (Senate Bill No. 165, 1982). There was a new 
sense of enthusiasm among the unit's personnel as they recently 
launched a more intensive effort to control wildcat mine 
operations in Kentucky. 

COAL PRODUCI!!RS 

The OSM 8 s inspection and enforcement program was constructed 
and operated in hopes that it would achieve some deterrent effect 
on coal producers. Periodic inspections, mandatory notices of 
violation, and a responsive penalty assessment process were 
designed to impress upon coal operators the point that the federal 
regulators "meant business." The deterrence process, however, is 
more complex than the direct effect simply of a legal threat. 
Dete~rence may be achieved indirectly as well (e.g., Zimring and 
~awk~ns, 1973). For example, the creation of a new legal threat 
1n t1~e may lead members of the target group to reevaluate the 
moral1ty of the threatened behavior quite apart from their fear of 
the legal penalty. Nearly all our interview data with OSM 
per~onnel suggest that the agency's program and operations 
achieved at least a modest deterrent effect. They achieved some 
cha~neling effects as well, which ultimately may prove to be just 
as lmportant. 

Reclamation Complianc9 Costs 

.The Nat~o~al Research Counci~ (198lb) has reviewed existing 
s~ud1es and est1mated some of the incremental costs of compliance 
With the SMCRA and the OSM's interim regulatory program. At the 
outset, the NRC investigators insisted on three points. First, 
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they questioned the legitimacy of the premises embedded in studies 
of reclamation costs: 

Surface mining on a significant scale takes place in 
both the United Kingdom and in West Germany, for 
instance, with little or no attempt to measure 
"reclamation costs" as such. In each of these nations • 
• • restoration is considered an integral part of the 
mining process. In the 'United States, however, 
reclamation has only recently been considered important, 
and hence the tendency is to consider it as an add-on 
expense (National Research Counc i1, 1981b: 178). 

Second, they suggested a conservative ~nterpretation of 
reclamation cost data provided by coal producers: 

[I] f the surface mining industry's reports of 
reclamation expenses err, current incentives make it 
likely that they will err on the high side, because the 
industry is engaged in extensive lobbying and litigation 
based on the argument that the 1977 federal law and the 
proposed regulations impose unreasonably high costs. In 
addition, most long-term contracts for t:he purchase of 
coal jnclude provisions for the pass-through of 
reclamation and other expenses imposed by governmental 
regulat1.ons. Again, this provides little incentive for 
low estimation of reclamation expenses, although new 
contracts will add such incentives (1981b: 182-83). 

Finally, the NRC took note of the complaint by some that 
occasionally the reclamation costs for land exc~ed its market 
value. Suggesting that "this is beside the point," it charged that 
"[c]urrent and future individualG should not be made to bear 
unreasonable costs in terms of JSdtroyed la~dscape for the sake ~f 
current consumers of coal" (198lb: 180). One?f our respondents, 
a regional manager, made much the same point: 

[T]o the extent that the administration can make a cost
benefit analysis, certainly nobody faults that. The 
problem is, just a purely economic cost-benefit analysis 
is difficult in all situations. You know, an economist 
is a perscn who can assign a value to pimping his 
mother, because he assumes everything has a value ••• 
And there1s some kinds of decisions, you know, that just 
don't read5.ly translate ••• into dollars and cents •• 
• To the extent that it's the last. • unmined 
mountain in Appalachia, wpat1s the value of that, you 
know? Maybe it's worth everything. 

After reviewing existing studies, the Council summarized the 
\ncremental reclamation costs produced by Public Law 95-87 for a 
"typicaJ.'~ mine in each of the three U.S. coal fields. The 
results are presented in Table 7. As Table 7 indicates, and 
the Council notes, "[r]eclamation costs per ton fall sub
stantially moving from east to west" (198Ib: 199). In fact, 
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TABLE 7 

SUt1v1ARY OF "TYPICAL" RECL.~MATION COST ESTIMATES (1978 DOLLARS) 

1- Pre-P. L. 95-87 
a. Appalachia 
b. Midwest (rowcrop) 
c. West 

2. Incremental cost with 
P. L. 95-87 
a. Appalachia 
b. Midwest (rowcrop) 
c. West 

3. Estimated total reclamation 
costs wi th P. L. 95-87 (1 +2) 
a. Appalachia 
b. Midwest (rowcrop) 
c. West 

$/Ton 

Range Midpoint 

3.23-7.16 5.19 
1.40-2.73 2.07 
0.08-0.39 0.24 

5.24 
1.80 
0.57 

10.33 
3.87 
0.81 

Source: National Research Council (1981: 200) 

$/Acre 

Range Midpoint 

2,676-$14,915 9,460 
7,000- 10,000 8,500 
1,899- 8,186 5,043 
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mining costs in the west are only slightly affected by the 
requirements of 95-87 and the OSM regulatory program. In 
Appalachia, however, the picture is different. Spoil handl~ng 
costs account for the lion's share of total reclamat10n 
expenditures, and spoil handling is affected by. terrain and 
stripping ratio. Largely for these reasons, reclamat10n costs fall 
heaviest on Appalachian producers. 

Large and Mid-Size Coal Producers 

For two reasons, large and mid-size coal producers have not 
been affected by more stringent surface mining regulations nearly 
as much as their smaller counterparts. First, many of the former 
operate in the midwest and west, where the increm,:ntal costs .of 
stringent reclamation requirements are less than 1n Appalach1a. 
Second, the economies of scale make it easier for them tQ adapt. to 
changed regulations and to develop, internally, new operat1ng 
structure~ and procedures. For example, larger coal producers 
have in-house professional engineering staffs, enabling them to 
prepare many of the studies and plans that must be submitted as • 
part of permit applications. Further, they have been able to 
develop, internally, additional technical servic~s, such as ~at7r
testing laboratories, required for the same purposes. TheIr 1n
h0use availability ot technical expertise also enables the~, .on a 
more or less continuous basis, to develop and adopt mod1f1ed , 
cost-effective mining technologies. In short, larger companies 
have the capacity to adapt to changing regulations while remaining 
economically competitive. 

Mid-size coal producers can achieve the same results only by 
merger or by contracting with external consulting firms to provide 
the requisite technical services. Congress anticipated enactment 
of the SMCRA and implementation of the OSM's regulatory program 
would create a substantially heightened demand for technical 
personnel. such as mining engineers, hydrologists, and trained 
blasters (U.S. Congress, House, 1977). partly for this reason, 
the Act contains mechanisms for educational training of technical 
personnel. In the short run, however, technical personnel and 
services are scarce, especially in Appalachia. Clearly, 
establishment of the str.ingent, comprehensive federal interim 
reg ula tory prog ram has spur red s igni f ican t adapt i ve measures by 
mid-size coal firms -- which mine in the midwest and in 
Appalachia. 

I think, probably the biggest thing 95-87 required, that 
was really traumatic for the eastern industry, more so 
than the west ••• was force on them pre-planning, on 
a fairly massive and intensive scale. And there were a 
lot of problems in that. Tt\ere weren't enough 
engineers; there weren't enough planners, or geologists, 
or hydrologists, or technical types to go around, to let 
you do all the planning that was required to meet, you 
know, these requirements. 
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Small Coal Producers 

In the era of shoot'n shove surface mining, when regulation 
was weak or non-existent, many individuals and small mining 
companies moved in and out of surface mining depending upon market 
conditions. Such persons normally might work in the building 
trades or construction industry until rising prices in the spot 
coal market presented an opportunity to exploit. They provided a 
quick startup capability in the coal industry. At the same time, 
operating at the economic and legal margins, they and the ad hoc 
"companies" they created probably were responsible for some of the 
most severe environmental damage caused by surface mining. 

In the revised regulatory climate produced by federal 
intervention, many small coal producers probably have been 
"squeezed" out of the mar~!t. Lacking an in-house technical 
staff, and the economies of scale, many of them face only two 
options. 

The first, of course, is simply to go out of the mining 
business. Assuming that small surface mine operators increasingly 
are falling by the way, a higher degree of market concentration by 
mid- and large coal producers should resul t. Al though we are not 
aware of any systematic empirical investigations of this question, 
less systematic data indicate such a trend (U.S. Congress, House, 
1981: 336-66). They suggest that more stringent -- and, 
therefore, costly -- regulatory requirements have accelerated the 
concentration of coal production in the hands of the larger 
producers. 

The second option available to the small producer is to 
engaoe in marginally or totally illegal operations, such as 
wild~atting. There are some data to suggest that, historically, a 
similar dynamic occurred in the Pennsylvania anthracite fields 
during the Great Depression (Shore et al., 1941). Once again, 
however, we really do not know if coal-Producers who formerly 
operated within the law have shifted to unpermitted mining. A 
former regional manager related what seems to be the prevailing 
view of the difficulty of determining the extent of and changes in 
wildcat mining: 

I suspect that wildcatting, probably, is a function of 
the economic state of the industry as much as anything 
else. And to the extent that the regulations have 
pushed coal producers to become larger producers ••• 
then you certainly, probably have larger numbers of 
persons who either are not able to reach those levels of 
scale or are unwilling to ••• And there may be a pool, 
a larger pool of potential wildcatters, ~Jho are unable 
to operate legitimately within the l~w, but have enough 
knowledge to run a 'dozer and ••• strip off a little 
contour mining in the middle of the night, or over the 
weekend. 
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The same respondent suggested further that the problem of 
wildcatting is 

focused or highlighted in Appalachia, because in many 
cases it's.a one industry area. And to that extent, it 
may be more readily apparent that ••• [if] you can't 
economically afford to compete, other options may not be 
as readily available to you ••• [It's] somewhat akin 
to the kind of Prohibition problems .•• [J] ust because 
it's against the law to wildcat is not going to stop 
everybody from trying to strip the coal and sell it. As 
long as there's a ready market. 

.But, lea~ing asid~ the special problem of wildcatting, there 
is little dount that ln some areas of Appalachia mine operators, 
perhaps with the collusion of local politicians and regulatory 
personnel, have engaged in a variety of imaginative strategies to 
evade the letter of the law (~.g., Virginia's policy on haul roads 
and the two-acre exemption). The prevalence and incidence of 
these practices vary considerably from state to state. Because no 
one knows as yet whether the states will strenghten their 
regulatory resolve, no one knows whether such practices eventually 
will expand or decline. 

Regardless of state responses to the feder~l presence, our 
interviews with OSM personnel suggest that coal producers 
gradually developed a modified awareness of their 
responsibilities. Typical of this belief are the comments offered 
by a regional manager: 

I think the general mind set of the industry, since 95-
87, -- even though it's been a traumatic learning 
experience for them -- it's been much more acceptance of 
the requirements [and] the necessity •• for 
regulating surface mining ••• I think there's a 
general acceptance on the part of the industry now that 
. • • when you deal with spoil, it's got to be 
compacted. It's got to be stabilized, that you got to 
make sure that it doesn't slide off the side of the hill 

. ' I don't think anybody would justify shoveling 
spoll over the downslope now. 

A~d~tio~al suppor: fo~ i.ndustry's increasing sense of responsi
blllty lS found ln mlning companys' growing tolerance of the 
regul~tory pres~nc~. As noted earlier, small operators were 
clspecially antagonlstic toward the OSM's inspectors. However 
ev~n this animosity eventually showed signs of erosion. Thi~ 
Shlft was acknowledged by a regional manager: 

[W] e went from situations in which inspectors were 
assaulted, to where people now go inspect mines ••• 
Loutinely. And while they may not be loved, they still 
are accepted and, that's a big Jump -- from having 
people with their noses broken and threatening to push 
them off the site with a bulldozer and, you know, 
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CITIZENS AND CITIZENS' GROUPS 

Prior to the SMCRA, the residents of America's coal fields 
generally felt powerless to confront and control the practices of 
mining corporations. We made no systematic effort to determine 
whether their feelings of powerlessness changed after the 
establishment of a federal regulatory presence. From the few 
interviews we conducted with citizens' groups, however, it is 
clear that the federal Office of Surface Mining gave them their 
first significant hearing and opportunity to contribute to the 
control of surface mining operations. In the context of concern 
for and interest in some of the largely technical impacts of 
regulation, this impact should not be taken lightly. Recognition 
of this fact is especially important today, when citizens' and 
environmentalist groups fear a significant erosion of their 
recently-won rights by the new OSM leadership. 

THE ENVIRONMENT 

We know of no systematic comparative investigation of the 
environmental consequences of earlier programs and the more 
stringent federal regulatory program. In Appalachia, opinion 
suggests that the OSM had begun to make a si~nificant difference. 
Whether this picture will change now that the new leadership has 
signalled a different course and given virtually all 
responsibility to the states is anybody's guess. The same appears 
to be true of the midwest. 

The west may be another matter. Surface coal mining 
continues to expand, even though the reclamation potential of much 
of western surface mined land remains in question (e.g., National 
Research Council, 1974). The western states generally seem 
will ing to push ahead, mine their enormous coal reserves, and to 
accept industry's assurances that the land can be reclaimed • 
Research, however, questions their reclamation performi:)nce thus 
far and their ability, therefore, to deliver on their promises 
(Wiener, 1980) • 

Asked about the federal program's impact on the environment, 
OSM employees understandably believed it has been positive. 
Especially among OSM field inspectors, these beliefs were 
widespread and represented an important source of job 
satisfaction. For example: 

Q~: [W]hat part of your job do you see as the most 
positive? 

A.: Cleaning up [the environment] ••• When I first 
started in here -- of course, I worked allover -- but I 
remember River. [I was] down there one day 
when it was raining, and the damn water wa;' chocolate-
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milk brown. It was a mess. And in the last two years 
I've seen a hell of an improvement 
I mean, that's probably one of the 
I've done. 

••• Cleaning it up, 
most positive things 

similar beliefs, though more restrained, were expressed by the 
agency's regional managers., Typical were these remarks: 

Q.: Did OSM's I&E progI;;am have a demonstrable impact on 
the ground, in the field? 

Y it did ••• I would say it did have. 
A.: ••• es, h Tl Y 
N w not bi~. Not big. But it was t ere. le 
s~o;ped for example, noticeably, they started 
con t roll' in g water better, acid water, better • • • Y ~ u 
saw more contemporaneous reclamation, up ~gainst the plt 
more. I saw earlier, better revegetatlon ••• They 
started making some better landscape. yeah, I s.aw some 
better reclamation. Now, some of the mlnes contlnued to 
be holdouts. 
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SECTION 10: THE OSM'S INITIAL REGULATORY STYLE: 
CONSTRAr~TS AND CHOICES 

To this point, we have presented a detailed description and 
analysis of the OSM's development of its initial regulatory 
programs. Now we summarize these materials in terms of the 
typological model set forth in Table 2 (page 30). In addition, we 
examine some determinants of and constraints on the developnent of 
the DSM's enforced compliance style. 

REGULATORY STYLES AND STRATEGIC OPTIONS 

For econom i sts, the maj 0 r opt ions in reg ula to ry con trol are 
regulation by economic incentive v'ersus regulation by 
administrative direction (Mitnick, 1980: chap. 6). Although the 
incentive option, a favorite scheme of academic economists, has 
been proposed "for surface mining (National Research Council, 
1981), it never has been considered seriously as a feasible 
political alternative in this area. Thus, the options which must 
be addressed in the regulation of surface mining are variants of 
the directive approach. 

We have argued that two polar styles of enforcement may be 
developed by regulatory administrators: enforced compliance and 
negotiated compliance styles. Both are intended to induce the 
regulated clientele toward 'compliance with a given set of statutes 
and administrative rules. Although thinking of the two styles as 
polar opposites is useful for analysis and comparison, in real 
life it would be surprising to find an agency in which all phases 
of the regulatory process were in accord with one polar style. 

An enforced compliance style promotes c~mpliance through a 
fully rationalized system of justice, i.e., a sYbtem in which 
both the goals of the system and the means of attainment are 
clearly specified and tightly bound to each other. Such a style, 
then, is almost always the consequence of a strategic plan. A 
negotiational style promotes compliance through a flexible, 
situationally attuned administrative process, Le., a system in 
which the mechanisms for attaining compliance are only loosely 
constrained (whether or not the goals and means have been 
specified clearly). Such a style may reflect a strategic plan or 
may emerge incrementally. 

Old-style regulatory agencies generally followed a negotiated 
compliance model. For that reason, they often were criticized for 
being too flexible and too accommodative, features which 
presumably facilitated capture (Bernstein, 1955; Friendly, 1962). 
It is striking that the Office of Surface Mining, from its 
inception until the takeover by appointees of the Leagan 
administration. adopted an enforced compliance style at almost 
every step in the regulatory process. 

Relatively formal rule-making procedures are required by 
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statute. But the OSM's rule-making process had an adversarial 
tone that extended beyond these strictures. Comments from the 
coal industry were viewed with strong skepticism and contacts with 
industry were avoided. The production of the regulations was 
dominated by an emphasis on comprehensive, detailed, and legally 
defensible rules. 

Consequently, the regulations reflected a legalistic rather 
than a discretionary orientation toward the enabling statute and 
the activities to be controlled. The intent was to eliminate 
ambiguity concerning what was necessary for compliance (cf. 
National Research Council, 1981a: 37-43) Each of the cases 
alluded to in section 5 illustrates the incorporation of enforced 
compliance assumptions intc the regulations. The most extreme 
form of regulating enforced compliance is through design criteria 
and stand~rd~ (specified means for reaching the regulatory goals), 
as exemplIfIed In the sedimentation pond regulations. Although 
the regulations did include some discretionary elements, nearly 
always these were specified by the Act or by subsequent judicial 
decisions. 

It is reasonable to assumE tha~ the OSM'S enforced compliance 
style would have been implemented most effectively through a 
centr~lized organizational system, tightly coupled to state 
agencIes. Although implementation nominally was decentralized 
through five regional offices, strict rule application was the 
accepted norm. Only in Region West was there significant 
deviatio? from this pattern. The federal agency was only loosely 
and ambIguously coupled to the state agencies. On the surface 
state agencies were t~eated as though they were tightly coupled t~ 
the Office of Surface Mining. They were to be dependent on the 
federal agency for approval of their regulatory programs, i.e., 
the OSM took a strong enforced compliance stance regarding state 
primacy. Nevertheless, the desire to limit negotiated compliance 
led ~o a de-coupling of the federal and statt,:! agencies, 
par tIC ~ 1 a r.l y t h r 0 ugh . the ~~ E~'£!~ r u lin g w h i chI i mit e d 
communIcatIon at certaIn points. The ambiguous structural 
relationship batween the OSM and the states opened the door to 
demands for negotiated compliance policies. 

. The OSM's implementation of the interim program was stringent 
by Intent. Exercise of interpretive discretion by field-level 
inspectors was limited. Inspectors were told to "go by the 
b~ok," and accommodative negotiation with operators was 
dIscouraged. In the application of sanctions, the agency's 
performance fell short of HQ executives' original expectations. 
An enforced compliance style was evident in the agency's 
assessment of fines, which used a point system calcula~ed in the 
ce~t~al off.ice • .This: mode of assessment was an attempt to 
elImInate dIscretIon and neg~tiation in sanctioning. Although 
the law. was. punitive in orientation, in practice, the fines were 
modest In sIze a.nd coll.ection t"as ineffective. Many times, fines 
were re-negotlated In confe'rence hearings. The widespread 
reduction or elimination of fines as a reward for the abatement of 
violations reflected an accommodative orientation. 
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DETERMINANTS OF THE OSM'S REGULATORY STYLE 

What accounts for the pervasiveness of the enforced 
compliance style in the early days at the Office of Surface 
Mining? We believe the agency was propelled not only by internal 
choice but also by external constraints. Moreover, each selection 
of an enforced compliance option generated a new set of 
constraints, both on the coal industry, and on the agency itself. 
Here we re-examine the underlying sources of the OSM's dominant 
style and strategies, its guiding ideology (cf. Kagan, 1978; 
Thomas, 1980), and four types of constraints (limiting or 
sustaining cond i tions) : (1) the leg islated mandate, (2) pol i tical 
forces, (3) the state of the economy, and (4) the adequacy of 
organizational resources. 

The Guiding Ideology 

As the abrupt change in direction wrought by the new 
administration makes clear, agency policy may be determined 
primarily from the top down, by managerial intent. Policy 
choices often reflect underlying values and, at times, the 
ideologies of particular groups or classes. Such ideologies were 
powerful determinants of the enforced compliance style that shaped 
the regulatory process during the OSM's initial period, as well as 
the negotiated compliance style that currently is operative. 
Simply put, the fundamental ideologies are environmentalism and 
developmental ism. The latter, a variant of nineteenth century 
liberalism, is a set of ideas reflecting the interests of various 
business classes~ The former is a variant of reformism, a set of 
ideas reflecting the interests of the new upper middle class. 

A central component of reformism is the idea that social 
problems can be resolved and the public interest best served 
through the critical application of knowledge by autonomous 
experts. Reformism is characterized by a pervasive distrust of 
business. Similarly, there is a basic suspicion of any state or 
federal agency which seems to have been, or is likely to be, 
captured by industry. One of the few mechanisms available for 
institutionalizing these misgivings is the rule of law. 

The whole thrust of the OSM's regulatory program may be 
interpreted as an attempt to maintain the separation of industry 
and state. It was assumed that a truly autonomous regulatory 
process could be uaintained only through the development and 
application of the rule of law at every point. We do not mean to 
say that this ideology was ever fully thought out or enunciated 
within the agency. But in a diffuse sense, the belief that the 
coal industry should be strictly controlled by autonomous experts 
through the rule of law and mechanisms of enforced compliance was 
a domain assumption found throughout the agency, from 
headquarters' staff to field-level inspectors. 
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It was this guiding commitment that led to the selection of 
enforced compliance strategies in constructing the regulatory 
program. The basic options were specified by a former official of 
the Department of the Interior: 

There are two ways of going. You can implement a 
reS\ulatory program slowly, by committee, clawing, 
fighting, pushing all the way. or, you can do the whole 
thing and spend your time in a more controlled retreat, 
defending what you've done, as opposed to continually 
trying to create. 

The agency chose the latter strategy. Fully believing that the 
two enforcement styles are variants of one process, its executives 
determin,ed that the best way to guarcr-against an early drift 
toward negotiational strategies was to begin operations at the 
other extreme. In the words of a solicitor: IIWherever there was 
a chance to implement more as opposed to less, they did it. 1I 

A strong environmentalist commitment on the part of some OSM 
officials was an important factor in shaping the direction of the 
agency, but its importaI1ce should not be overstated. On the one 
t~nd, several positions in the agency were filled on the basis of 
recommendations from environmentalist groups. Although these were 
not the top positions, their incumbents had a disproportionate 
impact in the selection of basic strategies. They helped set a 
tone for internal discussion; and the Act's mandated deadlines 
facilitated movement in the directions where they were willing to 
lead. Later, an explicit effort was made to recruit former state 
inspectors who had reputations for stringent enforcement. On the 
other hand, the vast majority of key OSM executives and managers 
had no pre1vious ties with the environmentalist movement and, by 
any stretch of the imagination, could not be called "zealots." 
They were career administrators and technical experts who were 
IIjust doing their job." In this case, their job was the rigid 
regulation of the coal industry. 

statutory Constraints 

For amy regulatory agency, a major determinant of the 
consequent regulatory strategies is to be found in the language of 
the enabling legislation. Capture theories generally suggest that 
weak forms of regulation flow from discretionary and accommodative 
policies, l:i result of intended vagueness and ambiguities in the 
legislative mandate (Kolko, 1965; Weinstein, 1968). In direct 
response to such theories, the establishment of the new regulatory 
agencies was increasingly based on tighter, more specific 
legislation (Marcus, 1980). The legislative mandate for the 
creation of & regulatory program by the Office of Surface Mining 
was especially detailed and precise, even in comparison with the 
legislated mission of other new regulatory agencies (e.g., EPA, 
OSHA). The Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act includes 
115 environmental performance standards. In addition, the Act 
placed exceedingly stringent deadlines on the agency and the 
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The specificity of the legislative mandate placed strong 
constraints on the subsequent development of the regulatory 
program, enabling, if not forcing, the OSM to select legalistic 
enforced compliance strategies. The deadlines imposed by the law 
were further important constraints in shaping such strategies. 

When asked to discuss the agency's mission or mandate, OSM 
off i cia 1 s t yp i call y rep 1 i edt hat i twa s s i m pI Y to i m pI em en t the 
law (e.g., "Our priorities were pretty well established by the 
Act;" "You just have to read section I of the Act and it's a 
p:etty ~lear sta~~ment of the mission of the agency.") The 
dlScuss10n of optlons revolved around narrow issues not around 
the basic direction of the agency. ' 

In its details, the Act contains numerous ambiguities, but 
the listing of 13 purposes in section 1 clearly indicate that it 
was intended asa rigorous environmental protection law. For 
example, section 102.(c) states that it is the purpose of the Act 
to "aRsure that surface mining operations are not conducted where 
reclamation as required by this Act is not feasible." In the case 
of many prev io usl y establ i shed reg ulato ry ag enc ies, the enabl ing 
legislation was unclear in specifying "firm choices between 
regulatory effectiveness and economic continuity" (Kagan, 1978: 
66). The statement of purposes in the SMCRA makes a ritualistic 
bow toward assuring "that the coal supply essential to the 
Nation's energy requirement ••• is provided" and that a balance 
be struck IIbetween protection of the environment and agricultural 
productivity and the Nation's need for coal" [section 102.(f)]. 
Significantly, however, the preceeding statement of findings in 
the Act mentions only that the underground coal mining industry is 
"essential to the national interest" [section 101. (b)]. Nowhere 
is it stated that a purpose v£ the Act is to ensure a balance of 
environmental protection and surface mining development. Thus, 
the legal mandate for strong deterrence of environmental 
degradation is quite clear. This mandate is supported by 
extensive legislative history. 

Nevertheless, there are at least two broad mandates of the 
Act which clearly failed to constrain the direction taken by the 
initial leadership at the OSM. First, there is the statement that 
it is the purpose of the Act to "assist the States in developing 
and implementing a program to achieve the purf;oses of this Act" 
[section 102.(g)]. This statement emphasizes the OSM's role as 
helper. But the relationship between the agency and the states is 
left quite ambiguous by the Act, which also stipulates that its 
pu~pose is to "establ ish a na tionwi de prog ram" [section 102. (a) ] • 
T~lS statement implies that the OSM is to be an authoritative 
d1rector of state programs. The agency's application of its 
enforced compliance style toward the states based on an 
~nterpretation of strong federal priority, caused'major problems 
1n ~he development of the program. Second, the opening section on 
env1ronmental protection standards indicates that regulations 
"shall be concise and written in plain, understandable language" 
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[section 501. (a)]. Clearly, the bulky packages of complicated 
regulations produc~d by the agen\-::y failed to meet this 
requirement. 

Political Constraints 

The political environment in which the Office of Surface 
Mining operated generated major constraints on the development of 
discretionary, negotiated compliance policies. Kagan's review of 
previous resea~ch on regulatory agencies concludes that: 

[A] regulatory program which experiences high public 
visibility, which is subject to objective measures of 
performance, which is confronted with a more balanced 
pressure group structure, and which has multiple sources 
of intelligence and advice, is more likely to maintain a 
relatively stringent stance (l978: 68). 

All of these determining conditions apply to the OSM. The agency 
was forced to develop its regulatory program on the periphery of a 
highly charged political arena. It maintained a relatively high 
degree of visibility because of the relative balance of continuing 
oversight from concerned interest groups. The agency was never 
enmeshed in the traditional "iron triangle" (agency, regUlated 
industry; and Congressional committee) of capture (Weaver, 1978). 
Rather, it was forced to deal with a shifting balance of 
interests: environmentalists, large coal, small coal, the states, 
Congress and the courts. 

Having lost the battle for ~bolition of strip mining, 
environmentalists and citizens' groups pressured the agency toward 
the most stringent impl~mentation possible. They had considerable 
influence in shaping OSM policies because they knew the law and 
could contribute strong legal defenses for their suggested 
revisions of the regulations. 

Th e co ali n d us try, h av i ng los t the bat tIe for com pIe t e 
freedom from federal regulStion, pressed for flexible rules and 
lenient enforcement. The industry produced extensive technical 
comments on the proposed regulations. Relatively few revi~ions 
were based on the coal industry's technical comments. Only when 
the industry's position was advanced on very firm legal ground was 
it,,:' advice heede.d. De,'3pite its efforts, the coal industry had 
little success in setting limitations on the directions taken by 
the OSM during the Carter administration. Small coal operatcrs, 
who were more seriously affected by the new regulations than 
large coal companies, fought the agency tooth and nail. Such 
vociferous hostility only rigidified the agency's position. 
Having lost the struggle for general, discretionary rules, the 
industry carried its fight to the courts and to the states. 

Pub I i c Law 95 - 8 7 was apr o,d u c t 0 f the fa i I u reo f s tat e 
regulatory control. Thus, the intent of the law, whatever its 
formal obeisance to states' rights, was to enforce compliance with 
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it~ purposes. The states fought for relative autonomy from 
federal ~ontrol, for greater flexibility and accommodation in 
formulatIng regulations and for negotiation between technical 
experts in obtaining primacy. The opposition of the states to the 
federal agency, which varied widely, was based on a desire to 
adapt the regulations to differing geologic and climatic 
conditions; to maintain their autonomy and self-respect. and to 
protect their local industry. I 

~ongress, which had remained largely on the sioelines during 
the fIrst two years of the OSM's life, was enlisted on the side of 
the states. When a bill that would have sharply curtaiied the 
agency's power over the conditions of state primacy (S.1403) 
passed the Senate by a substantial majority in 1979, it was clear 
that the agency's mandate to enforce a uniform, national law had 
been seriously eroded. In failing to negotiate fully with the 
states and by ignoring Congress, the OSM had overplayed its hand. 
Its 17ad 7 rs fe~t constrained to take a more conciliatory stance in 
negotIatIng prImacy and cooperative agreements with the states. 

Finally, the courts ,act as an important force in the politics 
of regu~atlon. The m~Jor battles over the implementation of 
regulatIons oc?urred WIth the threat of litigation in mind. In 
:espons~ to thIS threat, the Office of Surface Mining oriented 
Its actIons to~ard legal defensib~lity. Thus, a program that was 
based on a strlnge~t law and an adversarial reformist ideology 
took a further legalistic turn. More than one hundred tests of 
OSM ~egu~atio~s were brought in court, including a set of 
c~ns~lt,utlonal Issues decided by the U.S. Supreme Court (Hodel v. 
VIrgInIa Surface ,Mining and Reclamation Assn. fi9 L. Ed. 2d): 
Because the actIons of the Office of Surface Mining were 
successfully defended in the vast majority of these cases the 
cou:t~ were a major ally in the agency's quest for auto~omy. 
Antlcl'pa~ory response to judicial decisions was a key factor in 
establIshIng the enforced compliance style throughout the agency. 

The State of the Econom~ ~ Constraint 

, Most of the new social regulatory agencies were established 
durIng ,the e?rly 1970s in the ~idst of a relatively prosperous 
economIC clImate. Two earlhH versions of the SMCRA were 
thwart,ed by Presidential veto •. Nevertheless, the strong enforced 
complIance mandate of the Act reflected Congressional optimism 
abou~ the state of the e~onomy. State managers, both elected and 
a p po 1 n ted, are n e c e s s a r 11 y con s t r a i ned by" bus i n e s s con f ide n c e" 
(BI~ck, 1977). As the economy and business confidence declined 
~urlng ~h~ late 1970s, the OSM felt increased pressure to relax 
Its polICIes and to expand its negotiations with the states. 
Thus, even before the change in Presidential administrations the 
agency was moving toward negotiated compliance policies o~ all 
fronts. 
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Resource Constraints 

An 0 ') v i 0 usc 0 n s t r a i n ton age n c y e f f e c t i v en e s s, and a bas is 
for capture, is an inadequate budget. Lack of start-up funds 
undoubtedly increased the influence of Department of Interior 
solicitors in shaping the direction taken by the agency. In this 
instance, the resource squeeze enhanced the power of those most 
fearful of capture. Later, insufficient r~sources for inspections 
did not seem to affect basic policy in any significant way. 

Another resource constraint which is conducive to capture is 
lack of skilled experts in the area to be regulated (Mitnick, 
1980). In formulating and implementing their programs, many 
agencies have been dependent on industry expertise. Office of 
Surface Mining employees were prevented, by the SMCRA, from having 
~ny financial interest in coal mining. Nor did the agency did 
attempt to recruit personnel with backgrounds in the coal 
industry. The absence of such people was an intended constraint 
on negotiated compliance strategies. From the standpoint of the 
coal industry, the resulting lack of expertise was a major source 
of "bad" regulation (i.e., technically incompetent and 
unnecessarily restrictive). However, the OSM was able to draw 
from other federal agencies a wide range of technical experts on 
mining and the environment. In contrast to many captured agencies 
(Mitnick, 1980), OSM did not rely on the regulated industry for 
basic information. Generally, agency officials were satisfied with 
the technical quality of their personnel on the Task Force, in 
headquarters and in the regions. A major determinant of deference 
and negotiation was missing in this case. Parenthetically, since 
capture theory stresses the importance of career mobility from 
agency to the regulated industry, it is worth noting that we 
discovered few instances of such mobility in our study. 

The most common internal criticisms of the hierarchy at OSM 
and in the Department of the Interior were: a lack of strong 
leadership in the top positions, a pervasive absence of political 
and communicative skills, and a poor coordination of 
implementation from the Washington office. These factors helped 
shape the directions taken by the agency. The lack of strong top 
leadership provided a policy vacuum that was filled by 
administrative and legal activists. The top leaders then failed 
to seek the political support needed for the emerging 
controversial program. In the eyes of some OSM executives, rising 
opposition to the stringent program could have been stifled by 
better communications with Congressional supporters, the White 
House, and state governors. In the view of others, such political 
groundwork would have set limits on the development of ~ stringent 
program by revealing its lack of support. 

Finally, the availability of time may shape regulatory 
policy. Earlier we pointed out that numerous legislated deadlines 
were placed on OSM and state operations. The significance of 
these deadlines in constraining policy options cannot be 
exaggerated. Tight "agency-forcing" (Ackerman and Hassler, 1981) 
limited the possibility of amicable negotiations with the industry 
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and the states. The time factor, probably increased the power of 
the legal staff in rule-making and contribute.d .to the enfc:rced 
compliance style that permeated the surface mInIng re.gulatlons. 
In addition, the time constraints on the promulgatIon of the 
reg u 1 a tic t.S con t rib ute d to the i so 1 ~ t ion ? f H Q s t a f f fro I? ~ h e 
regions and the states. And time lImitatIons were a defInIte 
factor in the choice of a stringent, as opposed to an 
accommodative implementation policy. In the words of an OSM HQ 
executive: 

[The] states at that time were soon to be submitting 
their state programs, so it looked like the interim 
progr~m would, a year or so later, be out of existence. 
•• So we said it was rather absurd to start an 
educational type of enforcement policy for the short 
remaining interim pr.igram pe:iod ••• We )ust ~e1t 
there wasn't enough time to gIve a lot of fIrst bItes 
out of the apple to many operators. 
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SECTION 11: LESSONS AND POLICY IMPLICATIONS 

Regulatory policies may be examined in terms of manifest and 
latent functions, and also dysfunctions, for the larger goals of 
the agency. In the case of the OSM, these goals were the 
deterrence of environmentally damaging surface mining activities, 
assurance of compliance with the requirements of the SMCRA, and 
the estab-lishment of regulatory autonomy. Hele we summarize here 
some of the benefits of the enforced compliance policies of the 
Office of Surface Mining, examine their costs, and discuss some 
pol icy impl ications. We present proposi tional statements drawn 
from our analysis. These statements represent lessons that we 
have derived from our case study of the Office of Surface Mining. 
They should be viewed as hypotheses subject to further testing in 
comparative studies of th~ regulatory process, particularly in 
new-style agenciese On occasion, we draw on findings from studies 
of the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and the Occupational 
Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) as substantiating or 
modifying evidence. As compared with most old-style agencies, 
both of these agencies are characterized by enforced compliance 
styles. The EPA has favored a negotiated compliance style (cf. 
Marcus, 1980: 285-86) more often than the OSHA or the OSM. 

BENEFITS OF ENFORCED COMPLIANCE POLICIES 

1. An enforced compliance strategy is a relatively efficient 
basis for getting a program started. By the early establishment 
of specific goals, -an agency is able to avoid delay stemming from 
extended internal negotiation concerning jts mission. An enforced 
compliance strategy limits the extent and duration of external 
negotiation and narrowly specifies the issues open to negotiation. 
For the Office of Surface Mining, the set of deadlines mandated by 
the enabling statute, together with lack of resources, was bound 
to produce massive confusion. The building of a new agency and 
the writing of new regulations necessarily entail a considerable 
amount of internal negotiation over an endless array of details. 
Given the time constraints, the agency was forced to limit the 
discussion of options. In the eyes of its top administrators, the 
agency had no basic alternatives; it did what it had to do to get 
the show on the road. By limiting negotiation, the OSM was able 
to avoid the lengthy delays that had characterized rule-~aking and 
implementation by the Environmental Protection Agency (Marcus, 
1980) • 

2. An enforced compliance strategy maximizes immediate 
compliance. Negotiation in the agency's formulation of detailed 
rules and precise standards was strictly limited. At the level of 
field enforcement, inspectors were instructed to enforce the 
regulations to the letter. Fines were meant to be stringent and 
immediate. The sudden introduction of enforced compliance is a 
form of shock treatment. It lets the regulated party know that an 
agency is serious, tough, honest, and efficient. There can be 
little doubt that the OSM's enforced compliance strategy was 
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effective in immed iatel y lim i ting env i ronmental damage. Fi eld
level inspectors whom we interviewed were nearly unanimous in 
their belief in the efficacy of their actions. Perhaps more 
impr~ssive testimony came from our interviews with coal operators, 
who in providing a litany of complaints against the OSM never 
expressed the belief that the new federal enforcement actually 
increased environmental damage. 

3. An enforced compliance strategy provides a strong defense 
against litigation. By promulgating and implementing a stringent 
set of rules, the Office of Surface Mining avoided litigation set 
in motion by environmentalists. In the case of the 
environmentalist complaint against failure to carry out the 
required number of mandated inspections, the agency settled out of 
court by pledging to fulfill the law. Massive litigation against 
the EPA and the OSHA (Marcus, 1980; Kelman, 1980) gave the OSM 
every reason to believe that they also would face such tests. The 
OSM's solicitors were aware that a detailed record of correct 
prOCedUL'E!S provides an excellent legal basis for regulatory 
policies. In the large number of cases brought by the coal 
industry, the agency generally was successful in defending its 
policies. Careful legal construction of the rules and enforcement 
policies generally paid off in later court battles. 

4. The institution of a stringent set of rules and 
enforcement policies provides an agency with ~ strong base fro,!!! 
which to 'pull back. An enforced. complian~e s.trategy keeps. the 
opposition extremely busy contestlng and ad]Ustlng to regulatlons; 
it allo\l7S for limited accommodation at a later date. Having 
established its ground, the OSM pulled back, in regard to 
regulations (e.g., sedimentation ponds and the state window), 
negotiations on state primacy, and field-level discretion. It 
remains to be seen, but it is likely, that the base of stringent 
rules \l7ill have a long-term constraining effect on an 
administration pledged to negotiated compliance strategies. 

5. An enforced compi iance strategy provides an agency wi th 
an external base of support. All regulatory agencies are faced 
with conflicting~emands. By not attempting to make everyone 
happy, the agency at least enlists solid support from one party. 
For the Office of Surface Mining, the enforced compliance model 
solidified the support of environmentalist organizations. The 
EPA, which chose a more moderate course, received less vigorous 
environmentalist support (Marcus, 1980). 

6. An enforced compliance strategy provlaes an agency with ~ 
strong sense of mission. In contrast, a negotiated compliance 
strateClY may leave the agency's mission in doubt. In the case of 
the OS~, such a strategy would have appeared contradictory to the 
perceived legislative mandate. For the participants, the 
consttuction of a new agency is not just another day at the 
offica; it demands a non~bureaucratic workday. The development of 
a sen~3e of special purpose provided early OSM employees with the 
motivational ground for meeting heavy demands. The originators of 
the regulatory program felt that they were involved in a 
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sionificant and exciting task; they still look back to that period 
w (t h nos t a I g i a • S t ron g en for c e d com pI ian c est rat e 9 i e s w ere 
important sources for establishing a sense of mission in other 
new-style agencies as well (Kelman, 1980; Marcus, 1980). 

7" An enforced compliance strategy may be ~ source of 
internal cohesion wi thin a new agency. The internali zation of a 
sen s e 0 f m iss ion i s a sou r ceo for g ani z a t ion a Iso lid a r i t y • A 
sense of unity is extremely important as a counter to the many 
controversies and debates produced by program-building. By 
res.ricting negotiations with those to be regulated, the Office of 
Surface Mining engendered a spirit of unification against known 
adversaries. This sense of cohesion developed both at HQ and in 
the regions, but to a more limited extent between the two. In 
dedication and enthusiasm, the top leadership of the second OSM 
administration was equal to the earlier one. But it is unlikely 
that the new accommodative program could have produced similar 
organizational elan even if the new leaders had been given 
complete control of staffing. 

8. A strategy of enforced compliance allows ~ ~ agency !£ 
avoid a strict hierarchical pattern of control. Theories of 
mechanistic organization would lead one-to expect that a rigidly 
legalistic program would be carried out by means of centralized 
authoritarian control (Burns and Stalker, 1961). But, for the 
OSM, at least initially, common values and a mandate for 
legalistic application of stringent rules allowed for bureaucratic 
decen tral i zat ion. 'l'he rules them sel ves spec i fied what needed to 
be done. With one exception -- Region West -- the regions felt 
themselves bound by the rules. Thus, the Office of Surface Mining 
was able to operate effectively through relatively autonomous 
regional offices. In the long run, it is not surprising to find 
that such autonomy could promote negotiated compliance 
strategies. 

COSTS OF ENFORCED COMPLIANCE POLICIES 

1. An enforced compliance strategy neglects the prac~ical 
politics of implementation. Although the enforced compllance 
policy isitself a political strategy, it is a strateg:r .that 
assum es st rong pol it ical and po we r bases and eschews coall t lons. 
An agency which sharply limits the negotiation of compliance must 
operate on the basis of a strong mandate. The Office of Surface 
Mining assumed that it had such a mandate. Therefore, it felt 
that it could fairly easily withstand the political pressures of 
the coal industry. It \']ould simply force the industry to comply 
with the Act of Congress. Although agency officials deny that 
they ever intended to take an adversarial position toward the 
states, they do acknowledge taking the states for granted. When a 
number of the states revolted against the agency's highhandedness, 
the OSM suddenly found that it had nearly lost its Congressional 
base of support. 

There were at least two reasons for the agency's lack of 
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political savvy. First, there was the constraint of time. The 
agency was under such heavy pressure to promulgate and implement 
the regulations that it was oblivious to the need for fine-tuned 
negotiations with the states and for maintaining open lines of 
communication with Congress. Second, whatever the beliefs of 
agency officials, the logic of their enforced compliance strategy 
placed them in an adversarial position in relation to the states. 
The agency, afterall, was demanding a minimally negotiated form of 
compliance from the states as well as from the coal industry. At 
the time of the states' revolt, it became clear that, although 
Congress might be willing to accept an enforced compliance policy 
for the coal ind ustry, it des i red a nego ti ated compl i ance pol icy 
for the states. The latter policy moved the agency toward a more 
accommodative stance with regards to the coal industry. 

2. An enforced compliance strategy maximizes opposition to 
an agency. The long struggle to enact the SMCRA had sharply 
polarized the issue. The tough stance taken by the agency led the 
coal industry to believe that many of the battles which they had 
won in the making of the law were now being lost in the making of 
the regulations and in the strict conditions for primacy. The 
industry was being challenged to fight back, and it did. More 
importantly, the states followed suit. 

3. An enforced compliance strategy escalates the level of 
hostility. At all stages and levels of the regulatory procesS: 
the OSM presented a single message: "Be reasonable, do it our 
way." The OSM managed to threaten the autonomy of state governors 
by usurping states' "rights" (e.g., by demanding the states revise 
statutes other than their mining laws), to question the 
professional integrity of state regulatory officials (e.g., by 
ignoring their claims of special knowledge of local conditions), 
to irritate the major coal industry officials (e.g., by keeping 
them at a distance from agency decision-making), and to enrage 
local coal operators (e.g., by enforcing against minor violations, 
by demanding payment of fines before a hearing, by maintaining 
many fines even though a violation had been abated in the 
appropriate time, and by ignoring Site-specific mining and 
reclamation practices). The OSM's policies drove a few state 
governors and a multitude of coal operators into a frenzy of 
vituperation. There is a marked similarity between the OSM and 
the OSHA in their enforcement policies and the immediately 
damaging, hostile responses that these policies evoked (cf. 
Kelman, 1980). 

4. An enforced compliance strategy unites the opposition to 
a r:gul~tory agency. A primary component of a Sfrict legalistic 
pOllCY lS equal treatment of those to be controlled. Lack of a 
discretionary policy means that no group receives special 
treatment because of distinctive problems or because of lack of 
problems. The Office of Surface Mining had a distinct tendency to 
produce and implement regulations on the basis of a "worst case" 
mentality. That is, the agency often wrote rules in order to 
prevent. the worst known cases of environmental degradation from 
reCurrlng. The rule then was applied to all operators. 
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Individual coal operators have little in common. Some face major 
di ff ic ul ties in compl i ance, others few. Some a re more will ing to 
comply than others. This same orientation was evident in the 
age,ncy's relations with the states. The states vary in 
envlronmental problems and in internal pressures to accommodate 
the coal industry. Through its egalitarian, universalistic 
policies the agencies brought together its oppon~nts, big and 
small coal, east and west, states with good programs and those 
with poor ones. Those who felt abused because they were forced to 
revise environmentally sound mining practices were driven into the 
same camp with those who felt abused by the imposition of any 
contr~ls whatsoever. Certainly, in pursuing a policy of enforced 
compllance, the agency ignored the ancient wisdolG of "divide and 
conquer." 

5. An enforced com pI i ance pol icy maxim i zes 1 i t igation. If 
conflict between two parties is not managed by negotiation, there 
are few options available for its resolution other than the 
courts. The OSM assumed, probably correctly, that the coal 
industry would test the program in court at every turn, no matter 
what it did. Through a spiral of mutual anticipation of the 
worst, this prophecy was self-fulfilled. 

6. An enforced compliance strategy tends to maximize the 
cost of compliance. By enforcing compliance with design criteria 
and standards, regardless either of circumstances or whether the 
mine operator could meet performance standards by alternative 
means, the agency necessarily increased th~ cost of production for 
the op~rator by a g!eater amount than would be required through a 
negotlated compllance strategy. There is no sure way of 
~eterminin~ exactly this incremental cost, which provides the coal 
lndustry wlth ~ handy tool for beating on'the regulatory agency. 
In any event, lncreased operator costs may decrease the social 
costs of pr?duction. The arguments favoring enforced compliance 
through desIgn standards are: (1) that environmental damage will 
nece~sarily be more limited than if failure-prone techniques for 
meetlng performance standards are used, and (2) that inspections 
for design standards limit the costs of enforcement. There is an 
interesting irony here. The new social regulation is largely an 
attempt to control the social costs (Le., the externalities) of 
production. Design standards are mechanisms by which the 
reg u 1 a to, r y age n c y ext ern ali z e s i !E. cos t s b a c k u po nth e 
externallzers. Put another way, design standards represent a 
strategy for the double internalization of social costs -- the 
social costs of production and the social costs of control. 

, 7. In the ,lon~~, an enforced compliance style generates 
lnternal confllct ln an agency. Legalistic rules and stringent 
enf?r?ement generally are favored by lawyers and central 
ad m 1 n,l s t rat 0 rs. Imp 1 em en tat ion i s car r i e d 0 uti nth e fie 1 d by 
technlcal ~xperts. Such experts generally wish to use discretion 
a~d n~gotlated compliance in their work. They turn in this 
dlrectl?n,o~t of professional pride in their specialized knowledge 
and ,a~llltles,. out of recognition of viable alternatives in 
obta In lng com pllt.mce, and often out 0 f a sense 0 f ident i f ication 
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with the regulated. Generally, the OSM's regional directors went 
by the book but fought with HQ for more realistic, technically 
feasible revisions of the regulations. The majority of inspectors 
in all regions desired greater discretion in their enforcement 
activities. A central paradox of the enforced compliance model is 
that it is a system based on legal and technical expertise which 
tends to breakdown because it ignores its own technical experts. 

POLICY IMPLICATIONS 

An easy conclusion which might be drawn from the preceding 
discussion is that an extreme enforcement strategy is likely to 
generate costs which threaten to erode its benefits. Now we 
examine variations on that theme in the form of tentative policy 
statements derived from our analysis. We state these as 
correctives for an agency operating on the assumption that it has 
a mandate for strict enforcement policies. Our comments take the 
form of a conservative critique of the OSM's program, conservative 
in the sense that we fundamentally accept the position that the 
program, as initially constructed, was basically asound and 
effective means of implementing the Act. 

Most of the deficiencies which we discuss were brought to our 
attention by some of ~ur respondents who were agency executives 
and managers during the Carter administration. A more complete 
discussion of major deficiencies in the OSM's policy 
implementation would include: failures of communication with the 
states, Congress, the regions, and with industry; insufficient 
flexibility in many of the regulations (generally, in over
reliance on design standards -- particularly in areas such as 
sedimentation ponds, permit analysis, seeding, bonding, and the 
point system for assessment of fines); lack of attention to the 
difficulties of the small operator; over-centralized and rigid 
assessment procedures; inability to collect fines; and 
insufficient discretion in the hands of the regions and the 
individual inspectors. We discuss some of these difficulties 
here. 

1. In the short run, mandated early deadlines are important 
in establishing agency autonomy and in ensuring that an agency's 
mandate for action will not be side-tracked. The legislation of 
mandatory time-tables for regulatory agencies was initiated in a 
number of environmental protection laws in the early 1970s and was 
intended to prevent the capture of the EPA by regulated industries 
( Mar c 11 s , 1 9 8 0 ) • I twa s g e n e r 'a 11 y r e cog n i zed t hat the 
ineffectiveness of earlier environmental laws could be traced in 
part to the lack of precise deadlines. The SMCRA went beyond 
previous environmental protection statutes in specifying deadlines 
for detailed rules as well as for meeting specific goals. The 
further specification of time-tables no doubt was based on 
knowledge of delays in rule-making in both the EPA and the OSHA 
(cf. Kelman, 1980); Although the deadlines imposed on the EPA 
caused many problems, two separate studies conclude that they were 
partially effective (National Research Council, 1977; Marcus, 
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.1980). Ackerman and Hassler (1981) refer to Congressional 
attempts to direct the actions of the new social regulatory 
agencies as "agenda-forc~ng" statutes. Clearly, time-forcing 
statutory deadlines are an aspect of agenda-forcing. What were 
the consequences of statutory time-forcing for the Office of 
Surface Mining? 

Practically all the decisions which led the OSM to adopt a 
reI at i vel y extreme en forced com pI i ance styl e 0 f reg ulation were 
related to, if not forced by, the time constraints facing the 
agency. Although deadlines were not met .and probably could not 
have been met, they were taken very seriously by the agency. As a 
consequence, the regulatory program was constructed in a pressure 
cooker. Whatever its deficiencies, it was a miracle of instant 
organization and production. In the long run, however, we believe 
that the statutory inclusion of mandatory deadlines is detrimental 
to the construction of an effective program. 

Time constraints on the production of the regulations 
prevented the full conside-ration of all technical options. 
Flexible technical alternatives were often rejected for feg al 
reasons; there was no time for reformulation of these suggestions. 
In general, the pressing deadlines placed decisive power in the 
hands of the attorneys, who wrote the final draft. Interested 
parties had little time to respond adequately to the proposed 
regulations -- a particularly difficult constraint for small 
~ndust:y: Then! in the revJew of these comments, the agency had 
7nsu~f7clent tlm~ to reVlew any but those which were fully 
Justlfled, technlcally and legally. Less stringent deadlines 
would have allowed for more detailed, face-to-face negotiation on 
particular details. More flexible regulations, less litigation, 
and less polarization of attitudes might have resulted. Because 
the agency was forced to give priority to "getting the job done" 
on time, it isolated itself and gave insufficient attention to the 
problem of communication with the states, with Congress, and with 
the) coal industry. The time constraints led agency officials to 
neglect the political context of their activities. 

2. The construction of an effective regulatory program must 
be based on a recognition of political forces. To rephrase 
Clausowitz' aphorism on war: "the regulatory process is the 
contin!l~tion of political struggle by other means." Regulators 
wou~d llke to plac~ themselves above and beyond politics, to 
bel.l~ve t~at thelr task is simply the application of 
admlnlstratlve, legal and technical expertise. Both the EPA and 
the OSHA ·tried to isolate themselves from Whi te House pressure in 
order to maintain their autonomy and relatively stringent 
:egulatory postures (Marcus, 1980; Kelman, 1980). In at least one 
lnstance, the OSM also fought against interference from the 
executive branch. In general, however, the weakeness of the OSM 
political liaisons was due to neglect rather than intention. 
Althoug~ the Office of Surface Mining was a creature of Congress 
and subJect ·to its oversight, it paid little attention to keeping 
the lines,of communication open. Even before the OSM was 
established, both the OSHA and the EPA had been subjected to 
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Congressional attack because of their stringent enforcement 
policies. The OSM's failure to keep Congress informed resulted in 
greater opposition to ~ rigorous program than might have been the 
case otherwise. This opposition eased the way for the agencyVs 
radical change in direction under the Reagan administration. 

Although some of the states would have fought the OSM under 
any circumstances, the support of others could have been obtained 
through direct contact with irate governors and an earlier 
extension of the primacy deadline. By securing the support of a 
few key states, the agency could have prevented the unification of 
the opposition. When states with strong programs opposed the 
agency's policies, it justified the opposition of states with weak 
programs, which in turn justified the opposition of the coal 
industry. By neglecting any political base other than the 
environmentalist community, the Office of Surface Mining permitted 
its opposition to snot,vball. A major source of tha agency's 
problems was its failure to realize that it was involved in a game 
of coalitional politics. 

3. Selective strategic accommodative negotiation must be a 
component of even the strongest enforced compliance regulatory 
program. Negotiation is a built-in aspect of any regulatory 
process. Like matter, it cannot be destroyed. In the case of the 
03M, negotiation was required, for example, in the rule-making 
process and in the review of state programs. But in nearly every 
instance, these negotiations had a formal, legalistic, adversarial 
character. Although not required by statute, both the OSHA and 
the EPA often include face-to-face discussions with both state and 
industry at an early point in the rule-making process (National 
Research Council, 1977). Many state surface mining regulatory 
agencies also use this procedure. A number of OSM officials, 
especially those in the field, would have preferred such direct 
negotiations. It is likely that such meetings would have aided 
the production of more workable regulations, at the cost, however, 
of some delay. It must 1::. recognized that the enabling statute 
placed some serious limitations on negotiation. For example, the 
requirement for "best available technology" in preventing 
siltation limited the possibility of using more appropriate 
technologies to meet the statutory goals. 

The agency's most striking failure to engage in accommodative 
negotiations was in its relations with the states. In general, 
the states were treated the same way as industry in the rule
making process. Negotiations were basically limited to public 
hearings and the formal submission of complaints and alternatives, 
to which the agency formally replied through the FEDERAL REGISTER. 
Dialogue was not an important part of the process. A symbolic 
component of the relationship was the ex parte solicitor's opinion 
which cut off any communications withlthe states after the end of 
the public comment period. In the words of a solicitor, this 
opinion II was legally correct, but a political disaster." 
Initially the states were treated in the same adversarial manner 
in the primacy process. The agency's lack of accommodation was 
motivated by a desire to ensure tough state programs. If more 
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states had obtained approved programs and had been satisfied with 
them before the change in Presidential administrations, it is 
likely that they would have opposed a massive rewriting of the 
regulations. In the long run, the tough stance toward the states 
may have weakened their programs. The lesson to be learned here 
is that in trying to win every battle, you may lose the war. 

4. Flexible regulations are not necessarily bad regulations. 
Major complaints against the OSM's regulations included the 
failure to allow for variations in local conditions and the 0ver
reliance on design standards. By the end of their tenure y most 
OSM executives from the Carter administration were coming to see 
the validity of some of these criticisms. As previously noted, 
the lack of flexibility in the regulations reflected a "worst 
case" orientation toward the law. As a Task Force member and HQ 
executive told us: 

We tended to write regulations, I think, sort of for the 
worst case. I mean, if you'll pardon, there was kind of 
a stated joke in the agency -- not a joke, I mean, but 
it tells the story: "Well, if we write the regulation 
this way, can we make Virginia do it?" virginia being, 
probably, the worst state in the country for regulating. 

To paraphrase a comment quoted earlier, "rigid regulations were 
environmentally sound, but politically they were a disaster." 

In the long run, it seems inescapable that political support 
for rigid regulations could not have been maintained, even had 
there been no turn0ver in administrations. All parties agreed 
that compliance with the law on the basis of flexible regulations 
was ~ossible. T~e real question was the E~~b~Eili!x of 
compll ance, a quest lon 0 f trust. It is poss ible that the protest 
against inflexible rules may result in weaker rules than would 
have ensued if the rules had been mor~ flexible in the first 
place. As indicated in the National Research Council report on 
surface mining (198l~, design standards can be modified to meet 
local cond~tions in ways which are environmentally and legally 
sound. 

Finally, it is interesting to note that Kelman (1981) found 
that the regulations for protecting occu~ational safety and health 
are more flexible in social democratic S~eden than in the United 
states. This greater flexibility is possible because of the 
context of a greater spirit of trust between industry and state 
regulators than is found in the United States. Paradoxically, the 
inflexibility of the OSM's rules reflected the U.s. coal 
industry's great potential power· to subvert the regulatory 
process. 

5. Discretion is a necessary and unavoidable component of an 
effective implementation program. The OSM made a bow to 
discretionary enforcement policies in its organizational 
structure, which permits some regional autonomy. Nevertheless, 
the regions were guided by and were expected to implement the ~ 
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strategy or strict enforced compliance emanating from HQ. But no 
guidelines were ever established for resolving the contradictory 
demands of regional variations and national uniformity. Only the 
Region West was able to develop a distinctive approach to 
enforcement. The ability there to regulate through the process of 
per mit rev i e w rat h f; r t h ~;, '.1 b Y s t r i n g e n t I & E pro c e d u res - -
appropriate in Region West because of the presence of federal coal 
and the long lead time needed to plan large mines -- gradually was 
accepted as a viable regulatory alternative. A similar regulatory 
policy would be to license coal operators and regulate by means of 
revocation or denial of such licenses. Unfortunately, this 
strategy, employed in Pennslyvania, was not provided in the SMCRA. 

The regional directors chafed against the strictures of 
strict enforced compliance policies, and they sought more 
discretion and clearer guidelines for their use. Had the 
Washington office paid more attention to the regional directors, 
the regulations would have been more flexible and the 
implemel1tation procedures more dis('!retionary. It is likely that 
the implementation program would have aroused less hostility and 
been more effective if the assessment and collection of fines had 
been conducted at the regional level, if discretionary elimination 
of fines simply through abatement of the violation had been 
allowed, and if inspectors had been given more discretion in 
writing citations. Office of Surface Mining inspectors, like 
their counterparts in a number of other agencies (Hawkins, 1980; 
Kagan, . 1980) believed that they could have gained compliance from 
operators more effectively if they had been allowed more 
discretion. 

CONCLUSIONS 

On the basis of its statutory mandate, value-laden choices, 
and external constraints, the early Office of Surface Mining 
quickly developed a regulatory style which was oriented toward 
gaining compliance through stringent enforcement rather than 
accommodative negotiation. Generally, this reform-forcing style 
was effective. The agency rapidly produced tough, detailed rules 
for limiting environmental damage from surface mining. It 
enforced these rules uniformly and vigorously. It demanded 
rigorous state programs. There can be little doubt that the 
environment was improved by these actions. Many coal operators 
were forced to improve their mining practices and many states were 
pushed to strengthen the i r sur face ITt ining 1a'Ils I reg ula t ions, and 
enforcement practices. The immediate beneficiaries of the OSM's 
actions were the residents of the coal fields. Generally, 
grassroot citizen groups were pleased with the OSM's policies and 
performa.nce. 

The costs of the regulatory program for the coal industry 
~ere sizable, especially for small Appalachian operators. 
However, the economic costs of regulated coal production, in large 
measure, ~re passed on to the consumer. Thus, these costs are 
widely ditfused. Probably the most costly burden of regulation 
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for the coal operators was the loss of autonomy in doing business 
-- in planning, mining, and reclamation practices. Similarly, 
state regulators paid the price of diminished independence. 
Clearly, the negotiated compliance style of Ronald Reagan's OSM 
executives will cut both economic and autonomy costs for coal 
producers and state regulators. Few would believe that the land 
will benefit. The question is whether the degree of environmental 
damage will be slight or extensive. But whatever the objective 
environmental costs, the immediate cost to the agency has been 
polarized opposition from citizens' groups and the 
,environmentalist community. 

The focus of our discussion of the costs of enforced 
compliance policies has been on the internal costs borne by the 
OSM itself. The burden of our argument is that an extreme, 
enforced compliance style feeds back upon itself to its own 
detriment. 

Since the regulatory process is not conducted in a vacuum, 
some allowance for flexibility and negotiation is a tactical 
necessity for the implementation of a long-range enforced 
compliance strCltegy. The Office of Surface Mining's basic 
strategy was an over-reaction to the theory of incremental agency 
capture. In turn, it helped stimulate a counter-reaction. 

Nevertheless, our emphasis on the internal costs of a strong 
reg ul a t,o ry styl e sho uld nc t be ove rd ra wn. Since the reac t ion 
against the OSM's early program was over-determined by external 
for c e s, no am 0 un t 0 f d u c kin g and w~ .... a vi ng co u 1 d h a v e for est a 11 e d 
the radical reversal in the direction taken by the agency. Put 
differently, the actions of the initial OSM executives had little 
to ao wi th the change of directions. Rather, it was ideolog ically. 
based and directed from the top by a new administration. The new 
leadership now faces constraints to the establishment of its 
extreme negotiated compliance style. Among these constraints are 
the existence of a set of detailed regulations, how strongly 
incorporated in many state programs, the results of previous 
litigation, and employees ideologically predisposed 'to ,an enforced 
compliance style of regulation. 

In THE POLITICS OF REGULATION, aames Q. Wilson (1980) argues 
that regulatory agencies can be categorized ~n terms of the 
external distribution of costs ,,3nd_ benefits. When the,proposed 
costs are narrowly concentrated(an~ the expected.benefits are 
widely distributed, regulation ~an only emerge fr~m "entrepre
neurial politics." Li~e other new\social regulatory agencies, the 
Office of Surface Mining originae~d when skilled entrepreneurs 
were able to mobilize resources arld generate wideSpread public 
support for surface mi~ing legislation. The direct costs were to 
be borne by a particular industry; the direct benefits would 
acCrue to a very small interest gr~up -- coal field residents. 
But the indirect benefits, satisfaction derivi~if from th~ 

,prevention of environmental degradation ~ould be widespread. 
Wilson noes not discuss the relationship between cost-benefit 
distributions and the potential for agency c~pttire, but it is 
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reasonable to assume that agencies based on concentrated costs and 
dispersed benefits are capture-prone. The coal industry has a 
strong incel1tiv~ .., exercise political influence, especially at 
the state level. ~Iltrepreneurs may fade and public interest may 
wane. The futur; of surface mining regulation hangs on the 
ability of environmentalist entreoreneurs to marshall resources 
for l.itig~tion an? renewed political struggle. The prospect 
cer~a1nly 1S nl~t. d1m" If the old-style regulatory agencies were 
subJect to a 11fe c:yle tending toward quiescent senescence 
(Bernstein, 1955), it is likely that the new-style agencies such 
~s the. Office of ~u~face Mining will be rejuvenated periodically 
1n perlods of .pc:>11t1cally charged reform. Given large industry's 
need ft. r stab111 ty and pred ic'cabil i ty, the ab iIi ty to rna inta in a 
state ot regulatory uncertainty may be the best weapon available 
to reformers. 
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